COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING AGENDA
Monday February 7, 2022 | 7:00 pm
Virtual Meeting via Zoom

ZOOM MEETING PUBLIC ACCESS WEBSITE

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84110724279

CHAIRPERSON – Mayor Sue Paterson
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST

3.

AGENDA ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS

4.

HEALTH & SAFETY MESSAGE – Ice Safety – Deputy Mayor Hicks

5.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
5.1 Councillor Harold Fleet Notice of Motion Regarding Outdoor Skating Rink

6.

STAFF REPORTS
6.1

Report CAO-02-22 – Council Appointment to Public Library Board
Recommendation - That Report CAO-02-22 – Council Appointment to Public Library
Board be received; and
That Joan Roseborough be appointed to the Hanover Public Library Board for the
remainder of the current term of Council.

6.2

Report DCS-02-22 – Provincial Gas Tax Allocation for Public Transit
Recommendation – That Report DCS-02-22 – Provincial Gas Tax Allocation for Public
Transit be received;
That the Mayor and CAO/Clerk be authorized to complete the Letter of Agreement with the
Ministry of Transportation (MTO) as the Host Municipality for the Saugeen Mobility and
Regional Transit Corporation for the public transit Provincial Gas Tax Allocation, as
detailed in Report DCS-02-22; and
That council approve a by-law at a future council meeting to enter into this Letter of
Agreement with the Ministry of Transportation.

6.3

Report DCS-03-22 – Municipal Modernization Program – Phase 3 Approval
Recommendation - That Report DCS-03-22 – Municipal Modernization Program – Phase
3 Approval be received; and
That the Mayor and CAO/Clerk be authorized to complete the Transfer Payment
Agreement with the Ministry of Municipal Affairs & Housing in order to receive this funding.

6.4

Report PB-04-22 – Georgiou Subdivision (File No. 42T-2016-08) Draft Plan Extension
Recommendation – That Report PB-04-22 – Georgiou Subdivision (File No. 42T-201608) Draft Plan Extension be received; and
That council agree to a one-year extension of the Draft Approval of Plan of Subdivision
File No. 42T-2016-08 as requested by Ron Davidson Land Use Planning Consultant Inc.,
representing Loukia Georgiou.
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6.5 Report PRC-03-22 – Disc Golf Ad Hoc Committee Terms of Reference
Recommendation – That Report PRC-03-22 Disc Golf Ad Hoc Committee Terms of
Reference be received; and
That council approve the Terms of Reference for establishing an Ad Hoc Committee for
the purpose of guiding the creation of a disc golf course in Hanover.
7.

CORRESPONDENCE REQUIRING ACTION

8.

REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION
8.1 Hanover Fire Department Annual Report for 2021
8.2 Report FI-02-22 – Monthly Activity Report January 2022
8.3 Report DCS-04-22 – Quarterly Financial Statement – October to December 2021
8.4

Report PRC-02-22 – Playground Retrofit Update

8.5 Hanover Public Library Board Minutes – November 25, 2021 and January 27, 2022
8.6 Hanover Police Service Board Minutes – December 13, 2021 and January 17, 2022
8.7

Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee Minutes – January 17, 2022

8.8

Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission Minutes – December 15 and December 22, 2021,
January 19, 2022

8.9

Ministry of the Solicitor General - Court Security and Prisoner Transportation Program
Review Report

8.10 Correspondence from the Town of Milton Regarding Changes to Online Casino Games
and Sports Betting
9.

PLANNING AND OTHER MEETINGS
9.1 Age Friendly Committee – Tuesday February 15, 2022 | 2:00pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83482024376
9.2 Cultural Roundtable Committee – Wednesday March 2, 2022 | 10:00am
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87866661089
9.3 Economic Development Committee - Wednesday February 16, 2022 | 9:00am
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86579114415
9.4

Hanover Public Library Board – Thursday February 24, 2022 | 6:00pm (via electronic
meeting – contact Library CEO for information)

9.5

Heritage Committee – Thursday February 17, 2022 | 10:00am (via teleconference call –
contact the P&H Centre for information)

9.6

Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee – Wednesday February 16, 2022 |
7:00pm https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84302027365

9.7 Planning Advisory Committee – Tuesday February 15, 2022 | 5:00pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85006353813
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9.8 Police Service Board – Tuesday February 22, 2022 | 10:00am (via
videoconference - contact Police Service Board Secretary for information)
9.9

Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission – Wednesday February 16, 2022 | 7:00pm
Meeting link posted on website; https://www.saugeenmunicipalairport.com/

10. DATES TO REMEMBER AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
10.1 Next Regular Council Meeting – Tuesday February 22, 2022 | 7:00pm
10.2 Next Regular Committee of the Whole Meeting – Monday March 7, 2022 | 7:00pm
10.3 Municipal Office Closed – Family Day – Monday February 21, 2022
11. NOTICE OF MOTION
12. CLOSED MEETING
Recommendation - That the Council of the Town of Hanover meet in closed session in order to
address matters pertaining to labour relations or employee negotiations, personal matters about
an identifiable individual, including municipal or local board employees, and a proposed or
pending acquisition or disposition of land by the municipality or local board.
13. ADJOURNMENT

VISION STATEMENT we are a progressive, evolving and inclusive community. We value our heritage, appreciate
our small town appeal and support growth.
CORPORATE VALUES
Progressive – embracing change; promoting collaboration; anticipating and planning for the future and striving
for continuous improvement
Public Service – responding efficiently and effectively with compassion and respect to citizens’ needs
Positive Working Environment – working together as a team in a supportive, interactive environment this is both
personally and professionally rewarding
Accountability – acting on behalf of the community in a fair, transparent and cost effective manner
Responsible – preserving, protecting and enhancing the social and environmental attributes of the community in
a fiscally responsible manner

4.

HEALTH and SAFETY MESSAGE

Ice Safety - The winter season brings many outdoor activities. Natural water bodies
freeze over and become great recreational spaces for hockey, ice-skating and more.
There is no such thing as 100 percent safe ice.
Local conditions, type of water body, water depth and water currents will affect ice
strength. Check with local authorities for information on local ice conditions before
heading out on the ice.
Safety
When spending time on the ice, you should always be prepared for the worst-case
scenario and have an emergency plan. If you get into trouble on ice and you're by
yourself:
1. Call for help. Resist the immediate urge to climb back out where you fell in. The ice
is weak in this area.
2. Try to relax and catch your breath. Turn yourself toward shore so you are looking
at where you entered onto the ice. The ice is more stable close to shore.
3. Reach forward onto the broken ice without pushing down. Kick your legs to try to
get your body into a horizonal position. Continue kicking your legs, and crawl onto
the ice.
4. When you are back on the ice, crawl on your stomach or roll away from the
open area with your arms and legs spread out as far as possible to evenly
distribute your body weight. Do not stand up! Look for shore and make sure you are
crawling in the right direction.

5.1

NOTICE OF MOTION
FROM

Councillor Harold Fleet

DATE

February 7, 2022

SUBJECT

Outdoor Skating Rink

RECOMMENDATION
WHEREAS, the goal of the Town of Hanover’s Strategic Direction #2 is to support initiatives that
contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding lifestyles and a safer community; and
WHEREAS, outdoor skating rinks help create community spirit, promote physical and mental
health, and are affordable for families; and
WHEREAS, many residents have asked council members to consider an outdoor skating rink in
Hanover;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, staff be directed to investigate the feasibility of
building and maintaining an outdoor ice rink on an annual basis on a site to be determined,
including financial, staffing and operating implications;
FURTHER THAT, a community group(s) be identified to provide on-going financial and operating
assistance associated with an outdoor skating rink; and
FURTHER THAT, a report be presented for council’s consideration by May 31, 2022.

6.1

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

CAO-02-22

SUBJECT

Appointment to Hanover Public Library Board

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report CAO-02-22 Appointment to the Hanover Public Library Board be received; and
2. That Hanover Council approve the appointment of Joan Roseborough to the Hanover Public
Library Board.
BACKGROUND
Section 16.1 of By-law No. 2943-16 (Procedure By-law) states “All Council appointments to
various Boards, Commissions, Special Bodies and other statutory positions shall be made at the
required time by resolution of Council except where specifically required by by-law.”
DISCUSSION
As a result of a resignation from the Hanover Public Library Board, applications were
petitioned from interested individuals to serve on the Library Board. One application
was received.
Mayor Paterson has reviewed the application and in consultation with the Library
Board is recommending that Joan Roseborough be appointed to the Hanover Public
Library Board for the remainder of the current term of council.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications associated with this appointment.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.

☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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6.2

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Christine Walker, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

DCS-02-22

SUBJECT

Provincial Gas Tax Allocation for Public Transit

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report DCS-02-22 – Provincial Gas Tax Allocation for Public Transit be received;
2. That the Mayor and CAO/Clerk be authorized to complete the Letter of Agreement with the
Ministry of Transportation (MTO) as the Host Municipality for the Saugeen Mobility and
Regional Transit Corporation for the public transit Provincial Gas Tax Allocation, as detailed
in Report DCS-02-22; and
3. That council approve a by-law at a future council meeting to enter into this Letter of
Agreement with the Ministry of Transportation.
BACKGROUND
Under the Accessibility of Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), municipalities are challenged to
provide accessible transit options for their residents. Saugeen Mobility and Regional Transit
Corporation (SMART) has been a well-supported service in Hanover over the last decade. The
communities served by SMART include; Arran-Elderslie, Brockton, Chatsworth, Hanover, HuronKinloss, Kincardine, Saugeen Shores, Southgate and West Grey. Demographics suggest the
need for this service in our area will continue for the foreseeable future.
DISCUSSION
Mayor Paterson received a letter, dated January 21, 2022, from the Minister of Transportation,
Caroline Mulroney, confirming that the ministry is providing provincial gas tax funding to Ontario
municipalities for public transit for the 2021/22 fiscal period April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022.
The purposes of providing dedicated gas tax funds are to ensure that local public transportation
services continue and to increase overall ridership through the expansion of public
transportation capital infrastructure and levels of service.
As the host municipality for SMART, Hanover will receive a 2021/22 allocation of $769,398 on
behalf of the nine municipalities (2020/21 allocation received was $740,828). In order for SMART
to receive this funding allocation, the Town of Hanover must sign a letter of agreement and pass a
by-law agreeing to be the host municipality. The current agreements between the nine
municipalities and SMART are sufficient for the 2021/22 grant program and any future gas tax
funding programs. The Town of Hanover by-law and the signed agreement for the 2021/22
allocation are required to be forwarded to the Ministry of Transportation as soon as possible.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
SMART is funded through provincial gas taxes, municipal contributions, and user fees. Provincial
funding is the largest portion of revenue for this organization and vital to its sustainability. It is
anticipated that the funding would be received by early April 2022.
SMART is able to utilize these gas tax funds to cover operations and up to 100% of capital
requirements. The Town of Hanover is currently the largest municipal contributor to SMART and
will be contributing $128,700 in 2022. Hanover’s contribution represents 18.87% of the total
municipal contribution in 2022 ($682,500).
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the Vision and Corporate Values of the Town of Hanover, as well as
the Goals and Action Plans set out in the Strategic Plan, particularly with respect to:
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain
existing residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the
community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs
and services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our
infrastructure.
Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Christine Walker, CMO
Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF HANOVER
BY-LAW NO. 3194-22
BEING a by-law to authorize the Town of Hanover to collect the Dedicated Gas Tax Funds
from the Ministry of Transportation.
WHEREAS the Saugeen Mobility and Regional Transit Corporation (SMART) operates a
specialized transit service in the municipalities of Hanover, West Grey, Brockton, Kincardine,
Arran-Elderslie, Saugeen Shores, Southgate, Huron-Kinloss and Chatsworth;
AND WHEREAS the Town of Hanover is the host municipality for receipt of any funding for
the Saugeen Mobility and Regional Transit Corporation (SMART);
AND WHEREAS the Province has agreed to institute Dedicated Gas Tax Funds for Public
Transportation Programs;
AND WHEREAS the Province requires a by-law from the municipalities involved in a jointly
provided public transportation service, agreeing to the Town of Hanover collecting the
dedicated gas tax funds on their behalf;
NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF
HANOVER ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1. THAT the Council of the Town of Hanover agrees to the Town of Hanover being the
host municipality for collecting the dedicated gas tax funds from the Ministry of
Transportation on their behalf;
2. THAT the Mayor and CAO/Clerk are hereby authorized to execute the Letter of
Agreement dated January 21,2022 attached hereto as Schedule ‘A’; and
3. THAT the Town of Hanover agrees that the funds received under the Dedicated
Gas Tax Funds for Public Transportation Program will be used in accordance with
the 2021/2022 Guidelines and Requirements issued by the Ministry of
Transportation.
READ A FIRST, SECOND and THIRD TIME and FINALLY PASSED this 22nd day
of February, 2022.

___________________________________
Susan Paterson, Mayor

___________________________________
Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk

SCHEDULE "A" to By-law #3194-22

Ministry of
Transportation

Ministère des
Transports

Office of the Minister

Bureau de la ministre

777 Bay Street, 5th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 1Z8
416 327-9200
www.ontario.ca/transportation

777, rue Bay, 5e étage
Toronto ON M7A 1Z8
416 327-9200
www.ontario.ca/transports

January 21, 2022
Her Worship Sue Paterson
Mayor, Town of Hanover
341 10th Street
Hanover ON N4N 1P5
Dear Mayor Paterson:
RE:

Dedicated Gas Tax Funds for Public Transportation Program

This Letter of Agreement between the Town of Hanover (the “Municipality”) and Her Majesty
the Queen in right of the Province of Ontario, as represented by the Minister of Transportation
for the Province of Ontario (the “Ministry”), sets out the terms and conditions for the provision
and use of dedicated gas tax funds under the Dedicated Gas Tax Funds for Public
Transportation Program (the “Program”). Under the Program, the Province of Ontario provides
two cents out of the provincial gas tax to municipalities to improve Ontario’s transportation
network and support economic development in communities for public transportation
expenditures.
The Ministry intends to provide dedicated gas tax funds to the Municipality in accordance with
the terms and conditions set out in this Letter of Agreement and the enclosed Dedicated Gas
Tax Funds for Public Transportation Program 2021-22 Guidelines and Requirements (the
“guidelines and requirements”).
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained in this Letter of Agreement
and the guidelines and requirements, which the Municipality has reviewed and understands and
are hereby incorporated by reference, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and sufficiency of which are expressly acknowledged, the Ministry and the Municipality agree as
follows:
1.

To support local public transportation services in the Municipality, the Ministry agrees to
provide funding to the Municipality under the Program to a maximum amount of up to
$769,398 (“the “Maximum Funds”) in accordance with, and subject to, the terms and
conditions set out in this Letter of Agreement and, for greater clarity, the guidelines and
requirements.

2.

Subject to Section 1, the Ministry will, upon receipt of a fully signed copy of this Letter of
Agreement and a copy of the authorizing municipal by-law(s) and, if applicable,
resolution(s) for the Municipality to enter into this Letter of Agreement, provide the
Municipality with $577,049; and any remaining payment(s) will be provided thereafter.
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3.

If another municipality authorizes the Municipality to provide local public transportation
services on its behalf and authorizes the Municipality to request and receive dedicated gas
tax funds for those services also on its behalf, the Municipality will in the by-law(s) and, if
applicable, resolution(s) described in section 2 confirm that the Municipality has the
authority to provide those services and request and receive those funds.

4.

The Municipality agrees that any amount payable under this Letter of Agreement may be
subject, at the Ministry’s sole discretion, to any other adjustments as set out in the
guidelines and requirements.

5.

The Municipality will deposit the funds received under this Letter of Agreement in a
dedicated gas tax funds reserve account, and use such funds and any related interest only
in accordance with the guidelines and requirements.

6.

The Municipality will adhere to the reporting and accountability measures set out in the
guidelines and requirements, and will provide all requested documents to the Ministry.

7.

The Municipality agrees that the funding provided to the Municipality pursuant to this Letter
of Agreement represents the full extent of the financial contribution from the Ministry and
the Province of Ontario under the Program for the 2021-22 Program year.

8.

The Ministry may terminate this Letter of Agreement at any time, without liability, penalty
or costs upon giving at least thirty (30) days written notice to the Municipality. If the
Ministry terminates this Letter of Agreement, the Ministry may take one or more of the
following actions: (a) cancel all further payments of dedicated gas tax funds; (b) demand
the payment of any dedicated gas tax funds remaining in the possession or under the
control of the Municipality; and (c) determine the reasonable costs for the Municipality to
terminate any binding agreement(s) for the acquisition of eligible public transportation
services acquired, or to be acquired, with dedicated gas tax funds provided under this
Letter of Agreement, and do either or both of the following: (i) permit the Municipality to
offset such costs against the amount the Municipality owes pursuant to paragraph 8(b);
and (ii) subject to section 1, provide the Municipality with funding to cover, in whole or in
part, such costs. The funding may be provided only if there is an appropriation for this
purpose, and in no event will the funding result in the Maximum Funding exceeding the
amount specified under Section 1.

9.

Any provisions which by their nature are intended to survive the termination or expiration
of this Letter of Agreement including, without limitation, those related to disposition,
accountability, records, audit, inspection, reporting, communication, liability, indemnity,
and rights and remedies will survive its termination or expiration.

10.

This Letter of Agreement may only be amended by a written agreement duly executed by
the Ministry and the Municipality.

11.

The Municipality agrees that it will not assign any of its rights or obligations, or both, under
this Letter of Agreement.

12.

The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Letter of Agreement will not affect
the validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Letter of Agreement. Any invalid
or unenforceable provision will be deemed to be severed.
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13.

The term of this Letter of Agreement will commence on the date of the last signature of
this Letter of Agreement.

14.

The Municipality hereby consents to the execution by the Ministry of this Letter of
Agreement by means of an electronic signature.

If the Municipality is satisfied with and accepts the terms and conditions of this Letter of
Agreement, please print it, secure the required signatures for it, and then deliver a fully signed
copy, in pdf format, to the Ministry at the email account set out below. Subject to the Province’s
prior written consent, including any terms and conditions the Ministry may attach to the consent,
the Municipality may execute and deliver the Letter of Agreement to the Ministry electronically.
In addition, all program documents are also to be sent to the following email account:
MTO-PGT@ontario.ca

Sincerely,

Caroline Mulroney
Minister of Transportation
I have read and understand the terms and conditions of this Letter of Agreement, as set out
above, and, by signing below, I am signifying the Municipality’s consent to be bound by these
terms and conditions.
Municipality

_______________ _________________________________
Name (print): Susan Paterson, Mayor:
Date

I have authority to bind the Municipality.

_______________
Date:

________________________________
Name (print): Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk:
I have authority to bind the Municipality.
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6.3

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Christine Walker, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

DCS-03-22

SUBJECT

Municipal Modernization Program – Phase 3 Approval

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report DCS-03-22 – Municipal Modernization Program – Phase 3 Approval be
received; and
2. That the Mayor and CAO/Clerk be authorized to complete the Transfer Payment Agreement
with the Ministry of Municipal Affairs & Housing in order to receive this funding.
BACKGROUND
The Provincial government launched the Municipal Modernization Program (MMP) to assist small
and rural municipalities in modernizing their service delivery and identifying new ways to be more
efficient and effective. The Town applied for funding through Phase 3 of the program to
implement software to assist with modernizing municipal operations and work processes.
DISCUSSION
Mayor Paterson received the attached letter, dated January 25, 2022, from the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing confirming approval of up to $190,800 towards Town of Hanover
Operations and Work Processes Modernization. The funding provides 75% of total eligible
costs up to a maximum of $254,400, with 25% to be covered by the municipality.
Three areas of implementation requested and approved through this funding, include: cloud
permitting for building permits; e-scribe meeting management software for the clerk’s office; and
Town wide work order software to accommodate the electronic processing of work orders,
customer service requests and asset inspections.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
As part of the 2022 Town of Hanover budget process, the municipality’s contribution towards the
cost of these updates was budgeted in the event the MMP grant application was approved.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the Vision and Corporate Values of the Town of Hanover, as well as
the Goals and Action Plans set out in the Strategic Plan, particularly with respect to:
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain
existing residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the
community.

☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs
and services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our
infrastructure.
Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Christine Walker, CMO
Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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Ministry of
Municipal Affairs
and Housing

Ministère des
Affaires municipales
et du Logement

Office of the Minister

Bureau du ministre

777 Bay Street, 17th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 2J3
Tel.: 416 585-7000

777, rue Bay, 17e étage
Toronto ON M7A 2J3
Tél. : 416 585-7000

234-2021-5311

January 25, 2022
Your Worship
Mayor Sue Paterson
Town of Hanover
Dear Mayor Paterson:
Thank you for your application to the third intake of the Municipal Modernization
Program and for your commitment to delivering modern, efficient services that are
financially sustainable.
Under the implementation project stream, I am pleased to inform you that the Ford
government will provide funding of up to $190,800 towards:
•

Town of Hanover Operations and Work Processes Modernization

The provincial funding is for up to 75% of total eligible costs to implement the project
and complete a final report that forecasts annual savings and other efficiency outcomes
by February 28, 2023.
In 2019, the Ford government launched the MMP to help small and rural municipalities
modernize service delivery and identify new ways to be more efficient and effective. The
impacts of the COVID-19 outbreak have made this work more important than ever. The
projects approved for funding under the third intake of the Municipal Modernization
Program will support municipalities’ efforts to conduct service delivery reviews to find
efficiencies or implement a range of projects, including developing online systems to
improve the local process for approving residential and industrial developments to bring
housing and employment-related development on stream faster, or setting up new
shared services with neighbouring municipalities.
I understand how important this work will be to your community. To help you get started,
an interim payment will be issued following execution of a transfer payment agreement.
Ministry staff will forward instructions and a transfer payment agreement for each
approved project in the coming days and will work with you to have it finalized. If you
have questions, please contact your municipal advisor, or email
municipal.programs@ontario.ca.

…/2

-2-

I would like to offer my congratulations on this funding approval and extend my best
wishes as you work to improve service delivery and administrative efficiency in your
municipality.
Sincerely,

Steve Clark
Minister
c. Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk
Christine Walker, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer
Bill Walker, MPP, Bruce—Grey—Owen Sound

6.4

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

PB-04-22

SUBJECT

Georgiou Subdivision (File No. 42T-2016-08) Draft Plan Extension

RECOMMENDATION
1.
2.

That Report PB-04-22 – Georgiou Subdivision (File No. 42T-2016-08) Draft Plan
Extension be received; and
That council agree to a one-year extension of the Draft Approval of Plan of Subdivision
File No. 42T-2016-08 as requested by Ron Davidson Land Use Planning Consultant Inc.,
representing Loukia Georgiou.

BACKGROUND
On January 24, 2022, Ron Davidson Land Use Planning Consultant Inc., submitted a letter
(attached) on behalf of the owner, Loukia Georgiou, requesting support from the Town of Hanover
for a one-year extension to the Draft Approval of Plan of Subdivision (File No. 42T-2016-08). In
accordance with the Grey County Official Plan, a letter of support from the municipality where the
proposed development is located is required.
DISCUSSION
On March 20, 2017, a public meeting was held to consider a Zoning By-law Amendment (File No.
Z4-16) and associated Plan of Subdivision relating to the lands described as Part of Lot 18,
Judges Plan 55 and known as 911 8th Avenue North (Georgiou lands). Council deferred the
adoption of the by-law pending consideration of public comments, draft approval of the plan of
subdivision, and additional details from the proponent. Subsequently, Zoning By-law Amendment
No. 3038-18 came into full force and effect as of November 5, 2018.
On November 22, 2018, Grey County approved the Plan of Subdivision to create a total of 67
detached dwelling lots and two blocks for up to 59 townhouses, subject to the conditions set out in
the Notice of Decision. Pursuant to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal’s letter dated May 15,
2019 resolving an appeal of the zoning by-law amendment and plan of subdivision, the approval
of the draft plan lapses on May 15, 2022.
The owner was anticipating receiving Final Approval prior to the lapsing date; however, as
outlined in Mr. Davidson’s letter, the project engineer advises that this is not realistic. In his letter,
Mr. Davidson provides justification for the extension and is requesting council's support as
required by the county. Many of the conditions laid out in the Subdivision Agreement have been
completed or are in the process of being completed.
If council supports the extension, Grey County Planning & Development staff would present a
report to County Committee of the Whole for their approval, along with the extension of Draft Plan
Approval.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no direct financial implications to the Town associated with this report.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the Vision and Corporate Values of the Town of Hanover, as well as
the Goals and Action Plans set out in the Strategic Plan, particularly with respect to:

☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain
existing residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the
community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs
and services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our
infrastructure.
Respectfully submitted,

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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RON DAVIDSON
LAND USE PLANNING CONSULTANT INC.
_________________________________________
January 24, 2022
Town of Hanover
341 10th Street
Hanover, ON
N4N 1P5
Attention: Brian Tocheri
CAO / Clerk
Dear Mr. Tocheri
Re: Extension of Draft Approval of Plan of Subdivision 427-2016-08
Part Lot 18, Judges Plan 55,
Geographic Township of Bentinck
Town of Hanover, County of Grey
Owner: Loukia Georgiou
As per our recent correspondence, an application requesting a one-year extension of
Draft Approval of the above-noted Plan of Subdivision will be filed shortly with the
County of Grey. As part of the submission, a letter from the Town supporting the
extension is required. In this regard, I am seeking such a letter.
The owner was hoping to receive Final Approval before the May 15, 2022 lapsing date;
however, the Engineer has advised that this is no longer realistic.
When the County reviews our request for an extension of Draft Approval, consideration
must be given to Section 9.13.1 of the Grey County Official Plan. In this regard, the
information provided below is an evaluation of our request within the context of that
particular policy and should provide sufficient justification to the Town for this extension.
Please consider the following:
9.13.1 Extensions of Draft Approval
When considering extensions to draft plan approval for plans of subdivision or plans of
condominium, the following criteria shall be considered. If a draft plan meets a
minimum of four of the ten criteria below, an extension to the draft plan will generally
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be supported by the County subject to the local municipality supporting the extension
request.
1)

The proposal is within an identified designated settlement area land use type in
the County and municipal official plans.

Comment:

2)

The proposal can be serviced with municipal services. Where an extension is
being considered in a settlement area land use type that does not have municipal
services, extensions can be supported if private or communal services can
feasibly service the development.

Comment:
3)

The Draft Approved Plan of Subdivision continues to provide a mix of
detached dwellings and townhouses.

The proposal provides rental housing.

Comment:
6)

The proposed density complied with requirements of the County and local
Official Plans when Draft Approval was granted in 2018. The density
policies have not changed, even though a new County Official Plan has
come into effect since then. As such, the proposed development will
continue to meet the density requirements of both Official Plans.

The proposal provides a mix of housing types (e.g. single detached, semidetached, townhouse, or multi-residential).

Comment:
5)

Municipal services are available to service all dwellings constructed within
this subdivision.

The proposal provides a lot density which meets any applicable County or
municipal official plan targets. Where such density targets do not currently exist,
it shall be demonstrated that the density makes efficient use of land and
municipal water and wastewater services.

Comment:

4)

The subject property is situated with the urban boundary of Hanover,
which is designated ‘Primary Settlement Area’ on Schedule A of the Grey
County Official Plan. At the local level, the Town’s Official Plan
designates the site as ‘Residential’.

At this time, the developer is not sure if rental housing will be provided
within this subdivision.

The proposal provides affordable housing as per section 4.2 of this Plan.

Comment:
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The developer does not intend to construct affordable housing.

7)

The proposal provides for a mix of land uses, including more than just residential
uses, but which may also include commercial, employment, or recreational uses.
For the purposes of this policy recreational uses need to be either passive or
active recreational uses, which go beyond a standard 5% parkland dedication.

Comment:

8)

The proposal represents infilling, redevelopment of an underutilized property,
and/or intensification within or immediately adjacent to a built-up area.

Comment:

9)

The proposed subdivision is best described as a logical expansion of a
built-up area. With the proposal to increase the building height of the
townhouses to allow for a reasonable amount of floor area without having
to increase the size of the lots, this development could also be described
as intensification.

Earlier phases of the same development have already been registered, and the
draft approval extension represents development in accordance with an
approved phasing plan, or master development agreement.

Comment:
10)

A mix of land uses is not proposed, as the subdivision will involve only
residential dwellings. As you will recall, the Town is not interested in a
park being provided within this development.

No earlier phase of this subdivision has registered.

Substantial progress towards clearance of conditions of draft approval, including
at least one of the following actions have been demonstrated since the date of
draft approval or previously granted extension of draft approval:
a)

Completion of a supporting study as required by the conditions of draft
approval;

b)

Submission and/or acceptance of final servicing drawings;

c)

Drafting and/or execution of a municipal agreement;

d)

Zoning by-law amendment or site plan applications have been submitted
and/or completed; or

e)

Clearance letter received from a municipality or agency.

Comment:
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The owner of the subject property had originally intended to sell the land
following Draft Approval; however, these plans have changed and now the
owner and her family have decided to develop the site themselves and

erect at least some of the dwellings. In this regard, please be advised that
the Geotechnical Report and the Slope Stability Report have been
completed and filed with the Town and the Saugeen Valley Conservation
Authority (SVCA). The Engineer is now updating the storm and servicing
design drawings to reflect the findings of the Geotechnical Report, and
she expects to be submitting these drawings to the Town in the near
future. The Engineer has been consulting with Town staff regarding the
preparation of the Subdivision Agreement. She has also requested a
clearance letter from Hydro One. Furthermore, a clearance letter
regarding the Archaeological Assessment has been provided by the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport. The lands were rezoned in 2018
as required to facilitate this development; however, as you may be aware,
I recently applied to amend the zoning of some of the townhouse lands in
order to increase the building height. That application is currently being
processed by Town staff.
In addition to the above criteria, the County will not support an extension for draft
plan approval extension until written support has been received from the
municipality where the proposed development is located.
Comment:

A letter of support from the Town is being requested by way of this letter.

I trust this information is satisfactory. Should you require any additional information,
please do no hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

Ron Davidson, BES, RPP, MCIP
c.c.

Loukia Georgiou
Scott Taylor, County of Grey
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6.5

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Sherri Walden, Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture
Laura Christen, Program Supervisor

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

PRC-03-22

SUBJECT

Disc Golf Ad Hoc Committee Terms of Reference

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report PRC-03-22 Disc Golf Ad Hoc Committee Terms of Reference be received; and
2. That council approve the Terms of Reference for establishing an Ad Hoc Committee for the
purpose of guiding the creation of a disc golf course in Hanover.
BACKGROUND
At the October 27, 2021 PRC Advisory Committee meeting, an area resident attended as a
delegation and provided the committee with an overview of the sport of disc golf. The
presentation included background of the outdoor activity, equipment required, suggested location
and possible course design.
Disc golf is a sport in which players throw a disc at a target. It is played using rules similar to golf.
More information with video is available at https://www.pdga.com/news/what-disc-golf-guideparents-kids .
DISCUSSION
At the November 24, 2021 PRC Advisory Committee meeting, members supported exploring the
potential integration of a disc golf course into one of the Town’s green space properties provided
there is demonstrated community support. At the January 26, 2022 committee meeting, members
supported establishing a Hanover Disc Golf Development Ad Hoc Committee. The proposed
terms of reference for the ad hoc committee is attached.
A disc golf course in Hanover has the potential to provide positive impacts to the community by:
• Providing an additional fun activity that provides physical, social, and mental health benefits
for our residents;
• Attracting visitors to our community resulting in positive financial impacts to the local
economy; and
• Enhancing an existing multiuse park facility by co-existing amicably within a selected site.
The ad hoc committee would provide leadership, direction and input for the creation of a disc golf
course in Hanover. Key functions of the committee’s role would be to:
• Research disc golf course development to guide decision making;
• Review site locations and recommend the most appropriate location to be developed;

• Create a disc golf course development plan and timelines;
• Prepare a disc golf course site plan;
• Prepare a financial budget based on the proposed development costs to construct the
course;
• Create and implement a fundraising strategy; and
• Create awareness and educate the community regarding the disc golf course development
and to act as promoters and ambassadors of the sport.
The Program Supervisor and the Manager of Parks & Recreation Facilities will be the staff liaisons
to this committee.
Upon approval of the terms of reference, volunteer recruitment would commence. Volunteer
commitment will be crucial to moving forward with this project. The area resident who first brought
the idea forward has recruited 5 individuals with an interest in being involved in the initiative.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
At this time, there are no financial implications with respect to this report. As the disc golf course
development plan evolves, recommendations will be brought forward for council’s consideration
and approval; including, but not limited to, a development plan, fundraising plan, and financial
implications associated with this project.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☐Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.
Respectfully submitted,

Laura Christen
Program Supervisor

Concurrence,

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk

Sherri Walden
Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture
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HANOVER DISC GOLF COURSE DEVELOPMENT AD HOC COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Committee Purpose
The Hanover Disc Golf Course Development Ad Hoc Committee will be an ad hoc committee of
the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee, established for the purpose of providing
input, leadership, direction, and fundraising for the creation of a disc golf course integrated into
Town’s complement of green space properties, pending council’s approval of committee
directives.
Committee Role
The role of the Hanover Disc Golf Course Development Ad Hoc Committee shall be:
1. To research disc golf course development in an effort to guide decision making to address
possible issues arising from including disc golf as a component of a multiuse park.
2. To create a disc golf course development site plan and timelines.
3. To review site locations within the Town’s complement of properties and confirm the most
suitable location for a disc golf course.
4. To research and prepare a financial plan and budget based on the proposed costs to
construct, maintain and operate the course.
5. To create and implement a fundraising strategy that will support the development and
completion of the disc golf course. This will include, but not be limited to, creating a
fundraising goal, establishing donor levels, identifying potential donors, seeking and
securing funding through various sources and recognition of donors.
6. To ensure the course design/ layout includes the following considerations:
a. To lay out the course in such a manner as to optimize the multiuse feature of the park
and co-exist amicably with existing park facilities and structures;
b. To keep the potential flight of the discs as safe as possible by directing them away from
possible park obstacles such as the river, buildings and playground structures;
c. Design the course so limited landscape alteration are required including tree removal or
ground leveling and grading requirements;
d. Minimize maintenance requirements; and
e. Fit into the existing flora of the park so that impact on the area will remain minimal.
7. Develop a signage plan to assist course users in navigation and education.
8. To provide input and recommend disc golf park rules.
9. To plan and deliver a disc golf program open to the public in order to introduce the sport,
train new participants, and build community awareness for the sport upon project
completion.
10. To create awareness and educate the community regarding the disc golf course
development and to act as promoters/ambassadors of the sport to encourage residents to
participate in the various disc golf activities and/or recruit other volunteers to provide
assistance if required or deemed necessary.
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11. To consider options for continued volunteer involvement upon the completion of the project,
i.e., disc golf ambassador strategy.
Committee Membership
There will be up to seven (7) members appointed to the Hanover Disc Golf Development Ad
Hoc Committee. The membership will be comprised of community residents (6) and one (1)
member from the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee. The Program Supervisor
and the Parks & Recreation Facilities Manager shall be the staff liaisons to this Committee
From the appointed Committee members, a Chairperson shall be elected at the first meeting.
Committee Term
The Committee term shall be from March 2022 and shall dissolve upon project completion.
Reporting Structure
The Hanover Disc Golf Course Development Ad Hoc Committee shall make regular reports to
the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee through the staff liaisons.
Recommendations within committee minutes will be forwarded to the Parks, Recreation and
Culture Advisory Committee for consideration and directed to council for consideration and
approval. Any significant project development direction or recommendations will be provided for
council consideration and approval.
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8.1

HANOVER FIRE DEPARTMENT
2021 ANNUAL REPORT
341 10th Street Hanover ON N4N 1P5
t 519.364.2780 x 1239 | f 519.364.6456
e firechief@hanover.ca

hanover.ca/fire
@hanoverfire
@Hanover Fire and Rescue
@Hanoverfiredepartment

MISSION STATEMENT
Hanover Fire Department is a highly
trained fire service comprised of
community ambassadors who have
committed to serving the Town of
Hanover, focused on minimizing loss of
life, property and the environment.

VISION STATEMENT
To be known as an innovative and
progressive fire department. We are
dedicated to the delivery of effective fire
suppression, rescue, medical, prevention,
and fire safety education activities. We are
committed to our organization and each
other. We continue to foster an environment
of teamwork at all times.

VALUES STATEMENT
We value our trust of each other and loyalty
to our fellow firefighters. We have strong
respect of one another, our equipment and
our residents and visitors.
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CHIEF’S MESSAGE
On behalf of the Hanover Fire Department (HFD), it is my pleasure to present the 2021 Annual Report to
Council. 2021 was another year of unprecedented challenges. COVID-19 continued to present many hurdles,
but our firefighters again rose to the situation and continued to provide the community with a professional and
efficient service to protect both life and property. The commitment of our firefighters never wavered and never
faltered.
In 2021, HFD completed over 15,215 staff hours of training and response time. Training activities were
completed in the evenings or weekends, but emergency calls occurred at all hours of the day. This is
dedication to a calling and a community that is highly commendable.
Also, HFD obtained approval from Ontario Fire Marshalls Office, Academic Standards and Evaluation Branch,
to complete NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I and Level II, as well as NFPA 1720 Hazardous Materials Awareness
and Operations Training and Testing. This allows HFD staff to train at home with our own equipment thus
ensuring all members of HFD are certified firefighters, while saving the municipality thousands of dollars in
training costs.
HFD attained many accomplishments in 2021, a few which are highlighted below:
•
•
•
•
•

Response to 188 emergency calls. A total of 17 more calls than experienced in 2020;
A total of over 2,088 of on scene personnel hours;
Over 13,127 personnel hours of training and meetings;
Average response of 7.97 minutes within the Municipality from 911 call; and
Donations and grants to the Fire Department totaled over $17,000 in 2021 from various businesses,
government and personal sources.

In 2021, Hanover Fire Department continued its focus on training, achieving the highest amount of staff training
hours in its history. Firefighters developed and practised skills focusing on four separate areas of specialty;
recruit, firefighter, pump operator and officer. Recruit training assisted 6 individuals in achieving NFPA 1001
Firefighter Level I and II certification.
It has been an honour and a privilege to work with the amazing firefighters of HFD throughout 2021. This is a
stellar group of individuals that provide a level of service that is second to none. Thank you to Hanover council
for their ongoing support of this department and the services it provides. Without the support of council, and
the dedication of this amazing team, the results listed in this report would not be possible.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Dentinger, B.A., C.D.P.C.
Fire Chief
Chief Fire Prevention Officer
Community Emergency Management Co-ordinator
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3 LINES OF DEFENCE
Public Education and Prevention
1. Public Education was significantly hampered again in 2021
with COVID-19 limitations. This reduced HFD’s ability to
complete fire prevention education with schools, interest
groups, and the general public.
2. Safety Days at the Saugeen Valley Safety Village allowed the
department to meet many young children and introduce them
to fire safety and the Hanover Fire Department as a
community helper.
3. A mall display with Fire Prevention Officer (FPO) Rob Hagan
focused on the need for smoke alarms.
4. HFD’s Junior Firefighter Camp, led by FPO Hagan and
operated in partnership with Hanover Parks and Recreation,
provided 9 youth with information about various firefighting
skills.
5. A total of 19 fire prevention events totaling 65.5 hours were
held. Over 800 individuals participated in these events.
6. HFD Alarmed for Life program took place when possible
during the year, but program implementation was limited by
COVID-19 lockdowns and concern for the safety of both staff
and residents.

Fire Safety Standards and Enforcement
1. HFD continued with its education program regarding the need
for smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in the home.
2. Proactive enforcement of the Fire Code was conducted on an
ongoing basis.
3. HFD continued with its policy to never leave a home without
smoke and carbon monoxide alarms when responding to an
alarm.

Emergency Response
1. A third-party audit of HFD Ice Water Rescue operations and
training activities was completed.
2. Continued support of the Grey County Training Association,
Grey County Regional Training Centre, and Grey County
Chiefs Association.
3. Many operational changes were implemented to improve
efficiency and reduce delays in response.
4. An update to the Open-Air Burn By-Law was completed.
5. The staffing complement of suppression staff was increased
to 30.
6. The number of DZ licensed apparatus drivers was increased
by 6. 75% of HFD members now have their DZ license.
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Education and Prevention
During 2021, HFD completed fire prevention activities that met the
provincial COVID-19 regulations and considered the safety of staff and
residents.
The Alarmed for Life program was completed when possible and safe to
do so. This initiative focuses on ensuring that residents within the
community are equipped with working smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms. The program is completely voluntary. FPO Hagan attends
residences and seeks to obtain the permission of homeowners, and
tenants to enter homes to check smoke and carbon monoxide alarms.

2021 Alarmed For Life
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The results observed in 2021 indicate a 25% compliance rate of homes
with working smoke and carbon monoxide alarms. Those not in
compliance typically had smoke alarms that were over 10 years of age, or
without a power supply to the smoke alarm. This result is similar to the
compliance rate of 30% in 2020 when 99 attempts were made. The 2021
reduced rate of attempts can be attributed to compliance with COVID-19
protocols. These results continue to be concerning as it equates to a very
low number of homes that are adequately covered for early warning of
fires and carbon monoxide emergencies. It is anticipated that 2022 will
see a more normal monthly target of Alarmed for Life visits as COVID-19
limitations decrease. This will assist HFD in continuing important work
regarding the need for smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in the home.
Fire Prevention Week was held in October of 2021; however, the events
were significantly different than in other years. An open house was not
possible as it was in previous years. However, FPO Hagan focused on
educating children in the schools. Outdoor prevention classes were held
during Fire Prevention week to increase knowledge and awareness
regarding “learning the sounds of fire safety” which was the theme of Fire
Prevention Week in 2021.
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FIRE SAFETY STANDARDS AND ENFORCEMENT
FPO Hagan continues to provide ongoing inspections in a proactive
manner to ensure adherence to the Fire Code. He works with
commercial, industrial and residential interests on an ongoing basis to
ensure fire safety and protection measures are in place.
During 2021, HFD received 6 complaints regarding potential code
violations. All complaints were investigated and closed successfully. In
total, 108 inspections were completed in 2021. This was a decrease from
the 116 inspections completed in 2020.
The following graph shows the reasons HFD completed inspections
during the year:

Inspection Reason
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A further breakdown of inspection data below, indicates the type of
occupancy inspected.

Inspection Totals by Occupancy
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The department issued on-line fire permits again this year. This was a
very successful activity for HFD with a total of 293 permits approved. In
addition to making it easier for residents to access, the information
obtained from the permits is loaded into a tablet application that
firefighters can use to quickly view all issued burn permits while attending
emergency calls.
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At full complement, HFD has 30 members total. There are 28 members currently. As a result of the length of
the recruit training program, the department only hires once a year. As members retire or resign throughout
the year, they are not replaced until the following year.
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APPARATUS
2021 Pick-up truck – Decontamination, drone operations, fire prevention,
support, towing vehicle for boat
2021 Pumper/Tanker – Fire related emergencies and blocker for motor
vehicle collisions
2011 78’ Aerial Pump – Fire related emergencies and high angle rescue
2002 Modified Pick-up truck – Decontamination supplies, spare air
bottles, towing vehicle for trailer, command apparatus
1999 Pumper/Rescue – Medical response, ice water rescue, swift water
rescue, motor vehicle collisions, fire related emergencies
18’ Super Dux Rescue Boat with 40hp motor - Swift water
rescues
18’ Enclosed Rehabilitation Trailer – Used for rehabilitation of
personnel and carrying equipment.
1937 Pumper – (no longer in service). Restored by HFD members.
Attends parades and other fire prevention events.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE
The Hanover Fire Department responded to 188 emergency calls during
2021. This included emergency responses within the municipalities of
Brockton and West Grey as per Fire Service Agreements with each of
these municipalities. The bulk of emergency calls and hours are
initiated from the Town of Hanover.

Location of emergency call

2021 calls

Percentage of calls

2020 comparison

Town of Hanover
Municipality of West Grey
Municipality of Brockton

152 calls
18 calls
18 calls

80.85%
9.57%
9.57%

142 calls in 2020
22 calls in 2020
7 calls in 2020

2021 Emergency Calls
18
18

152
Hanover

West Grey

Brockton

Total Firefighter Hours Per Location
347 or 17%

220 or 10%
1521 or
73%

Hanover

West Grey

Brockton
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STRUCTURE FIRES
A total of 12 fire incidents and 10 pre-fire incidents occurred during 2021 within Hanover with an estimated
dollar loss of $63,350. Fires and explosions account for 7.9% of the overall calls within the municipality. 2021
fire incidents saw a significant increase from the 3 emergency calls received in 2020. However, the 2020
result was extremely low when compared to other typical year totals. Of the 12 fire incidents, 6 were structure
fires and 6 were outdoor fires which resulted in no dollar loss.

5 Year Fire Emergencies within Town of
Hanover
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OTHER RESPONSES
In 2021, HFD responded to 152 emergency calls for service within Hanover, an increase of 10 emergency
calls from 2020. The various COVID related lockdown timeframes did see a reduction in emergency numbers
during those periods of time.
The highest percentage of emergency response was for medical assistance at 34.21% (52 incidents), an
increase of 5 incidents from 2020. A medical assistance is an emergency call where the original need for 911
assistance was medical distress. Specifically, these emergencies include; vital signs absent,
unconsciousness, or significant delay in EMS response. It should be noted that on at least two occasions in
2021, HFD members responded to medical calls with vital signs absent and provided life-saving CPR and/or
Automated External Defibrillation (AED) actions that led to a resuscitation of the patient.
The following graph illustrates the type of medical call that HFD was dispatched to during 2021:
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Other

Vital Signs
Absent

The second highest number of incidents are generated by false fire alarm activation 20.39% (31 incidents), a
decrease of 3 incidents from 2020. This represents a two year drop in false fire calls to HFD.
Public Hazard emergencies (spills, gas leaks, power lines down or arcing) totaled 9.21% (14 incidents), a
decrease of 1 incident from 2020. This group also includes carbon monoxide emergency calls. In 2021, carbon
monoxide emergencies totaled 4 incidents where levels were present in the home/business, which is an increase
of 2 incidents in 2020. HFD firefighters continue to investigate the issues within the home/business that caused
these alarms. This follow-up ensures the homeowner or tenant is safe from the carbon monoxide issue, if one
exists.
Carbon Monoxide false calls totaled 5.26% (8 incidents), a decrease of 4 incidents from 2020.
Rescues (motor vehicle accidents, technical rescue calls, and general rescue situations) equated to 8.55% (13
incidents), a decrease of 13 incidents from 2020.
The Other call category at 6.58% (10 incidents) includes situations such as; assisting other fire departments,
cancelled on route, and other public service emergencies, a decrease of 10 incidents from 2020.
Pre-fire conditions (pot on stove, overheat conditions, other cooking without fire) represented 6.58% (10
incidents), an increase of 1 incident in 2020. Controlled burn emergencies were 1% (2 incidents), the same
number of incidents as 2020.

Breakdown of Emergency Calls
Controlled Burn
1%

Pre fire conditions
7%
CO False Calls
5%

Medical
34%
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9%

Fires/Explosion
8%

Rescue
9%

Other Responses
7%
False Fire Calls
20%
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2021 saw a slight increase to the overall number of emergency incidents. The following graph is a visual
indicator of the previous 5 years of emergency calls for service. HFD observed a higher level of fire and prefire related calls in 2021, but otherwise somewhat typical levels of response in other areas.
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The following is a chart representation of the graph above:
Year

CO
False
Alarms

False
Fire
Calls

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

13
8
3
12
9

35
33
46
34
33
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Medical

9
46
57
47
55

Pre-Fire
Fires
Conditions
7
7
4
9
10

9
16
8
6
18

Burning
Controlled

Public
Hazard

Rescue

Other

Total

0
1
2
2
2

16
12
16
15
16

23
35
38
26
24

25
29
35
20
21

137
187
209
171
188

The type of occupancy associated with responses within Hanover are varied. The following graphical
illustration indicates the type of occupancy where the emergency originated. The highest percentage of calls
are to residential locations as this occupancy type makes up the majority of buildings within the Town.

2021 Emergencies by Occupancy Type Within Town of
Hanover
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The following graph illustrates the emergency calls for each month of the year in 2021. The most calls
were received in September, with May being a close second.

MONTHS
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To compare HFD responses to other municipalities of similar size, the chart below indicates numbers of
emergency calls from 2020 data. 2021 data is not yet available from the Office of the Fire Marshal. As a result,
historical data must be utilized. As can be seen from the graphical representation, Hanover’s overall response
numbers are the second lowest. In addition, HFD also has the second lowest amount of false fire calls. While
medicals represent the highest type of call for HFD, the percentage of medical call responses (for comparison)
is very similar.

2020 Comparators For Emergencies within Town of
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3 1 12
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0
Comparitor 1
Population: 8416

Comparitor 2:
Population: 7702

Comparitor 3
Population: 7749

Comparitor 4
Population: 7981

Fires/Explosion

Burning Controlled

CO False Calls

False Fire Calls

Medical

Other

Pre Fire

Public Hazard

Rescue

Total

Hanover
Population: 7688

HFD is comprised of paid on-call firefighters. As a result, firefighters are paged for emergencies and
attend the station to obtain personal protective equipment, then respond to the scene in fire apparatus.
As a result, firefighters must leave work, home and other locations to respond to calls at all hours of the
day and night. The following graph outlines the times in which emergency calls originated in 2021, with
a comparison to 2020 and 2019. The peaks for emergency calls in 2021 are; 17:00 to 18:00 and 18:00
to 19:00. This resulted in many missed dinners with family for our firefighters.

TIme of Day for Emergency calls to for HFD

CALL NUMBRERS

20
18

2019

16

2020

14

2021

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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The average response rate of HFD to emergency scenes continues to be very low to all corners of the
municipality. The response equates to just under 8 minutes from the 911 call. 2021 results indicate a
reduction of 0.05 minutes from 2020. This result is a 2-year reduction in response times that equals 0.11
minutes. Based on the National Fire Protection Association standards Hanover is classed as an urban
population base. As a result, the standard indicates HFD is required to have 15 people on scene within
9 minutes, 90% of the time to fire emergencies. In 2021, the standard was not met 90% of the time, but
did meet the standard 67% of the time to structure fire calls. Time of call, availability of volunteer staff,
road conditions, and many others will have a bearing on the ability for the department to provide 15 staff
within the short time frame allotted.

Average Fire Response Times 2021
within Town of Hanover
7.57

Average Total Response Time

8.02
1.48

Average En-Route time

1.43
2021

6.14

Average Assembly Time

2020

6.19
0.59

Average Dispatch Time

0.49
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MINUTES
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Town of Hanover Responses Only

TRAINING AND CERTFICATIONS
In 2021, the Ontario Fire College officially closed as a central hub for training thousands of firefighters in the
province. Grey County Fire Chiefs had already coordinated an official Regional Training Centre that could offer
Ontario Fire College courses. In 2021, HFD received approval to operate its own NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I
and Level II training. When the training is completed, Ontario Fire Marshalls Office, Academic Standards and
Evaluation Branch, will attend to complete the skill assessment and testing of firefighters. This provides our
firefighters an opportunity to learn at home with HFD staff, exceed the provincial standard for information
provided, ensure all information is specific to Hanover, and test here at home. This saves the department
thousands of dollars, but also ensures that all staff are certified for the work they do at fire scenes.
In total, over 13,127 hours of training and meeting time was logged in 2021 for HFD staff. On average, that is
over 252 hours per week, or 570 hours per firefighter for the year. This is a commendable level of commitment
for HFD staff as this was in addition to full-time jobs, family responsibilities and other community commitments.
Instead of training on one night a week only, firefighters spread their training over 3 to 4 nights a week, allowing
for smaller groups. Specialization was achieved by establishing specialty training for each of the three groups
within HFD (recruit, firefighters, pump operators).
As of December 2021, 100% of HFD are certified NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I and Level II. Further
certification for NFPA 1072 Hazardous Materials will take place in early 2022 for 7 existing firefighters, and 5
firefighters that begin their employment in January 2022.
In addition, 100% of the officer group are certified to a minimum of NFPA 1021 Fire Officer I and NFPA 1041
Instructor I.
The training indicated below was obtained through the use of personal vacation time or during evenings and
weekends. In most cases, there was also considerable personal time spent completing both pre-course and
post-course activities to obtain the certification listed.
Page 17

Name and Role
Captain Rob Hagan
Pump Operator Andy Smart
Pump Operator Vince Wand
Pump Operator Vince Wand
Firefighter Steve Goode
Firefighter Doug Graham
Firefighter Steve Goode
Pump Operator Craig Danciu
Firefighter Mitchell Crispin
Firefighter Christina Schnell
Pump Operator Matt Marshall
Pump Operator Doug Graham
Pump Operator Craig Danciu
Firefighter Marc Dillon
Firefighter AJ Grant
Firefighter Mitchell Crispin
Firefighter Colin Hertzberger
Firefighter Christina Schnell
Firefighter Codey Cooke
Firefighter Anne Klages
Firefighter Jeremy Kraft
Firefighter Andrew Lomas
Firefighter Colin Hertzberger
Firefighter Christina Schnell
Firefighter Codey Cooke
Firefighter Anne Klages
Firefighter Jeremy Kraft
Firefighter Andrew Lomas
Fire Chief Jeff Dentinger
Deputy Chief Craig MacArthur
Captain Chris Karcher
Captain Don Crispin
Captain Mike Bieman
Captain Rob Hagan
Pump Operator Andy Smart
Pump Operator Ben Plakholm
Pump Operator Matthew Marshall
Pump Operator Vince Wand
Pump Operator Doug Graham
Pump Operator Craig Danciu
Firefighter Marc Dillon
Firefighter AJ Grant
Firefighter Mitchell Crispin
Firefighter Colin Hertzberger
Firefighter Christina Schnell
Firefighter Codey Cooke

Certification
NFPA 1041 Instructor I
NFPA 1041 Instructor I
NFPA 1041 Instructor I
NFPA 1021 Fire Officer I
NFPA 1002 Pump Operations
NFAP 1041 Instructor II
NFPA 1072 Hazardous Materials
Awareness and Operations
NFPA 1035 Life Safety Educator I
NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level II

NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I

CPR Health Care Practitioner Level
First Aid
First Responder equivalent medical
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
With support from Hanover Council, HFD is able to provide an
exceptional level of service to the municipality.
The following accomplishments occurred in 2021:
1. Observed 3 significant membership milestones;
▪ Pump Operator Don Schnurr– 30 years
▪ Captain Mike Bieman – 15 years
▪ Fire Prevention Officer Rob Hagan – 5 years
2. New pick-up truck put into service. Apparatus is used for
contaminated gear, as a fire prevention vehicle, transports
the drone and related equipment, and operates as an
Incident Command vehicle responding to emergencies
3. Fire Prevention Officer increased to full time with training
duties added to the job description
4. Coveralls purchased for all firefighters to wear for medical
responses, high angle activity, as well as motor vehicle
collisions
5. Helmets purchased for 12 firefighters as previous helmets
were expired based on NFPA standards
6. Created and implemented new apparatus check system to
assist with post run checks, monthly checks and facilitation
of repair orders
7. Completed live fire training with 10 fire suppression staff
8. Completed Cancer Prevention Checklist for staff to ensure
that proactive cancer prevention protocols and strategies
are in place
9. Creation of a new and updated recruitment video
10. Completed 3rd party traffic safety training for all firefighters
which ensures a level of knowledge regarding roadway
safety is maintained
11. Continued the use of Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to
increase fire safety awareness and public relations
opportunities
12. Purchased an AquaEye underwater sonar as a result of a
donation from the Hanover Firefighters Association
13. Purchased a Flow Path Training Aid with Grey Highlands
Fire and Dundalk Fire to demonstrate the importance of
understanding flowpath within structure fires for firefighters.
This purchase was a result of a provincial grant
14. Purchased an emergency scene simulator with Grey
Highlands Fire and Dundalk Fire to assist officers and
firefighters in completion of initial radio reports and size-up
procedures. This purchase was also a result of a provincial
grant
15. Received funding from Enbridge Gas for the purchase of
$5000 of training materials for firefighters and fire officers
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LOOKING AHEAD
2021 was another year of challenges for HFD firefighters. The COVID-19 pandemic continued to be a concern
for day to day operations, as well as emergency response.
OPERATIONS
In 2021, two of HFD’s long serving members retired from service. Operator Rick Hopkins retired in July after
27 years. Operator Don Schnurr retired in December after 30 years. Both of these long-standing members
were integral parts of this department. A combined 57 years of volunteering to help those that require it in
their time of need. They retired with no fanfare, no large celebration, just a huge thank you from the men and
women they served with for so many years. The department as a whole thanks Operator Hopkins and
Operator Schnurr for their service, commitment and devotion to this community and this department. A
message to them in their final page out was “Thank you brother, we have it from here.”
In 2022, staff will continue to operate with COVID-19 protocols for personal protective equipment. The higher
level of safety will ensure that staff are able to respond during the present pandemic environment.
A continued focus on training will ensure that the five new recruits starting in January 2022 will achieve NFPA
1001 Firefighter Level I and Level II certification by late fall. The number of drone pilots will increase from 5 to
7, and a continuation of live fire training will ensure that staff are prepared for the dangers and hazards that
exist in structural firefighting situations.
Staff will also begin working on the design of a new fire station. 2022 will be the design year to ensure that a
build is cost effective and efficient. The goal for this project is to have the new station in place by the end of
2023 with a structure that will ensure apparatus and staff have an effective building that will be utilized many
years into the future.
The move to next generation 911 and the installation of a Grey County communication system will ensure that
communications are continuing to evolve to ensure that both residents’ and firefighters’ safety is a primary
focus.
FIREFIGHTERS
The Town of Hanover continues to be supported by paid on-call firefighters who are willing to respond to
emergencies at any given time, with no notice, and no schedule. Firefighters continued to respond without
hesitation during complex and confusing times caused by a worldwide pandemic. This group of dedicated
individuals are solely focused on the needs of the community they serve. This is a calling few will understand,
but we are fortunate to have 28 individuals who put their community first.
2022 will bring new challenges and situations that will push HFD firefighters to their limits. This group will
attend, they will strive for excellence, and they will overcome. The Town of Hanover remains in very good
hands, with experts ready to respond to emergencies whenever required.
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Junior Firefighter Summer Camp 2021
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341 10th Street Hanover ON N4N 1P5
t 519.364.2780 x 1239 | f 519.364.6456
e firechief@hanover.ca
hanover.ca/fire
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STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Jeff Dentinger, Fire Chief / Fire Prevention Officer / CEMC

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

FI-02-22

SUBJECT

Monthly Activity Report – January 2022

1. January Fire Calls
Year

CO
False
Alarms

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

1
0
1
1
0

False
Fire
Calls
2
1
3
2
1

Medical

Pre-Fire
Conditions

Fires

Burning
Controlled

Public
Hazard

Rescue

Other

Total

0
2
0
1
1

0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

1
4
1
1
3

1
0
0
2
1

1
1
2
1
5

7
17
12
11
13

Pre Fire
Conditions

Fires

Burning
Controlled

Public
Hazard

Rescue

Other

Total

0
2
0
1
1

0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

1
4
1
1
3

1
0
0
2
1

1
1
2
1
5

7
17
12
11
13

1
7
5
3
1

2. Annual Fire Calls to January
Year

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

CO
False
Alarms
1
0
1
1
0

False
Fire
Calls
2
1
3
2
1

Medical

1
7
5
3
1

3. Fire Inspections
Inspections
Total Inspections
Reports Issued
Inspections in progress

25
22
12

Alarmed for Life
Total homes visited
Total homes entered
Total homes compliant

1
1
0(0%)

4. Public Education
Activities: 0

Number of participants: 0

This report is provided to Hanover Council for information only.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Dentinger
Fire Chief / Fire Prevention Officer / CEMC

Number of hours: 0
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STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Christine Walker, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

DCS-04-22

SUBJECT

Quarterly Financial Statement – Oct - Dec 2021

RECOMMENDATION
That report DCS-04-22 – Quarterly Financial Statement – Oct - Dec 2021 be received for council’s
information.
BACKGROUND
Town of Hanover financial statements are provided for council’s review on a regular basis as
information becomes available.
DISCUSSION
Attached is the Town of Hanover’s Balance Sheet which provides a snapshot of the municipality’s
financial position as of December 31, 2021. Also attached are the accounts payable listings for
October to December. The statement of operations currently shows a deficit of $489,958.61
which includes deficits to Launchpad of $42,361.59, water/sewer of $403,379.01, and $44,218.01
for the municipal portion.
This is a preliminary view of the current financials and will change once the year-end entries and
outstanding revenues/expenses are completed. There are still a number of outstanding invoices,
journal entries, grants receivables and revenues to be completed for 2021. The water/sewer
receivable has been approximately $450,000 each year and should clear the current deficit.
The Town of Hanover taxes receivable graph as of December 31, 2021 is attached for council’s
perusal and indicates that the municipality has outstanding taxes receivable of $353,157. This is
approximately 4.8% of the Town’s total 2021 levy of $7,358,200, or 2.81% of the overall tax levy
of $12,560,168 (which includes county, school board, DIA and Town levies). It is positive for a
municipality to be under 10% taxes receivable at year end.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
This report provides a quarterly review of accounts payable, current status of Town’s financial
position and taxes receivable. The balance sheet provides information regarding the 2021 fiscal
year to date.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the Vision and Corporate Values of the Town of Hanover, as well as
the Goals and Action Plans set out in the Strategic Plan, particularly with respect to:
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development

Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain
existing residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the
community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs
and services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our
infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Christine Walker, CMO
Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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Town Of Hanover

2021-12-31
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Balance Sheet
for Period Ending DEC 31,2021
Description

Account

DEC 31,2021
YTD Actual

DEC 31,2020
Total Actual

11,196,921.51

9,187,103.72

876.00

876.00

0.00

586,616.00

581,948.03

570,034.73

ASSETS
ASSETS
01-0000

Cash on Hand

01-0001

Cash Float

01-0002

Grants Receivable

01-0003

Accounts Receivable

01-0004

Due From Own Funds

01-0005

Taxes & Pen/Int Receivable

01-0007

Water/Sewer & Penalty Receivable

01-0008

Investments

01-0009

Other Current Assets

01-0010
01-0012

45,289.09

41,501.18

353,157.18

427,677.50

33,255.83

32,542.45

1,157,771.00

2,541,687.39

28,548.93

13,887.61

Misc. Accrued Receipts

4,530,134.38

4,355,693.95

Inventory

1,686,366.10

2,234,858.49

01-0013

Shares/Loans Receivable

01-0029

Tangible Capital Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

1,135,083.00

1,135,083.00

68,779,189.67

68,779,189.67

89,528,540.72

89,906,751.69

89,528,540.72

89,906,751.69

0.00

0.00

LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES
01-0130

Temporary Loans

01-0131

Accounts Payable

01-0132

Employee Benefits Payable

01-0133

883,522.01

773,398.21

1,308,428.25

1,237,285.72

Accrued Expenses

211,563.39

213,632.73

01-0134

Other Liabilities

401,416.62

662,622.70

01-0135

Long Term Debt

594,434.66

748,807.31

3,399,364.93

3,635,746.67

3,399,364.93

3,635,746.67

TOTAL LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

FUND BALANCE
FUND BALANCE
01-0140

Reserves/Reserve Funds

17,471,028.50

17,120,016.99

(1,236,878.78)

(1,318,824.78)

(594,434.66)

(748,807.31)

01-0150

Amounts to be Recovered

01-0160

Amts. to be Recovered-Debt

01-0170

Accumulated Net Revenue/Deficit

01-0199-9997

Investment in Inventory

0.00

0.00

2,122,960.62

2,439,430.45
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2020.06.01 8.0 9759

Town Of Hanover

2021-12-31

8:43AM

Balance Sheet
for Period Ending DEC 31,2021
DEC 31,2021
YTD Actual

DEC 31,2020
Total Actual

68,779,189.67

68,779,189.67

86,541,865.35

86,271,005.02

77,269.05

(106,262.05)

77,269.05

(106,262.05)

TOTAL FUND BALANCE

86,129,175.79

86,271,005.02

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

89,528,540.72

89,906,751.69

Account

Description

01-0199-9998

Investment in TCA

TOTAL FUND BALANCE

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
01-0199-9999

Surplus/(Deficit)

TOTAL SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

Page
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OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2027
CHEQUE REG ISTER SU MMARY

Generol

54,

894,54L,67

Landfill

5

ris,so4.s6

Library

5

26,559.64

DIA

s

4,584.39

TOTAL

s

189.26

2020.06.01 8.0

9759

Hanover
Accounts Payable

O1li7l2\22

Town Of

8:554M

OCT-DEC 2021 GENERAL CHEQUE REGISTER
lnvoice Entry Dale 0110112021

Vendor 000000 Through 999999
to 1213112021 Paid lnvoices Cheque Dale 1010'112021 lo

Vendor
Account

lnvoice Number
Item Descriplion

Number Name

1213112021

lnvoice

Entry
Dats

Date

Chq Nbr
Item

Deparlment Summary
01-0000

Cash on Hand

01-0003

Accounts Receivable

60.35
1,026.53

01-0005

Taxes & lnterest Receivable

220.03

01-0007

Water/Sanitary Receivable

608.69

01-0009

Other Current Assets

01-0132

Employee Benefits Payable

13,162.73
423,001.07

01-0134

Other Liabilities

01-01 35

Long Term Debt

01-01 60

Amounts to Be Recovered - Debt

01-0530

Taxes for Upper Tier

832,042.50

Taxes for Education

541 ,886.07

01

-0570

-128,698.67
38,732.28
-38,732,28

0l-0690

Unassigned Revenue

01-l 100

Council

01-1200

Administration

43,432.77

Property - Civic Centre

20,222.32

01 -1

300

01 -1 340

686.40
27,484.99

Property - Hanover Family Centre

01-13ô0

Propefi - 14071h Avenue

01-2100

Fire

01-2112

1999 Pumper Rescue Truck

01-z',t13

2002 Chev Rescue

0'l-2115

201

9,334.53
4,184.48
26,829.56
971.39
349.42

1

0 Ladder Truck

1,322.47

01-2116

2021 Chev Silverado 4x4 (pN 2000 Chev1500 4X4)

01-2117

2020 Engine Truck

01-2400

Building

9,490.16

01-2420

Canine Control

4,658.36

01-310'l

Sidewalk Maintenance - Wnter

1,356,56

01-3102

Paved Roads - Resurfacing/Cold Mix

8,104.36

01-31 03

Winter Control - Snow Plowing & Removal

01 -31 04

Winter Control - Sanding, Salting & Sweeping

01 -31 05

Road Side Maintenance - Leaf Pickup,Tree Trimming,

776.64
2,246.88

199.94
183.63
1,164.48

01 -31

06

Streetlights

30,1 52.95

01 -31

08

Catchbasins/Storm Sewers

12,705.26

01-31 51

Traffic Lights & Markings (County Rd)

01-3152

1Oth Street Sweep/Mtnce (County 100o/d

0'l-3202

2021 lnternational Tandem Plow (Truck #2)

3,039.77

01-3203

201 5 Chev 3500 (Truck #3)

2,015.39

01-3205

2006 Ford

01-3207

2018 Western Star Tandem Plow (Truck #7)

01-3209

2003 John Deere 770 Grader

01-3211

2003 CAT Loader

01-3212

2018 Maclean Sidewalk Machine

01-321 3

2011 Street Sweeper

F1

1,715.44
101 .69

50 Half Ton (Truck #5)

45.65

4,695.06
924.12

8,702.65
2,088.74
13,821.56
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Hanover
Accounts Payable
Town

of

01t17t2022

8;554M

OCT-DEC 2021 GENERAL CHEQUE REGISTER
lnvoice Entry Dale 0'110112021

Vendor 000000 Through 999999
to 1213112021 Paid lnvoices Cheque Date 1010'112021 lo

Vendor

lnvoice Numþer
Item Description

Number Name

lnvolce

Entry

Date

Date

01-3214

2001 Trackless Sidewalk Machine

01-3215

2007 MT6 Trackless Sidewalk Machine

01-3216

201

01-3300

Road Construction Projects
Roads - Workshop

01-3700

Parking - Winter Maintenance

01-3701

Parking Bylaw EnforcemenuSummer Mtc.

0l-391 0

SMART Transit - Provincial Gas Tax

0

Nbr

358.93
951.39

544,365.79

- General Administration

Roads

01-3500

Chq
Item

3,031.93

7 Loader Backhoe

01-3400

01 -431

12131t2021

21,282.45
5,404.14
183.62
153.68
344,394,71

Waterworks Pump¡ng Stations

168.06

01-4320

Pumping Stat¡on Ruhl Lake

5,396.47

01-4340

Deep Well #1 & 2

4,978.43

0

t

-4350

0'l-4370

Water Towers

976.28

2015 Chev Half Ton Truck

844.59

01-4380

2013 GMC SIERRA K3500 (Truck 10)

01-4400

Waterworks Distribution

01-4410

Watenrvorks Administration

01-4420

Water Meters

01-4430

Water Treatment Plant

01-4520

Garbage Collection

01-4530

Recycling - Blue Box Collection

01-4620

Waste Water Treatment Plant

5,328.99
'12,079,25
5,944.24
52,612.84
130,367.34

33,796.14
42,290.51
171,178.80

01-4625

2019 Chev Silverado 1500

01-4630

Waste Water Treatment Administration

01-4640

Sanitary Sewers Maintenance

01-4650

Sanitary Sewer Pumphouse Maintenance

01-5200

Hanover Cemetery

28,850.06
34,'127.19

1,698.63
207.89

20,333.58
123.22

01-5300

Medical Clinic

0't-5301

Medical Clinic - Locums

0'l-7100

Parks & Outdoor Facilities

01-7't01

Parks - Ball Parks

791.65

01-7102

Parks - Athletic Fields (Soccer)

01-7119

915.30

Binkley/Paterson Pavilion

01 -71

30

2,346.73
55,266.17

204.03

Parks - Hanover Heritage Square

2,175.97

01-714',1

2001 Chev 1 Ton (green)

01-7't42

2014 John Deere Tractor

01-7143

2020 Chev Silverado 2500

1,107.12

01-7144

2012 Kubota Mower/Blower

1,809.71

01-7147

Ferris Riding Lawn Mower

01-7148

2014 Dodge Ram Truck

01-7210

Aquatic

-

621.04
827.75

827.75
777.30

Facility

01-7220

Aquatic - Programs

01-7300

Recreation Administration

01-7320

Recreation Programs - Daycamp

01-7322

Recreation General Programs

77,824.62
1,475,89
11,402.96
29.49

598.87
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Town Of

01t17t2022

8:554M

OCT-DEC 2021 GENERAL CHEQUE REGISTER
lnvoice Entry Date 0110112021
Accounl

Vendor 000000 Through 999999
lo 121311202'l Paid lnvoices Cheque Date 1OtO1t2O21 Io

Vendor

lnvoice Number
Item Descr¡ption

Number Name

12t31t2021

lnvoice

Entry

Date

Date

Chq Nbr
Item

01-74't0

Facilities - Administration

43,461.19

01-7412

Facilities' Arena Wnter Operations

50,704.1 3

01-7413

2010 Olympia lce Resurfacer

01-7414

Facilities - Arena Summer Operations

01-7415

Facilities - Concession BoothA/ending Machines

01-7820

Transfer to Library

132,975.00

01-7830

Hanover Civic Thealre

812,839.38

6,484.97
241.05
2,097.27

01-81 00

Planning & Development

12,271,16

01-8200

Economic Development

34,522.06

01-8270
't

1-7910

lndustr¡al Park

6,535.00

Hanover Public Library

768.40

31-4500

Hanover Walkerton Landfill Site

448.64

51-2220

Police Services - Administration

1,459.28

51-2230

Police Services - Patrol

51-2231

2014 Ford lnterceptor (796) #14-01

51-2232

201

I

Ford Explorer (000)

174,081.92
#1

241.27

8-01 (prv 201 3 Charger)

2,924.77

51-2235

2021 Dodge Charger#z1-01(546) (prv'14-02 Ford tnt)

5't-2236

2020 Chev Silverado Truck #20-02

3,936.65
'î,829.88
2,340.01

51-2237

2020

51-2240

Police Services Board

61-8250

Launch Pad

61-8252

Adult Programs

61-8254

lce Cream Truck

F

ord Explorer Truck #20-01 with ALpR

1,644.16

38,877.05
6,573.25
536.36
Report Total

Page

4,894,541,67
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2020.06.01 8.0

9759

Landflt
Accounts Payable
HanoverMatkerton

O1li7t2}22

9:004M

OCT - DEC 2021 LANDFILL CHEQUE REGISTER
lnvoice Entry Dale 0110112009
Account

Vendor 000000 Through

lo

999999

12t311202'l Pald lnvoices Cheque Date'tOlO1t2O21

Vendor

lnvoice Numþer
llem Descrlptlon

Number Name

to

12tg'lt2}21

Invoioe

Entry

Date

Dat6

Chq Nbr
Item

Department Summary
31-0009

Other Currenl Assets

31-4500

Hanover Walkerton Landfill Site

31-4550

20'15 Cat 816F Compactor

31-4560

6,988.52

Densifier

6,591.ô8

't25.00
121,799.36

'135,504.56

Report Total

Page

7

2020.06.01 8.0

97s9

Library
Accounts Payable
Hanover pubtic

oufit2o22

9:134M

OCT - DEC 2021 LIBRARY CHEQUE REGISTER
lnvoice Entry Date 01/01/2009

Accounl

Vendor-

Number Name

Vendor 000000 Through 999999
lo 12131t2021 Paid Invoices Cheque Date'tOtO1t2o21 to

12t3,1t2021

lnvolce Number
Itern Desolption

Chq Nbr

Date

Date

Item

Total Paid lnvoices
Total Unpaid lnvoices

26,843.08

Total lnvoices

26,843.08

Page

0.00

10

2020,06.01 8.0

9759

DtA
Accounts Payable
Hanover

01t17t2022

9:104M

OCT - DEC 2021 DIA CHEQUE REGISTER

lnvoice

Vendor 000000 Through 999999
Entry Date 01/01/2009 to '1213112021 Paid lnvoices Cheque Dale 1010112021 lo
Vendor

Account

lnvoice Number
Item Des$iptlon

Number Name

1213112021

. ChqNb

lnvolce
D¿te

Department Summary

2'l-8300

Downtown lmprovement Area (DlA)

4,584.39
Report Total

Page

4,584.39

2

2020.06.01 8.0 9759
Town Of Hanover
Income Statement Summary Type - Monthly Statement of Operations
Account Description

Account Number

2021-12-31

Current YTD Actual

Current Total Budget

Budget Percentage Used

303,465.36
303,465.36

250,500.00
250,500.00

121.14%

(527,492.56)
(527,492.56)

(514,300.00)
(514,300.00)

102.57%

(224,027.20)

(263,800.00)

12,995,141.98
3,314,404.48
1,200.00
0.00
2,927.22
130,388.00
84,566.70
180,776.04
215,000.00
16,924,404.42

12,603,554.00
2,901,800.00
0.00
0.00
1,300.00
144,700.00
98,700.00
60,500.00
0.00
15,810,554.00

103.11%
114.22%
0.00%
0.00%
225.17%
90.11%
85.68%
298.80%
0.00%

(5,569,468.18)
(389,273.74)
0.00
(1,308,281.38)
(440,415.94)
(62,306.48)
(156,735.39)
(215,000.00)
(8,141,481.11)

(5,176,054.00)
(338,700.00)
0.00
(1,055,600.00)
(295,400.00)
(90,700.00)
(28,300.00)
0.00
(6,984,754.00)

107.60%
114.93%
0.00%
123.94%
149.09%
68.70%
553.84%
0.00%

8,782,923.31

8,825,800.00

134,061.09
282,480.57
416,541.66

76,600.00
282,600.00
359,200.00

175.01%
99.96%

(180,892.98)
(214,994.88)
(395,887.86)

(126,000.00)
(336,400.00)
(462,400.00)

143.57%
63.91%

20,653.80

(103,200.00)

(573,600.00)
(573,600.00)

(573,600.00)
(573,600.00)

(573,600.00)

(573,600.00)

Environmental Services
Revenue
Garbage/Recycling
Revenue

01-4500

Expense
Garbage/Recycling
Expense

01-4500-

Environmental Services

General Government
Revenue
Taxation Revenues
01-0500
Unallocated Revenue
01-0600
Council
01-1100
Elections - Revenue
01-1150
01-1200
Administration
Civic Centre
01-1300
Hanover Family Centre
01-1340
Ambulance Centre -140 7th Avenue01-1360
267 10th Street
01-1380
Revenue

Expense
Taxation
01-0500Council
01-1100Elections Expense
01-115001-1200Administration
Civic Centre
01-1300Hanover Family Centre
01-1340Ambulance Centre-140 7th Avenue01-1360267 10th Street
01-1380Expense
General Government

Health Services
Revenue
Cemetery
Medical Clinic
Revenue

01-5200
01-5300

Expense
Cemetery
Medical Clinic
Expense

01-520001-5300-

Health Services

Other Entities
Expense
Transfers to Library
Expense

01-7820-

Other Entities

Planning & Development Services

Page 1
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2020.06.01 8.0 9759
Town Of Hanover
Income Statement Summary Type - Monthly Statement of Operations
Account Description

Account Number

2021-12-31

Current YTD Actual

Current Total Budget

Budget Percentage Used

102,541.68
964,432.81
450,996.32
1,517,970.81

111,000.00
249,400.00
414,500.00
774,900.00

92.38%
386.70%
108.80%

(120,500.23)
(1,359,316.06)
(493,357.91)
(1,973,174.20)

(114,400.00)
(574,000.00)
(414,500.00)
(1,102,900.00)

105.33%
236.81%
119.02%

(455,203.39)

(328,000.00)

197,730.50
0.00
244,044.90
5,600.00
231,194.02
678,569.42

174,800.00
0.00
343,000.00
7,200.00
113,600.00
638,600.00

113.12%
0.00%
71.15%
77.78%
203.52%

(751,773.91)
(207.60)
(113,545.00)
(385,150.98)
(17,598.93)
(3,082,667.84)
(4,350,944.26)

(724,300.00)
(3,000.00)
(113,600.00)
(462,300.00)
(16,700.00)
(2,968,500.00)
(4,288,400.00)

103.79%
6.92%
99.95%
83.31%
105.38%
103.85%

(3,672,374.84)

(3,649,800.00)

485,859.85
1,211,411.43
1,697,271.28

842,600.00
1,863,000.00
2,705,600.00

57.66%
65.02%

(2,257,354.49)
(1,237,258.21)
(3,494,612.70)

(2,826,300.00)
(1,901,500.00)
(4,727,800.00)

79.87%
65.07%

(1,797,341.42)

(2,022,200.00)

700,894.97
1,000.00
727,993.66
1,429,888.63

832,700.00
5,000.00
0.00
837,700.00

84.17%
20.00%
0.00%

(2,704,456.89)
(50,965.00)

(2,550,800.00)
(58,000.00)

106.02%
87.87%

Revenue
Planning Advisory
EDC
YATC
Revenue

01-8100
01-8200
61-8250

Expense
Planning Advisory
EDC
YATC
Expense

01-810001-820061-8250-

Planning & Development Services

Protection Services
Revenue
Fire
Emergency Measures
Building
Animal Control
Police Operating & Capital
Revenue

01-2100
01-2130
01-2400
01-2420
51-2200

Expense
Fire
Emergency Measures
SVCA
Building
Animal Control
Police Operating & Capital
Expense

01-210001-213001-2300
01-240001-242051-2200-

Protection Services

Recreation & Cultural Services
Revenue
Recreation
Hanover Civic Theatre
Revenue

01-7000
01-7830

Expense
Recreation
Hanover Civic Theatre
Expense

01-700001-7830-

Recreation & Cultural Services

Transportation Services
Revenue
01-3000
Roads -Sidewalks, Parking, St. Lights
Saugeen Municipal Airport
01-3850
SMART Transit Corp.
01-3900
Revenue

Expense
01-3000Roads-Sidewalks, Parking, St Lights
Saugeen Municipal Airport
01-3850-

Page 2
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2020.06.01 8.0 9759
Town Of Hanover
Income Statement Summary Type - Monthly Statement of Operations
Account Description

Account Number

SMART Transit Corp.
Expense

01-3900-

Transportation Services

2021-12-31

Current YTD Actual

Current Total Budget

Budget Percentage Used

(842,076.60)
(3,597,498.49)

(114,100.00)
(2,722,900.00)

738.02%

(2,167,609.86)

(1,885,200.00)

1,679,859.40
3,239,718.70
4,919,578.10

1,962,900.00
3,080,000.00
5,042,900.00

85.58%
105.19%

(1,934,595.68)
(3,388,361.43)
(5,322,957.11)

(1,962,900.00)
(3,080,000.00)
(5,042,900.00)

98.56%
110.01%

(403,379.01)

0.00

(489,958.61)

0.00

Water/Wastewater Services
Revenue
Water
Wastewater
Revenue

01-4300
01-4600

Expense
Water
Wastewater
Expense
Water/Wastewater Services

Page 3

01-430001-4600-
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Taxes Receivable

800,000

600,000

400,000

200,000

-

(200,000)

(400,000)

(600,000)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2020

-36,906

277,469

-53,140

-320,311

896,051

395,250

-16,828

207,813

-151,341

-467,789

609,997

427,678

2021

128,746

464,731

42,100

-284,436

748,132

359,394

-45,047

213,588

-188,384

-565,286

536,049

353,157

Working Capital
457,434
Reserve

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

457,434

8.4

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Sherri Walden, Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture

DATE

February 7, 2022

REPORT

PRC-02-22

SUBJECT

Playground Retrofit Update

RECOMMENDATION
That Report PRC-02-22 Playground Retrofit Update be received for council’s information.
BACKGROUND
At the December 20, 2021 budget meeting, council deferred the proposed playground
improvements project with the intent that it may be reconsidered pending successful receipt of an
Ontario Trillium Foundation Community (OTF) Building Fund application. The proposed project
included the retrofit of the playgrounds at Optimist Park and Kinsmen Ball Park in 2022 and 2023.
DISCUSSION
In September 2021, an application was submitted to the OTF Community Building Fund for the
retrofit of the playgrounds at Optimist Park and Kinsmen Ball Park. In addition to addressing
outdated and CSA compliant equipment, the application highlighted Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act (AODA) compliance.
The application included the retrofit of all the equipment at Optimist Park playground and most of
the equipment at Kinsmen Ball Park with the opportunity to augment the most current play unit. It
is in our community’s best interest to retrofit the swing set units at both of these parks to new units
with less height thus reducing the required investment in current and future surface material to
meet CSA requirements.
On January 18, 2021, the Town received confirmation that our OTF application was approved in
the amount of $160,700 and the funding agreement has been executed. The Playground
Improvements capital project is a multi-year plan with Robert F. Steers / Legion Park proposed to
be retrofitted in 2023. The capital project description has been updated to reflect the grant funding
for 2022 and is attached to this report.
Next steps include developing a Request for Proposal (RFP) document to receive proposals for
playground retrofit designs and prices. The Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee is
engaged in the process and will provide input throughout the design selection process.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) Community Building Fund request was for $160,700 based
on estimates for equipment, surface material, freight and installation. In receiving 100% of the
application request, there will be no requirement for additional municipal contributions to the
project for 2022.

LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.
Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Sherri Walden
Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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Hanover Public Library Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, November 25th 2021, at 6 p.m.
By ZOOM

Members:
(X = present, A = absent, R = regrets, L = Expected late)
X Brenda Booth
X Francis-Joseph Gross
X Susan Sakal
X Andrew Edgcumbe
X Edwin Haas
X Agnes Rivers-Moore (CEO)
X Steve Fitzsimmons
X Kathi Maskell
X Emma Shaw (staff)
Also present – Guest Mayor Sue Paterson.

1.

Kathi Maskell called the meeting to order at 6 p.m. and read the Territory
Acknowledgement.

2.

Agenda:
Agnes Rivers-Moore asked for the Budget Cover Report to be included under matters
arising.
Moved by Susan Sakal and seconded by Brenda Booth that the agenda be accepted with
amendments.
CARRIED

3.

Declaration of conflict of interest: None.

4.

Board Education:
Mayor Sue Paterson was welcomed and introduced to the trustees by Kathi Maskell.
Mayor Paterson spoke about the challenges of her job through the pandemic and also the
good things that have come out of it. After answering questions, Mayor Paterson left the
meeting.

5.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Consent Agenda:
Minutes of October 28th board meeting
Librarian’s Report for October-November 2021
Statistical Report - October 2021
Accounts Payable - October 2021
FJ Gross letter of resignation

For Approval
Receive and File
Receive and File
For Approval
Receive and File

Kathi Maskell thanked Francis-Joseph Gross for his years on the board and the expertise
that he has shared with fellow trustees.
Moved by Steve Fitzsimmons and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT Items A to E on the
consent agenda be adopted.
CARRIED
6.

Matters arising from the Minutes:
Budget 2022 - Brenda Booth and Agnes Rivers-Moore spoke about the library budget and
answered questions from the trustees.

Moved by Brenda Booth and seconded by Edwin Haas THAT the library operating budget
for 2022 be approved as currently presented, subject to council approval.
Further, THAT the CEO is authorized to use up to an additional $1,500 from reserves to
keep the requested transfer from the Town at or below 1.76% if adjustments are required.
CARRIED
Budget cover report - Agnes Rivers-Moore explained that this is the official
communication between the board and the council. The library budget increase
percentage will be added once final numbers have been provided to the CEO.
Moved by Susan Sakal and seconded by Andrew Edgcumbe THAT the Budget Cover
Report be included in the budget package to be sent to council.
CARRIED
7.

Report from the Chair (verbal):
Kathi Maskell attended the Policy committee meeting, met with Susan Sakal and Agnes
Rivers-Moore re the CEO evaluation, wrote and delivered a donation thank you letter to a
library supporter, attended the Ontario Library Board Assembly and met with Susan Sakal
and Angela Wainscott from the Hanover District Hospital Foundation.
Kathi Maskell requested that all board members think of people who might fill our
vacancy, ask them whether they would be willing to apply, and refer them to Kathi or to
the CEO for new trustee information.

8.

Council Feedback:
Steve Fitzsimmons shared the feedback he has been getting from people in the
community following the library book sale at the Hanover Raceway - emails, phone calls
and in person requests that the Raceway be available to host the next library book sale.

9.

Committee Reports:
Personnel Committee
Susan Sakal and Kathi Maskell met with Agnes Rivers-Moore on November 4th to share
the CEO appraisal remarks with her. Susan Sakal has sent a letter to Brian Tocheri
notifying him that a thorough appraisal of the CEO has been completed.
Policy Committee
The policy committee met earlier this month to complete their work on the Indigenous
Awareness and Respect policy and the Town’s Infection Control policy. The next
committee meeting will be on Tuesday, 4th January, 2022.
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT FN-05 Indigenous
Awareness and Respect Policy be adopted.
CARRIED
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) adopts the following policy of the Corporation of the
Town of Hanover:
JHS-037 Infection Control - COVID-19 Immunization Policy, as approved by the Hanover

Town Council on September 20, 2021, and revised on October 18, 2021,
with the modifications to that policy as set out in the draft motion that was circulated in the
package for the November 25, 2021, board meeting.
CARRIED
Finance Committee
The Finance reports were reviewed by Brenda Booth.
Moved by Brenda Booth and seconded by Andrew Edgcumbe THAT the Financial Report
for the month of October 2021 be received for information.
CARRIED
Fundraising Committee
Susan Sakal arranged for gifts and thank you notes to go to the core library book sale
volunteers and a basket of locally sourced gifts for Steve Fitzsimmons for his support
leading up to and during the sale.
Susan Sakal and Kathi Maskell met with Angela Wainscott from the Hanover District
Hospital to brainstorm fundraising ideas.
Susan Sakal is looking for a team to work on the next library gala. Trustees were asked if
they would be interested or could suggest anyone else that might be.
10.

Other / New Business
OLA Conference registration - The theme of next year’s conference is “Gather” and will be
virtual, once again. Several trustees are interested in attending.
2022 Board meeting dates - The dates were submitted in the board package.

11.

Review of Board Work Plan
Staff performance reviews will be under way soon. Other tasks are in progress or
complete.

12.

Informal Round Table:
Kathi Maskell asked the group to describe recent favourite books.

13.

Adjournment
Next scheduled meeting is: Thursday, January 27th 2022 at 6:00 p.m.. Location to be
announced.
Moved by Susan Sakal THAT this meeting be adjourned at 7:49 p.m.

Signed:
Secretary ________________________

Chair ___________________________

CARRIED

DRAFT

Hanover Public Library Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, January 27th 2022, at 6 p.m.
By ZOOM

Members:
(X = present, A = absent, R = regrets, L = Expected late)
X Brenda Booth
X Francis-Joseph Gross
X Susan Sakal
X Andrew Edgcumbe
X Edwin Haas
X Agnes Rivers-Moore (CEO)
X Steve Fitzsimmons
X Kathi Maskell
X Emma Shaw (staff)

1.

Kathi Maskell called the meeting to order at 6 p.m. and read the Territory
Acknowledgement.

2.

Agenda:
Moved by Brenda Booth and seconded by Susan Sakal that the agenda be accepted as
circulated.
CARRIED

3.

Declaration of conflict of interest: None.

4.

Board Education:
Governance Hub Year 4 Legacy - The OLS resources, the importance of a legacy
document, and ideas for content of a legacy document to pass on to the new board were
discussed. Kathi Maskell asked for the legacy document created four years ago to be
shared at the next board meeting.

5.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Consent Agenda:
Minutes of November 5th 2021 board meeting
Librarian’s Report for November 2021- January 2022
Statistical Report - November & December 2021
Accounts Payable - November & December 2021

For Approval
Receive and File
Receive and File
For Approval

Moved by Edwin Haas and seconded by Andrew Edgcumbe THAT Items A to D on the
consent agenda be adopted.
CARRIED
6.

Matters arising from the Minutes:
Budget 2022 - Agnes Rivers-Moore reported that the budget was approved by council
with no challenges.
OLA conference - Agnes Rivers-Moore explained that attendance at the conference for
trustees from small libraries, which includes Hanover, is free this year. She will try to
arrange for access to the conference for the new trustee once the selection process has
been completed.
New trustee appointment update - There are two potential applications for the upcoming
trustee position. Mayor Sue Paterson will appoint one applicant for the position.

7.

Report from the Chair (verbal)
Kathi Maskell gave her report. She attended the Town Council budget meeting on
December 13th and the Art Gala committee meeting on January 10th. Looking forward to
the Super Conference at the beginning of February and the OLS training session on
Legacy with Peggy Malcolm.

8.

Council Feedback:
Steve Fitzsimmons reported that the library budget was a sensible, well thought out
budget. Council members were interested in the library’s fundraising successes of 2021.

9.

Committee Reports:
Personnel Committee
Susan Sakal met with Agnes Rivers-Moore on December 14th to complete revisions of the
CEO appraisal forms for staff and trustees and the CEO self-assessment form.
Policy Committee
Francis-Joseph Gross reported that the policy committee met earlier this month.
Moved by Steve Fitzsimmons and seconded by Francis-Joseph Gross THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) adopts LEG – 02 Access to Information Policy (being a
revise of that same-named policy adopted by the board on June 26, 2014), a draft of
which was circulated in the package for the January 27, 2022 board meeting.
CARRIED
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) adopts LEG – 03 Privacy and Anti-spam Policy (being a
revise of the Privacy Policy adopted by the board on May 22, 2014), a draft of which was
circulated in the package for the January 27, 2022 board meeting. This new policy
supersedes the above mentioned Privacy Policy and LEG – 04 CASL Compliance Policy
(May 2017) which is being rescinded.
CARRIED
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Edwin Haas THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) adopts OP – 04 Membership Policy (being a revise of
that same-named policy adopted by the board on May 27, 2021), a draft of which was
circulated in the package for the January 27, 2022 board meeting.
CARRIED
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) adopts Hanover Public Library Board Confidentiality
Statement (being a revise of the current undated same-named document), a draft of
which was circulated in the package for the January 27, 2022 board meeting. CARRIED
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Susan Sakal THAT the Hanover
Public Library Board (the board) rescinds LEG – 04 CASL Compliance Policy (May 2017)
which has been replaced by provisions included in LEG – 03 Privacy and Anti-spam
Policy.
CARRIED

Finance Committee
The Finance reports for November and December 2021were reviewed. Brenda noted that
December reports are preliminary as of December 31st. Year-end is not complete yet.
Moved by Brenda Booth and seconded by Steve Fitzsimmons THAT the Financial Report
for the months of November and December 2021 be received for information. CARRIED
Fundraising Committee
Susan Sakal reported that on November 30th she met with Steve Fitzsimmons and Kathi
Maskell to discuss the library gala. An ad hoc committee has been formed that includes
the Fundraising Committee members, four Saugeen Artists and four community
members. The Gala will take place on Saturday, October 15th and be called “Art Under the
Harvest Moon”. The location is yet to be decided. Next meeting of the committee will be
on February 22nd.
10.

Other / New Business
Fourth Term Work Plan tasks - Agnes Rivers-Moore presented the suggested outline and
explained that the tasks can be incorporated into the general Board Work Plan for 2022.
Kathi Maskell thanked Agnes Rivers-Moore for the plan.
Noted that the committees review is deferred and that committees may need to reshuffle
to elect a new Policy chair and include our new trustee.

11.

Review of Board Work Plan
Work Plan for 2021 tasks have been completed. Agnes Rivers-Moore reviewed the
tasks for January/February 2022.

12.

Informal Round Table:
Susan Sakal thanked Francis-Joseph Gross for his four years of exemplary service, his
generosity, thoroughness and quirky humour.
Francis-Joseph Gross responded with thanks for a rewarding experience and the chance
to be a part of an amazing group of people whilst serving the community.
Joan Roseborough and Leigh Butler, guest observers at this month’s meeting, were
asked for their comments on their experience - interesting and eye-opening, a well
chaired meeting.

13.

Adjournment
Next scheduled meeting is: Thursday, February 24th 2022 at 6:00 p.m. on ZOOM
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross THAT this meeting be adjourned at 7:18 p.m.

Signed:

Secretary ________________________

Chair ___________________________

CARRIED

8.6

HANOVER POLICE SERVICES BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
Monday, December 13, 2021
By Videoconference
Present: Chair Don Smith
Vice-Chair Sue Paterson
Police Services Board Member Selwyn Hicks
Police Services Board Member Peter McEwen
Absent:

Chief Chris Knoll
Secretary Catherine McKay

None

No conflict or pecuniary interest declared
OPENING OF MEETING
The Chair declared the meeting open at 10:05 a.m..
AGENDA
Motion # 2021-12-126
Moved by: P. McEwen
That the agenda for December 13, 2021 be accepted as circulated.
Carried
Motion # 2021-12-127
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Board deviate from the agenda for December 13, 2021 if required.
Carried

Seconded by: S. Paterson

Seconded by: P. McEwen

DELEGATION
The Chair welcomed Mr. Sylas Soper who addressed the Board regarding the Police Service’s Lock It or Lose It
campaign. He referred to the Board’s minutes of October 18, 2021 which noted the importance of relationships in
policing. He also noted correspondence at that meeting on Crime Prevention Week, and the Chief ‘s comments
that the Service was developing ideas for Crime Prevention Week, including the use of social media. Mr. Soper
stated that Lock It or Lose It is harmful to community confidence and amounts to pre-emptive victim blaming. He
noted that there is no law that requires owners to lock their vehicles, and he questioned the Service’s authority for
the campaign, referring to section 8 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Mr. Soper concluded his remarks by
thanking the Board for the opportunity to address the issue and the Chair expressed the Board’s appreciation for
his attendance at the meeting.
MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER 15, 2021 MEETING
Motion # 2021-12-128
Moved by: P. McEwen
That the Minutes of the November 15, 2021 meeting be adopted as circulated.
Carried

Seconded by: S. Hicks

BUSINESS FROM MINUTES
There was no Business from the Minutes.
ACCOUNTS & YEAR-TO-DATE BUDGET
A. November 2021 Cheque Register
Motion # 2021-12-129
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board approve payment of accounts dated November 2021 in the amount of $ 27,376.34.
Carried
These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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Year-to-Date Budget
Motion # 2021-12-130
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Board receive for information the year-to-date budget.
Carried
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Seconded by: P. McEwen

The Chief noted that the Service is in a good position with respect to the budget and that there have been
savings in salaries and benefits due to gapping and no expenses for legal fees. He added that the situation
with respect to the overtime expense is on track.
CORRESPONDENCE
A. COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic Security
B. Use of Force and Firearms in Policing Services
C. MCM Provincial Software Coordinator Secondment Opportunity
D. LLCA Short Form Wordings and POA Regulations
E. COVID-19 Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) Vaccinations
F. Virtual Reality Mental Health Crisis Response Training Registration
G. Model Governance Framework for Police Body-worn Camera Programs, Information & Privacy
Commissioner
H. Letter to Attorney General re Recidivism Rates
I. Citizen Contact re Policing and Thefts
Motion # 2021-12-131
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Board accept the correspondence and actions required.
Carried

Seconded by: P. McEwen

With respect to item F, the Chief advised the Board that the Service has registered for this training.
On item G, the Chief advised that the Service does not intend to take the lead on this issue, preferring to wait for
larger services to establish best practices and resolve any issues involving body-worn cameras. In his opinion, it
will be several years before the Service is in a position to consider such cameras, and the nature of the community
served does not warrant them.
With respect to item H, the Chair noted that there was no request for the Board to issue a statement formally
supporting the position taken in the letter, although it has in the past expressed its concern about the issue.
On item I, it was noted that the Lock It or Lose It campaign is on the agenda under New Business. The Board
directed the Chief to reply to the citizen who sent the email expressing concern about the campaign.
NEW BUSINESS
A. Lock It or Lose It Campaign
The Chief noted that this is not a “made in Hanover” initiative, but rather a program that all police services in
Ontario participate in. It extends across Canada and is supported by the Ontario Association of Chiefs of
Police. During a campaign, pamphlets designed especially for the program are placed on vehicles found to
be unlocked. Hanover officers patrolled parking lots during a four hour window during Crime Prevention
Week, leaving hundreds of pamphlets on vehicles that were checked.. The parking lots were in front of large
stores in Hanover and the stores in question were contacted in advance and welcomed the program.
The Chief noted that ensuring that vehicles are not easy to steal is a public safety issue. Recently, a Hanover
officer was hit by a truck that had the keys left in it, and within the last few weeks, a person was killed, also
by a truck stolen with the keys in it. He believes that the program brings value to the community as people
who receive a pamphlet tend to tell others, and so the importance of locking vehicles is communicated within
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the community. Board Member McEwen stated that in his experience the public supports the program and
the Chief noted that there have been complaints to the Board about it, but no complaints have been brought to
the Service’s attention. The Chair added that it is important to listen to comments from the community about
the program and ensure that actions taken are legal and within the Service’s mandate.
B. Report on OAPSB Labour Conference, November 18, 2021
The Chair and the Secretary reported on the conference. The Chair noted that useful material was presented,
noting in particular a presentation about women in policing. The Chief confirmed that the women officers
are aware of the organization Ontario Women in Law Enforcement.
CHIEF’S REPORT
Motion # 2021-12-132
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board accept the Chief’s Report for the period November 14 to December 10, 2021, as presented.
Carried
The Chief noted that the members who graduated from the Ontario Police College did so with averages of 95 and
96%. Board Member McEwen congratulated them for their excellent marks, noting that the results are a
testament to the Service’s recruiting process and the members themselves.
In response to a question from the Chair, the Chief informed the Board that he was satisfied with how the Use of
Force incident was handled wherein a handgun was drawn
Motion # 2021-12-133
Moved by: S. Paterson
Seconded by: P. McEwen
That Nathan Grotenhuis, Badge # 146, be promoted to the rank of probationary Fourth Class Constable effective
December 13, 2021.
Carried
Motion # 2021-12-134
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That Devin Perdue, Badge # 143, be promoted to the rank of probationary Fourth Class Constable effective
December 13, 2021.
Carried
Motion # 2021-12-135
Moved by: S. Hicks
Seconded by: S. Paterson
That Crystal Lavigne, Badge # 136, be promoted to the rank of 2nd Class Constable effective December 17, 2021
and that she revert back to this rank after the temporary assignment of Acting Sergeant is concluded.
Carried
Motion # 2021-12-136
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Paterson
That Regan Bill, Badge # 144, be promoted to the rank of 2nd Class Constable effective January 12, 2022.
Carried
The Chair asked the Chief to pass on to the above noted officers the Board’s congratulations on their promotions.
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HANOVER POLICE SERVICES BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
Monday, January 17, 2022
By Videoconference
Present: Chair Don Smith
Vice-Chair Sue Paterson
Police Services Board Member Selwyn Hicks
Police Services Board Member Peter McEwen
Absent:

None

Guests:

Councillor Brandon Koebel
Wendy Donaldson

Chief Chris Knoll
Secretary Catherine McKay

No conflict or pecuniary interest declared
OPENING OF MEETING
The Chair declared the meeting open at 10:02 a.m..
AGENDA
Motion # 2022-01-001
Moved by: P. McEwen
That the agenda for January 17, 2022 be accepted as circulated.
Carried
Motion # 2022-01-002
Moved by: S. Hicks
That the Board deviate from the agenda for January 17, 2022 if required.
Carried

Seconded by: S. Paterson

Seconded by: P. McEwen

The Chair asked the Secretary to preside over the elections of Chair and Vice Chair and vacated the chair.
ELECTION OF CHAIR
The Secretary called for nominations for the position of Chair. Peter McEwen nominated Don Smith and the
nomination was seconded by Selwyn Hicks. Don Smith accepted the nomination. No further nominations were
received and a motion to declare nominations closed was made by Sue Paterson and seconded by Peter McEwen. Don
Smith was declared Chair.
ELECTION OF VICE CHAIR
The Secretary called for nominations for Vice Chair. Sue Paterson nominated Peter McEwen and the nomination
which was seconded by Selwyn Hicks. Peter McEwen accepted the nomination. No further nominations were
received, and a motion to declare nominations closed was made by Sue Paterson and seconded by Selwyn Hicks. Peter
McEwen was declared Vice-Chair.
The Chair was assumed by Don Smith.
APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY
Motion # 2022-02-003
Moved by: P. McEwen
That the Board appoint Catherine McKay as Secretary.
Carried

Seconded by: S. Hicks
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Motion # 2022-01-004
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Minutes of the December 13, 2021 meeting be adopted as circulated.
Carried
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Seconded by: P. McEwen

BUSINESS FROM MINUTES
In response to a question from Board Member Hicks, the Chief and the Chair advised that they had had no further
contact with Mr. Sylas Soper since his delegation at the last Board meeting.
A. Report on OAPSB Zone 5 Meeting of December 14, 2021
The Chair provided an overview of the meeting which he and the Vice-Chair attended, highlighting the
following points:
• Bryan Larkin, President of the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, provided information on new
technologies available in policing, such as access to various databases and advised that the term “use of
force” is falling into disuse in favour of “police intervention”.
• Jeff McGuire, Executive Director of the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police, addressed the issue of
ensuring that members of police services with WSIB claims have access to professional psychological
services. He also noted that sexual assault cases from the military will now be referred to civilian police
services.
• The OAPSB is planning its spring conference for May 2022 at Blue Mountain or Deerhurst resort,
possibly combined with the labour conference usually held in the fall. Whether it will happen in person
will depend on COVID.
• The Zone 5 fee of $250 will remain the same and there have been discussions about who should be
responsible for training Police Services Board members. The OAPSB has expressed strong interest in
taking on this responsibility and has lobbied the Solicitor General on the matter. It has also been
suggested that an educational institution should do the training and Queen’s University has expressed
interest. The question of how training will be delivered is under consideration.
• The Community Safety and Policing Act to replace the current Police Services Act is not likely to come
into force until after the provincial election.
• Lisa MacDonald, a Provincial representative on the Wellington County Police Services Board and the
Zone 5 Director on the OAPSB Board of Directors, spoke on “catch and release”, structural issues within
the OAPSB, and the contentious question of whether organizations should be billed for police time. One
example of this arises in the case of parties at universities that require considerable police time, raising
the question of whether the university should be billed for the time. The universities do not condone
such events, and therefore question why they should have to pay for the police time to attend events they
do not condone and often actively discourage.
• The next Zone 5, OAPSB meeting will be held in March.
CORRESPONDENCE
A. Liquor Licence & Control Act Special Constable Appointments
B. Re-opening Ontario Act Capacity Limits in Certain Settings
C. Inspectorate of Policing Announcement
D. Work Self-Isolation
E. Basic Constable Training Program January Intake Delay
F. New Testing and Updated Isolation Guidance
G. Rules for Areas at Step 2 under the Re-opening Ontario Act
H. Call for Nominations - Appointment to the OMERS Sponsors Corporation Board
I. Catch and Release Justice
J. Drug Impaired Driving Detection Training
K. Crime Stoppers of Grey Bruce Coordinator Report - October to December 2021-Q4
These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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Bill C-3 New Criminal Code Offences re Persons Providing and Receiving Health Services

Motion # 2022-01-005
Moved by: S. Hicks
That the Board accept the correspondence and actions required.
Carried

Seconded by: P. McEwen

On item A, the Chief advised that this does not affect the Hanover Police Service because authority under the
Liquor Licence and Control Act for Special Constables must be specifically requested, which the Service has not
needed to do.
On Item C, the Chair noted that he was impressed with the Inspector General of Policing when he and his staff
made a delegation to the Board, and Chief Knoll added that health issues led to the Inspector General’s
retirement. The Chair added that the Inspectorate will be in good hands with the Deputy in the role of interim
Inspector General.
On item E, the Chief advised that the Service does not have any officers in the Basic Constable Training Program.
In response to a question from Board Member Hicks on item I and how this affects the Service, the Chief
explained that in the last year, the prisoner count has increased by 50% due to arrests of those who are repeat
offenders, fail to appear in court or commit breaches of parole or bail conditions. Such cases increase the
workload, lead to public dissatisfaction because those charged with crimes are back on the street relatively
quickly, which in turn affects police morale. The Chief also noted that poor bail plans often lead to people being
taken into custody again, and this is an issue right across Ontario and Canada. Board Member Hicks noted that
the issue may come up through a delegation at the next conference of the Rural Ontario Municipal Association
(ROMA). The Chief noted that the issue needs to be brought to the attention of those in a position to effect
change, adding that he would prefer to see the service doing foot patrols and traffic enforcement, but due to “catch
and release”, time is spent pursuing the same people who are repeatedly taken into custody and released. The
Chief provided an example where a person was released following a virtual bail hearing and within a matter of
minutes was breaking into the same premises that caused them to be arrested initially, and so was back in custody
within 30 minutes or so.
Board Member McEwen noted that even if changes are made to address the “catch and release” situation, police
services will still face issues related to drugs, mental health, addiction and the cycle of poverty which is the reality
of policing today.
Board Member Sue Paterson advised that as far as she is aware, the Town of Hanover did not receive the letter
from the City of Sarnia. The Chair noted that this is an issue that is likely to be more effectively addressed by
larger police services who might have the ear of the Minister and he suggested that the Board accept the letter for
information and file it accordingly.
NEW BUSINESS
A. Payment of OAPSB & Zone 5 Dues
Motion # 2022-01-006
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Paterson
That the Board approve payment of OAPSB Zone 5 2022 Membership Fees in the amount of $250.00 and
OAPSB 2022 fees in the amount of $1,348.31.
Carried
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B. Business Records Retention Schedule
Motion # 2022-01-007
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board endorse the Business Records Retention Schedule for the Hanover Police Service as
submitted.
Carried
The Chair introduced this item noting that it had first been presented to the Board last fall when he felt that
the time period for retention of certain records was not long enough. A committee consisting of the Chair,
the Chief and Wendy Donaldson, former Records Manager for the Hanover Police Service, was then created
to review and revise the retention periods which are now satisfactory.
Ms. Donaldson indicated that most of the committee’s time was spent on compliance, and law enforcement
records are now the responsibility of the Deputy Chief. She added that the standards set by LEARN, which
is the basis for the retention schedule, are minimum standards. Board Member Hicks thanked Ms.
Donaldson for her work and asked which areas raised concerns. Ms. Donaldson noted that the Chair felt that
the two year retention for legal documents was insufficient, so the retention was set at 10 years. Board
Member Hicks noted that the Law Society of Ontario recommends 10 years for retention of legal documents,
and he wondered if other services are following the LEARN minimum. The Chair suggested that some
services may simply accept the LEARN framework, and perhaps the matter should be raised at the OAPSB.
The Chair thanked Ms. Donaldson for her work and she left the meeting.
CHIEF’S REPORT
Motion # 2022-01-008
Moved by: S. Paterson
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board accept the Chief’s Report for the period December 14 to January 14, 2022 as presented.
Carried
In addition to the information contained in his report, the Chief informed the Board that a well-being check
conducted by officers resulted in residents being found in very difficult circumstances, with one in medical
distress without vital signs. The resident was revived by officers and EMS attended to transport the residents to
hospital. The Chief noted that in some places there is resistance to police services doing well being checks but he
said they are an important service as demonstrated in this case.
Board Member McEwen commended Hanover officers on the delivery of the anonymously donated gift bags to
rooming house residents and added that he believes police services should do well being checks. The Chair noted
that the Service does important work every day, going above and beyond on a regular basis.
Councillor Koebel left the meeting after stating his appreciation for the opportunity to attend and complimenting
the Service on its great community policing.
IN CAMERA SESSION
Motion # 2022-01-009
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board convene in closed session to discuss matters that it is of the opinion fall under Section 35 (4) (a) or
(b) of the Police Services Act at 11:02 a.m..
Carried
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RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
Motion # 2022-01-010
Moved by: S. Hicks
Seconded by: S. Paterson
That the Board reconvene in open session at 11:07 a.m. The Chair confirmed that the Hanover Police Services
Board had gone in closed session and discussed matters that it is of the opinion fall under Section 35 (4) (a) or (b)
of the Police Services Act.
Carried
ADJOURNMENT & NEXT MEETING
Motion # 2022-01-011
Moved by: P. McEwen
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board adjourn at 11:08 a.m. to meet again on Tuesday, February 22, 202 at 10:00 a.m. via
videoconference, or at the call of the Chair.
Carried

____________________________________
Chair

_____________________________________
Secretary

These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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Committee Minutes
Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee
January 17, 2022 – 1:30 PM
The Grey County Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee met on the above date through
electronic means with the following members participating:
Present:

Dwight Burley, Catherine Sholtz, Christina Schnell, Claudia Strelocke,
Brooke Sillaby and Andrew Edgcumbe

Regrets:

Andy Underwood

Municipal Representatives:
Holly Malynyk, Township of Southgate; Carly Craig, Georgian Bluffs;
Manav Puree, Municipality of Grey Highlands; Jen Patton, The Blue
Mountains; Melissa Hilgendorff, Town of Hanover
Staff
Present:
Kathie Nunno, Administrative and Accessibility Coordinator; Heather
Morrison, Clerk; Stephanie Lacey-Avon, Intermediate Planner; Jill
Paterson, Manager, Grey Roots Museum and Archives; Sim Salata,
Curator and Tara Warder, Deputy Clerk/Legislative Coordinator
Other Municipal
Attendees: Mike Humphries, Shawn Carey, and Andrew Wilken

Call to Order
Heather Morrison called the meeting to order.

Election of Chair and Vice Chair
Heather Morrison called for nominations for Chair and Vice Chair of the Committee.
JAAC03-22 Moved by: Councillor Burley

Seconded by: Andrew Edgcumbe

That Catherine Sholtz be nominated as Chair of the Grey County
Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee for 2022.
On motion by Councillor Burley, nominations closed.
Catherine Sholtz accepted the nomination and was acclaimed Chair.
JAAC04-22 Moved by: Catherine Sholtz

Seconded by: Andrew Edgcumbe

That Councillor Burley be nominated as Vice Chair of the Grey
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County Joint Accessibility Committee for 2022.
On motion by Brooke Sillaby, nominations closed.
Councillor Burley accepted the nomination and was acclaimed Vice Chair of the
Committee for 2022.
Catherine Sholtz then assumed the Chair.

Declaration of Interest
There were no declarations made.

Site Plan Reviews
Arthur Street Municipal Parking Lot – Town of the Blue Mountains
Mike Humphries addressed the Committee on the Arthur Street Municipal Parking Lot in
the Town of the Blue Mountains. It is accessed from Highway 26 and is located behind
the TD Bank in Thornbury.
The lot will include lighting, consideration for electric vehicles, landscape design, and a
pedestrian plaza is also proposed with a leisure area and picnic tables.
He provided a rendering of what the parking lot would look like upon completion.
It was noted that there are 49 standard parking spaces and 3 accessible spaces.
Municipal representatives were asked to remind staff that any site plans come with
detailed reports that describe the site plans so that sufficient information is provided to
the Committee.
JAAC05-22 Moved by: Councillor Burley

Seconded by: Andrew Edgcumbe

That the design of the Arthur Street Municipal Parking Lot in the
Town of the Blue Mountains be supported as designed.
Carried

Reports
Draft Age Friendly Community Action Plan Discussion
Stephanie Lacey-Avon addressed the Committee and guided the discussion on the draft
Age Friendly Community Action Plan.
The Committee specific priorities and actions items were reviewed. They included:
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Ensuring outdoor public spaces are accessible to a wide array of ages and
abilities.
Improve accessibility of public and private buildings.
Enhance transportation infrastructure safety for all users.
Develop new and accessible housing units and identify incentives and programs
that support housing retrofits, to ensure home quality and safety.
Promote and strengthen existing and future partnerships with community
organizations and groups to enhance socially culturally and community relevant
outreach efforts
Find ways to encourage a variety of people to come out to inclusive social events
and activities
Increase awareness around the value of cultural and social diversity, through the
provision of events and education
Diversify forms of communication and messaging to be accessible and relevant
to people of all ages and capacities
Review of strategies and practices to identify systemic barriers towards access of
quality health care and community services for people of all ages and abilities.
Strengthen partnership and capacities of existing community health and service
providers
Develop and implement strategies to diversify recruitment and retention of
People of Colour, newcomers, young people, seniors, Indigenous communities,
women, etc. for local employment, volunteer, and civil leadership opportunities

Discussion occurred on the Committee’s role within each of the items.

Grey Roots Museum and Archives – Accessibility Considerations
in the Gallery Redesign
Jill Paterson provided a presentation on the gallery redesign at Grey Roots Museum
and Archives. Staff are working with a design consultant, Origin Studios, to provide a
design and map out content for three new sections of the Grey County Gallery. This
gallery is located to the left of the main entrance.
Origin Studios has taken their approach from the Smithsonian Guidelines for Accessible
Design, the Accessibility Standards for Exhibitions from Ingenium, and the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights Inclusive Design and Accessibility Guidelines. The gallery
components include:





Visitor flow and floor plan
Exhibit walls
Objects in Casework
Text Panels and Object Labels
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Digital Experiences
Hands On Activities

Feedback was provided from the Committee. Consideration should be given to the
height of the digital and hands on activities to ensure everyone is able to access them.
It was noted that people can ask for assistance at any time to have a staff member
describe and convey information to patrons from the exhibits.

Heritage Square Project
Andrew Wilken addressed the committee on the Heritage Square Project in the Town of
Hanover. Currently, there is a concrete stage and bench seating built into the hill which
is used for outdoor performances. There is no shelter and because of this, the use is
limited. The Town would like to put a cover over the platform/stage to make it into a type
of bandshell and perhaps build a walkway from the existing pathways and walkways
within the park.
Staff are interested in initial input and considerations from the Committee. The intent
isn’t necessarily to put a railing around the stage because it is only about 12 inches off
the ground so perhaps identification strips could be used to show that the platform ends.
Feedback was provided on what to use to warn visually impaired patrons that the edge
of the platform is there.
It was noted that there is lighting for safety and security.
Staff will share upcoming designs with the Committee when they are available.

Election Accessibility Plan Discussion
One of the Grey County member municipalities asked what was needed for election
plan consultation with accessibility advisory committees. Kathie Nunno has reached out
to the municipal members of ONAP group (Ontario Network of Accessibility
Professionals) and received lots of great input.
The Township of Brock provided Grey County with a voting location accessibility
checklist which is included as a reference document.
The consensus is that election accessibility plans must be presented to accessibility
advisory committees for review and comment.
Other interesting approaches include:


AAC conducts audits of the polling stations



Consult with the AAC as the election accessibility plan is being developed
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Bradford West Gwillimbury provided: As per the Municipal Elections Act (12.1),
the legislation places responsibility on the Clerk to have regard to the needs of
electors and candidates with disabilities; Further, section 12.1(2) requires that a
report must be submitted to Council about the identification, removal and
prevention of barriers that affect electors and candidates with disabilities;
Although our AAC discusses potential barriers, actions taken and consideration
for future elections, Mrs. Nunno still completes the report and submits it to
Council within 90 days of voting.



City of Toronto shares its election accessibility plan as a living document on its
election services webpage. They present the plan to AAC for information sharing
and comment but note that the plan is governed by the City Clerk and the
Municipal Elections Act. The link can be found here



Orillia provided a demonstration of their voter assist terminal to the AAC prior to
the election with good response.

Other Business
There was no other business.

Next Meeting Dates
To be determined
On motion by Councillor Burley and Christina Schnell, the meeting adjourned at 3:30
PM.
Catherine Sholtz, Chair

8.8

THE SAUGEEN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, December 15, 2021, 7:00 p.m., Airport Boardroom & via Zoom
Commissioners Present:

Dan Gieruszak, Chair
Dave Hocking, Vice Chair
Moe Hanif
Tom Hutchinson
Bill Roseborough
Jack Zeinstra

Absent: Kelani Stam, Secretary
Guests:

Filomena McDonald, Airport Manager
Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary

1.

Call to Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. Several guests attended by Zoom.

2.

Approval of the Agenda
Motion Moved by T. Hutchinson
Seconded by B. Roseborough
That the agenda for December 15, 2021 be accepted as circulated. The Chair noted item 11 Confirmation of
Proceedings should be designated as item 10 D on the agenda - to be added to future agendas.
Carried

3.

Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and Declaration of Conflict of Interest
None declared.

4.

Delegations
There were no delegations.

5.

Approval of November 17, 2021 Minutes
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
Seconded by T. Hutchinson
That the minutes of the November 17, 2021 meeting of the Commission be approved as circulated.
Carried
With respect to item 11C, Naming of Access Roads in Recognition of Canadian and SMA Aviation History,
Dave Hocking noted that a million dollars was raised for the P & H Centre in Hanover, and that the Town of
Hanover has a policy in place which might assist the Commission’s ad hoc committee. In response to the
Chair’s request, Commissioner Hocking agreed forward the policy to the Airport Manager.

6.

Action Item Update from Minutes
There were no action item updates from the minutes.

7.

Correspondence Requiring Action
A. Mr. Theaker Digital Solar Corp
The Chair informed the Commission that a response to Mr. Theaker’s email has been sent and that he had
received no response from Mr. Theaker.
B.

COPA National Article
Commissioner Zeinstra agreed to circulate the article to Commissioners, noting that it had appeared in the
Toronto Star. The Commission agreed it was not necessary to respond to the article, but the Airport
should take steps to ensure that it receives positive media attention. The Airport Manager has been in
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touch with The Post and the Walkerton Herald Times which have agreed to dedicate space to the Airport
and she will send information to them on a regular basis.
C. Ombudsman Report
The Chair reviewed the Ombudsman’s recommendations as set out in the report. The Commission will
connect with municipal clerks to determine its obligations under the Municipal Act, as the Ombudsman
does not provide this type of feedback. The Commission’s procedures so far have been covered by its
original schedules, but it does not have a procedural by-law. The Chair added that the complaint was
made when the Commission first began having meetings by Zoom and due to a lack of technical ability at
the time, there were issues of access by the public. The process for meetings by Zoom works more
smoothly now and provisions need to be added to the by-law to cover meetings held by videoconference
as noted in the Ombudsman’s third recommendation. With respect to the Ombudsman’s fourth
recommendation, the Chair noted that the steps recommended have been put in place and are provided for
in the draft procedural by-law. The Chair noted that steps have been put in place to comply with the fifth
and sixth recommendations. He will send a letter to the Ombudsman outlining the above steps taken by
the Commission in response to the recommendations.
The Chair confirmed that this issue will be closed once the procedural by-law is adopted.
8.

Public Notification
There were no public notifications.

9.

Reports
A. Financial Reports
Commissioner Hocking informed the Commission that the Town of Hanover passed a budget providing
for a 6% increase to its contribution to the airport, raising it from approximately $48,000 to $50,000, and
that the Town has as airport reserve fund. The Chair noted that the Commission is working towards a 2%
levy increase in the municipal contribution. He added that the progressive and forward thinking shown by
the Town of Hanover is much appreciated.
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
That the financial reports be accepted as circulated.
Carried
i.

Seconded by B. Roseborough

PAPI Invoice
The Airport Manager noted that Dewar Services installed the Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI) lighting system which is up and running. The system is specialized and the provider is well
known and highly trained in the system, and services all the airports in the area. It was confirmed
that the Airport Manager has the authority to approve expenditures up to $1,000.
Commissioner Hanif noted that it is good practice to stay with a supplier that can ensure reliability an
accuracy, given the importance of the lighting system. The Airport Manager checks the lights’ aim
each season, and Commissioner Zeinstra provided an explanation of how the lights work, and the
importance of their angles being correctly calibrated to ensure safe landings.
Commissioner Hutchinson asked if the airport uses a scoring system to evaluate potential suppliers
and Commissioner Hocking said that there needs to be a procedure setting out when the airport puts
out tenders. A procedure would not necessarily require accepting the lowest quote, but ensures
accountability and transparency. The Airport Manager noted that she often obtains quotes for work,
such as the paving completed earlier in the year, but the PAPI lights are highly specialized and thus
she did not ask for quotes. The Chair requested that the Airport Manager check to see if there is a
policy requiring the issuing of tenders, and that the Commission policy should be consistent with
those of the municipalities and provide for a similar process.
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Motion Moved by M. Hanif
Seconded by T. Hutchinson
That the invoice in the amount of $ 2,971.90 be approved for payment.
Carried
B.

APM’s Report
The Airport Manager presented her report noting that due to poor weather recently, there has been little
flying and so the numbers, including fuel sales, are down.
Commissioner Hocking informed the Commission that Economic Development staff from a group of
municipalities including Saugeen Shores, Brockton and Arran-Elderslie are getting together to look at the
economic potential of the Saugeen River. The Airport Manager will be included in the meetings which
will begin in the New Year. She noted that the airport is used for river related activities such as checking
fish and water.

C. COPA 54 Update
Jack Zeinstra report that COPA 54 had met on Saturday, December 11, 2021 and held its Annual General
Meeting in November when is passed a motion allowing it to dissolve if a majority of members agree. He
added that the Christmas party is being held on Saturday, December 18, 2021. The funding and insurance
for the In-Flight Broadcasting Information System are in place and the agreement has been approved. The
fees were donated by COPA Kincardine and Hanover, as well as Brantland, and the Commission will
incur no fees for the system. He reviewed the advantages of the system which shows air traffic and
weather feeds, is relatively inexpensive, and a valuable safety feature. The Chair and the Airport Manager
made a presentation to COPA at the meeting.
There was discussion about alternatives to COPA including the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
and the Recreational Aircraft Association (RAA). The latter may be preferable as it is Canadian.
Commissioner Zeinstra noted that COPA seems more and more to be serving larger airports over smaller
planes, and so the RAA might be more aligned with the SMA’s goals. The Chair added that it will be up
to COPA 54 members to determine their future.
D. Business Plan Development
The Chair informed the Commission that he and the Airport Manager had met with COPA members, and
will receive feedback from municipalities and the business community. Commissioner Hutchinson
indicated that the Business Plan is virtually complete, with pilot input yet to come. He estimated that,
with stakeholder engagements/feedback, it would be completed by March 2022.
Commissioner Hocking noted that in 2018, a strategic analysis was done outlining strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats related to the airport. He said that it has been sent to the Airport Manager and
Commissioner Hutchinson and requested that the ideas contained in the document be incorporated into the
Business Plan. Commissioner Hutchinson added that the committee working on the Business Plan needs
to get out to the municipal Economic Development staff and committees.
E.

Municipal Agreement
The Chair noted that a draft was sent to the Brockton Clerk and a meeting with the three Mayors and
CAOs is to be set up to discuss the agreement. He expects that they will recommend seeking legal advice,
noting that the legislation affecting not-for-profit organizations has changed considerably, and the
agreement is 10 years old and needs to conform to current legislation. Commissioner Hocking noted that
the CAO of the Town of Hanover suggested that one lawyer be retained with the cost shared by the three
municipalities. The Chair thanked Commissioner Hocking and the Town of Hanover for the suggestion.
Motion Moved by J. Zeinstra
Seconded by D. Hocking
That the Commission accept the APM’s Report, and the updates on COPA 54, the Business Plan
Development, and the Municipal Agreement as presented.
Carried
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10. New Business
A. Adoption of a Procedural By-law
The Chair advised that in preparing this by-law and in order to be proactive, he looked at the by-law for
Brockton, adding that those of Hanover and West Grey are likely to be similar. While lengthy, the by-law
conforms to current legislation, and the Commission’s procedures have conformed although they were not
in a formal by-law. In the interests of responding to the Ombudsman’s report, he suggested that the bylaw be approved and if necessary it can be amended in the future. A question arose about the number of
Commissioners and the Chair noted that this issue is covered in the Municipal Agreement, not in the bylaw.
The Recording Secretary was directed to forward the by-law to the Clerk of the Municipality of West
Grey.
Motion Moved by T. Hutchinson
That the Commission adopt the Procedural By-law as presented.
Carried

Seconded by D. Hocking

The following additional items of New Business were discussed.
B.

Purchasing Policy
The Commission directed the Airport Manager to determine if there is a purchasing policy in place. A
policy will ensure accountability and transparency, and any policy is to be circulated to Commissioners
prior to the next meeting. To date the Manager has been seeking approval from the Commission for all
purchases over $1000. This item will be on the agenda for the January meeting.
Bill Roseborough noted that donations to the Airport can be made through any one of the three
municipalities, so that the donor can receive a receipt for income tax purposes. He suggested that this
should be more widely communicated and may result in larger donations. Those who donated to the
In-Flight Information Broadcasting System could have made their donations through a municipality and
received a receipt for income tax purposes. The Chair clarified that the Commission is a not-for-profit
corporation, rather than a registered charity, and noted that municipalities can issue official donation
receipts for income tax purposes. Commissioner Hocking raised the issue of the $1,000 donated for the
Brockton flag which flies at the airport, noting that Chris Walker of the Town of Hanover handled the
transaction and Brockton provided a receipt. He agreed to follow up with her, and then send an email to
Commissioners advising them of the result.

C. Brockton Strategic Plan Process
The Chair advised that Brockton has concluded a five-year strategic plan process and has specifically
requested that the Commission prepare a long-term business plan for the property and for airport
operations, as a basis for municipal support for appropriate uses of the airport property and continued
municipal support for airport operating costs. Commissioner Hutchinson said that if the SMA’s Business
Plan is consistent with Brockton’s plan, then Hanover and West Grey would likely be supportive of it.
D. Confirmation of Proceedings
As a matter of practice, Brockton has this item on its agendas, although Hanover and West Grey do not.
The item is to be included on future Commission agendas.
In a matter of Other Business, Commissioner Hanif asked about the possibility of damage occurring at
Christmas events held at the airport. The Airport Manager was asked to be vigilant about the possibility
and the Chair raised the question of organizations renting space being required to provide a damage
deposit.
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THE SAUGEEN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, December 22, 2021, 11:00 a.m., via Zoom
Commissioners Present:

Dan Gieruszak, Chair
Dave Hocking, Vice Chair
Moe Hanif
Tom Hutchinson
Bill Roseborough
Jack Zeinstra

Absent: None
Guests:

David Reiter, Partner, Aird Berlis
Filomena McDonald, Airport Manager
Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary

1.

Call to Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m. The Chair welcomed Mr. Reiter and two guests attending
by Zoom.

2.

Approval of the Agenda
Motion Moved by B. Roseborough
That the agenda for December 22, 2021 be accepted as circulated.
Carried

3.

Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and Declaration of Conflict of Interest
None declared.

4.

Delegations
There were no delegations.

5.

In Camera
Motion Moved by T. Hutchinson
Seconded by D. Hocking
That the Commission convene in closed session at 11:05 a.m. in order to address matters pertaining to advice
that is subject to solicitor/client privilege, including communications necessary for that purpose.
Carried

Seconded by J. Zeinstra

Mr. Reiter, the Airport Manager and the Recording Secretary remained for the in camera portion. The guests
attending the meeting by Zoom were moved to a waiting room for the closed session.
Motion Moved by T. Hutchinson
That the Commission reconvene in open session at 11:48 a.m.
Carried

Seconded by D. Hocking

The Chair re-admitted one guest to the meeting after the Commission reconvened in open session.
6. Direction Coming Out of In Camera
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
Seconded by J. Zeinstra
That the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission approve direction as provided in the closed session regarding
advice that is subject to solicitor/client privilege, including communications necessary for that purpose.
Carried
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THE SAUGEEN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, January 19, 2022, 7:00 p.m., via Zoom
Commissioners Present:

Dan Gieruszak, Chair
Dave Hocking, Vice Chair
Moe Hanif
Tom Hutchinson
Bill Roseborough
Jack Zeinstra

Absent: None
Guests:

Filomena McDonald, Airport Manager (at
7:15 p.m.)
Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary

1.

Call to Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and wished those attending a Happy New Year. Two guests
were admitted to the meeting.

2.

Approval of the Agenda
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
Seconded by M. Hanif
That the agenda for January 19, 2022 be amended to add item 10 B Notice of Motion to Amend the Respect in the
Workplace Policy and that the agenda be accepted as so amended.
Carried

3.

Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and Declaration of Conflict of Interest
None declared.

4.

Delegations
There were no delegations.

5.

Approval of December 15 and 22, 2021 Minutes
Motion Moved by T. Hutchinson
Seconded by B. Roseborough
That the second sentence in item 9 E of the minutes of the December 15, 2021 be amended to read “… and
needs to conform to current legislation …” and that the Minutes be approved as so amended, and that the
minutes of the December 22, 2021 meeting be approved as circulated.
Carried

6.

Action Item Update from Minutes
There were no action item updates from the minutes.

7.

Correspondence Requiring Action
A. Email from Municipality of Brockton
The Chair referred to the correspondence advising that the Commission refer its governing documents
such as Letters Patent, By-laws, etc. to legal counsel to ensure that they comply with the new Not-ForProfit Corporations Act, noting that some may be more than 10 years old. Accordingly, a quote will be
sought from legal counsel for the cost of bringing them into compliance with the Not-For-ProfitCorporations Act and the Municipal Act. Commissioner Hocking reminded the Commission that the
CAO of the Town of Hanover had previously suggested that the three municipal partners share the cost of
legal fees to review the municipal agreement. He suggested that the quotes for work on the governing
documents be sent to the three municipalities so they can see the costs and that the quotes be broken down
into two components, one for ensuring compliance with the Not-For-Profit Corporations Act, and a second
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for work on the municipal agreement. The Chair requested that the Airport Manager spearhead the work
of an ad hoc committee to put together a Request for Quote from three or four legal firms.
Commissioner Hutchinson advised that after one more meeting of the Ad Hoc Business Plan Committee, a
first draft of the Plan will be ready for Commissioners to review and will then be sent out to the municipal
partners. The Chair asked Commissioner Hutchinson to schedule the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee
for the following week if possible.
Commissioner Hocking noted that he had been asked at the Town of Hanover’s Economic Development
Committee meeting when input on the Business Plan might be sought from the municipal Economic
Development Managers. Commissioner Hutchinson advised that input from pilots is scheduled to be
heard in January or February, followed by input from Economic Development staff.
B.

Trespass, Code of Conduct, Respect in the Workplace
The Chair informed the Commission of an incident which occurred on December 31, 2021, but which did
not lead to the issuing of trespass notices. The Commission may send out a reminder regarding the policy
to ensure a common understanding of expected behaviour.

8.

Public Notification
There were no public notifications.

9.

Reports
A. Financial Reports
The Chair noted that the levy to municipalities increased by 2% in the 2022 budget and that the
Commission’s efforts for the year will focus on generating revenue and establishing a program to
celebrate the airport’s 60th anniversary which will be a significant contribution to the budget.
Commissioner Hocking asked about events planned for the anniversary and whether a committee will be
established regarding the naming program. He suggested that there should be public recognition and
events with guests invited including past pilots and others. The Chair noted that discussion has taken
place about a series of events and it is important to ensure that local media is aware.
In response to a question from Commissioner Roseborough, the Chair noted that a committee has been
established for the street naming and he asked the Airport Manager to review minutes from November and
December of 2021 to clarify the members.
Dave Hocking noted that he has in the past been involved in setting up community events and fundraising
and it is important to take a professional and systematic approach including starting early with appropriate
criteria, deciding who needs to be approached, and setting up a workplan by focusing on the end date and
planning backwards to establish the actions to be taken.
Commissioner Roseborough noted that at a past meeting, Commissioner Hocking was to bring forward a
document from the Town of Hanover regarding naming rights. Commissioner Hocking confirmed that he
obtained this document and forwarded it to the Airport Manager who is awaiting similar documents from
Brockton and West Grey.
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
Seconded by T. Hutchinson
That the financial reports, including the 2022 budget, be accepted as circulated.
Carried
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APM’s Report
i. Insurance Policy Quotes
The Airport Manager reviewed the quotes, noting that due to increased fuel sales, $5,550 has
increased to $5,750 as a result of increased fuel sales. Commissioner Zeinstra explained that the
liability insurance does not cover air shows, and additional insurance is purchased for such events.
ii.

Crop Prices
The Airport Manager explained that two quotes had been received, one from Sprucedale Agromart,
which did the work in the past, for $5,607.00, and one from Lang Farms which ranged from
$4,700.00 to $5,100. On another matter relating to crops, the Airport Manager clarified that tenders
are to be put out for the purchase of hay bales if negotiations for bales are unsuccessful with the
current farmer.

Motion Moved by J. Zeinstra
Seconded by M. Hanif
That the Commission accept: the Airport Manager’s report; the 2022 insurance policy quotes from
National Aviation Insurance Brokers Ltd. in the amount of $5,750 and Unica Insurance in the amount of
$6,261.84; and the Lang Farms quote to a maximum of $5,100 plus HST.
Carried
C. COPA 54 Update
Jack Zeinstra reported that COPA 54 did not meet. Meetings have been suspended until COVID
restrictions allow in person meetings. He said that the In-Flight Broadcasting Information System should
be in place in February.
10. New Business
A. Notice of Amendment to Procedural By-law
The Chair advised that the purpose of this item is to provide notice that an amendment to the by-law to
permit virtual/hybrid meetings and adopt a delegation request form will be put forward at the
Commission’s next meeting.
B.

Notice of Motion to Amend the Respect in the Workplace Policy
The Chair advised that the purpose of this item is to provide notice that an amendment to the policy will
be put forward at a future meeting of the Commission. The amendment will serve to reduce dangers in the
workplace by including more detail in the policy to cover violence and harassment issues such as bullying.
He added that the Occupational Health and Safety Act requires employers to have a policy on Harassment
& Violence and that other organizations’ policies include such provisions.
In a matter of Other Business, the Commission discussed quotes received for paving at the new hangars at
the south end of the airport. Quotes were requested from four firms: MEI of Chesley, Schmidt’s Paving
the Murray Group, and Sutherland (now Walker Industries) which declined to submit a quote due to the
size of the job and distance. The quotes received were for the following amounts: $16,717.00 from MEI,
$19,711.00 from Schmidt’s Paving and $21,325.74 from the Murray Group. The Airport Manager
explained that the Airport’s portion of the paving cost will be approximately $5,000 and the remainder of
the expense is to be shared between the two hangar owners, with one paying about $1,000 and the other
about $10,000. The Airport might have an additional cost for extra gravel if needed. With respect to
apportioning the cost, Commissioner Zeinstra said that when paving was done for his hangar, the company
billed him directly for his portion.
Motion Moved by M. Hanif
Seconded by T. Hutchinson
That the Commission accept the quote for paving submitted by MEI in the amount of $16,717.00, and that
approval be given for the airport to pay approximately $5,000 of the cost.
Carried
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In a further matter, the Airport Manager was not available at the beginning of the meeting due to
difficulties connecting via the internet, and since she was not present for comments relating to the
Business Plan, Commissioner Hutchinson reiterated that one additional meeting is required to wrap up the
plan. The Airport Manager noted that she is currently working on the Plan which will be submitted to the
Ad Hoc Committee and then to pilots. She added that the plan is almost complete and looks very good.
The Chair confirmed that one more meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee will be held to review a final draft
of the plan. Commissioner Hutchinson said that he will be attending the Rural Ontario Municipal
Association meeting next week but will be able to connect with the Airport Manager regarding the
Business Plan.
Commissioner Hutchinson raised the possibility of changing the time of Commission meetings to the
afternoon, as 7:00 p.m. meetings conflict with several other of his obligations. It was noted that the
change to 7:00 p.m. was at the request of a member who is no longer on the Commission. Commissioner
Hanif said that afternoon meetings are not possible for him due to work obligations, however after June
2022, he will have more flexibility. It was agreed that meetings would continue to be held at 7:00 p.m.
and Commissioner Hutchinson offered to ask the other organizations he is involved with to adjust their
schedules if possible.
11. In Camera
There were no items requiring an in camera session.
12. Direction Coming Out of In Camera
There was no direction coming out of in camera.
13. Confirmation of Proceedings Resolution
Resolution Made by D. Hocking
Seconded by J. Zeinstra
Whereas the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission deems it expedient that the proceedings of meetings be
confirmed and adopted;
Now Therefore the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission Enacts as Follows:
1.0 That the actions of Commission at its meeting held on January 19, 2022 in respect to each report, motion,
resolution or other actions recorded and taken by at said meeting, is hereby adopted, ratified and
confirmed, and furthermore;
2.0 That the Chair and appropriate representatives are hereby authorized and directed to do all things
necessary to give effect to the said action referred to in the proceeding, and;
3.0 That the Chair and Secretary, and their designates, are hereby authorized and directed to execute all
documents as may be necessary on behalf of the Commission and to affix the corporate seal to all such
documents as necessary;
4.0 That the Treasurer, or their designates, is hereby directed to execute any documents necessary on behalf of
the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission, and to affix the corporate seal to all such documents, as may
be necessary;
5.0 That this resolution shall come into effect upon final passage;
6.0 This Resolution may be cited as the January 19, 2022 Confirmatory Resolution.
14. Adjournment
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
That the Commission adjourn at 7:45 p.m..
Carried
Next Meeting:

Seconded by M. Hanif

Wednesday, February 16, 2022 at 7:00 p.m., via Zoom, or at the discretion of the Chair.

________________________________
Dan Gieruszak, Chair

________________________________
Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary
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Solicitor General

Solliciteur général

Office of the Solicitor General
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25 Grosvenor Street, 18th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 1Y6
Tel: 416 326-5000
Toll Free: 1-866-517-0571
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25, rue Grosvenor, 18e étage
Toronto ON M7A 1Y6
Tél. : 416 326-5000
Sans frais : 1-866-517-0571
SOLGEN.Correspondence@ontario.ca

132-2022-265
By email
January 21, 2022

Dear Chief Administrative Officer/Municipal Clerk:
The Ministry of the Solicitor General is committed to keeping communities across
Ontario safe, supported and protected.
In fall 2020, the ministry hired an independent consultant, Goss Gilroy Inc., to conduct a
review of court security and prisoner transportation in Ontario, including the design of
the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT) Transfer Payment (TP)
Program. Under the CSPT TP Program, the ministry provides funding to municipalities
to assist them in offsetting costs associated with both court security and prisoner
transportation.
The review is part of the ministry’s ongoing work to leverage technology and improve
public safety to build a more responsive and efficient justice system across the
province. This includes initiatives such as the Criminal Justice Digital Design (CJDD)
and the Criminal Justice Video Strategy (CJVS). CJDD is modernizing the criminal
justice sector by digitizing criminal case records and connecting IT systems to ensure
data flows seamlessly from police, prosecution, courts and corrections and is readily
available to the right people at the right time for decision-making. In addition, CJVS is
designed to increase the use of video technology for most types of in-custody court
appearances. This reduces the need to transport accused between correctional
institutions and courthouses and in turn, improves safety and overall system
efficiencies.
Municipalities, police services and other justice sector partners were engaged during
the review of court security and prisoner transportation. This review is now complete
and in turn, the ministry would like to share the enclosed high-level summary and full
report (enclosed). We appreciate the time and effort provided by individuals and
organizations during the review process. As a result, valuable feedback on how we can
strengthen best practices, as well as explore ways to improve the delivery of court
security and prisoner transportation was obtained.
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The ministry is taking a phased approach in response to the program review to ensure a
pathway for future planning and continuous improvement predicated on good evidence
that addresses gaps in the program review. It is important to note that there will be no
changes to the overall funding envelope of the CSPT TP Program, subject to the regular
fiscal process.
Public safety is a top priority for our government and providing our frontline police and
their municipal partners with the tools, resources and financial supports they need to
protect our communities is critical to this endeavor.
We look forward to continuing to work closely with you and other municipal and justice
sector partners on court security and prisoner transportation and on other shared public
safety priorities.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the CSPT program review or if you
would like a French version of the full report, please contact Michelina Longo, Director,
External Relations Branch at Michelina.Longo@ontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Sylvia Jones
Solicitor General
Enclosures (2)

A High-Level Summary of the Court Security and
Prisoner Transportation Program Review
Engagement Approach
A range of consultation activities led by Goss Gilroy Inc., detailed below,
took place between fall 2020 and spring 2021. Over 200 individuals
participated.
Interviews with a range of court security and
prisoner transportation stakeholders were
conducted. The interviews had a dual
purpose: 1) scope the exercise and
understand what stakeholders wanted to
see addressed as part of the review, and 2)
collect information to respond to the
review’s questions about how to improve
service delivery.

A survey was administered to all municipal
police services (71 per cent response rate)
and a survey of Ontario Provincial Police
(OPP) detachments (86 per cent response
rate) to collect information on the way court
security and prisoner transportation is
delivered and to obtain input. An online
feedback form was also made available to
all municipal chief administrative officers
and chairs of Ontario police service Boards.

Input received from stakeholders through
the survey and through online forms was
applied to guide a series of focus groups
with representatives from a representative
cross-section of municipal police services,
OPP detachments, First Nation police
services, and Police Associations.

What We Heard: A Snapshot
Funding Model
• Generally, participants are concerned about the fairness and
effectiveness of the current funding model for court security and
prisoner transportation. Those with courts located in their jurisdictions
bear the full net cost of court security, including overtime outlays, as
well, the retrospective nature of the grant does not reflect real-time
expenditures.
• First Nations police services in Ontario expressed concern that they are
not eligible for funding under the CSPT TP and therefore are assuming
these expenses.
Prisoner Transportation
• The expanded use of virtual court appearances, accelerated by the
pandemic, should be maintained where feasible, but infrastructure
limitations and impacts on human resources must be addressed.
• Special Constables are appropriate resources for conducting prisoner
transportation and court security, but not all police services leverage
these positions.
• The OPP Offender Transportation Unit is generally seen as an effective
model; however, there are exclusions that cause some jurisdictions to
have to expend additional resources to meet all prisoner transportation
needs.
• The interface with correctional institutions is key in terms of achieving
efficient prisoner transportation. Scheduling and the coordination of
prisoner pick-up and drop-off at some correctional institutions and
courts could be improved—technology solutions should be explored.
Court Security
• While courthouse facility improvements have enhanced security in
some locations, outstanding facility issues have not all been addressed
in other locations.
• Some concerns about contracting for court security functions exist;
however, some jurisdictions demonstrated success in contracting
courthouse screening activities.
• Unique challenges for Northern Ontario and remote locations cause
disruption to front-line policing services when officers are redeployed to
court security or prisoner transportation activities due to geography and
resource gaps.
• Conflicts were identified between courthouse stakeholders' requests for
additional security and constrained police budgets that cannot
accommodate increased expenditures.
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List of Acronyms
CAOs

Chief Administrative Officers

CSPT TP

Court Security and Prisoner Transportation Transfer Payment

CSPT
GGI

IPCO
JVN

MAG
MPS

OACP

Court security and prisoner transportation
Goss Gilroy Inc.

Indigenous Police Chiefs of Ontario
Justice Video Network

Ministry of the Attorney General
Municipal Police Service3ws

Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police

OAPSB

Ontario Association of Police Service Boards

OPP OTP

Ontario Provincial Police Offender Transportation Program (centralized unit)

OPP

OPP OTU
SOLGEN

TPAD

WASH

Ontario Provincial Police

Ontario Provincial Police Offender Transportation Units, located throughout the
province

Ministry of the Solicitor General

Transfer Payment Accountability Directive

Weekend and Statutory Holidays – a reference to special courts on these dates

Review of the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation Program ii

Executive Summary
Police services, whether municipal police services, the Ontario Provincial Police or First Nations
police services, provide court security and prisoner transportation services across the province of
Ontario. While police services provide court security and prisoner transportation services,
municipalities are responsible for the costs, as they are for other policing costs.

As part of the 2008 Provincial-Municipal Fiscal and Service Delivery Review, the Ontario
government committed to alleviating some court security and prisoner transportation costs from
municipalities, beginning in 2012, to a maximum of $125 million annually. The Ontario
Government created the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation Transfer Payment (CSPT TP)
Program in order to administer the $125M payment. The program reached the maximum subsidy
rate in 2018.
The purpose of this review was to conduct an assessment of how court security and prisoner
transportation are done in Ontario, with a particular focus on CSPT TP Program in order to:
1. Improve the design of the CSPT TP Program to deliver it in a fiscally constrained
environment, and to align with accountability requirements in the Transfer Payment
Accountability Directive;

2. Identify potential ways to make court security and inmate transportation more efficient in
Ontario, in the short-term (within the current model) and in the long-term (considering
potential structural changes to the model); and,
3. Identify efficiencies to reduce the costs incurred by police services and reduce costs
incurred by Ontario.

Performance

Impact of COVID-19
Both court security and prison transportation have been dramatically impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic, in Ontario, and in all other jurisdictions included in this review. The most immediate
impact has been the need to substantially increase the use of virtual appearances for court
hearings in order to comply with social distancing measures and the closure of public spaces,
while still ensuring the functioning of the justice system.

The use of virtual appearances has reduced the need for prison transportation and the need to
handle prisoners within courthouses during the performance of court security duties. The study
found that police services experienced as much as a 90% reduction in transportation volumes and
a reduction in the number of staff assigned to court security. While it is expected that prisoner
transportation volumes and court security needs will increase in some way after the COVID-19
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pandemic is stabilized and a “new normal” emerges, the study has identified cost savings
associated with encouraging and supporting the virtual model. Maintaining as much of the virtual
model as possible is in line with the existing Justice Video Strategy that aims to have 90% of pretrial in-custody appearances at the Ontario Court of Justice take place using video. The virtual
model is also in line with approaches taken in other Canadian provinces, as well as other
jurisdictions internationally, namely Australia and New Zealand. The pro:vince will need to
continue its programs to improve video capacity, police services will need to expand video
capacity at police stations and the court system will need to be engaged such that policies to
encourage use of these improvements are created and adopted.

Use of Sworn Officers

Municipal police services and the Ontario Provincial Police use a mix of staff classifications to
carry out prisoner transportation and court security duties. Evidence collected through the review
indicates that the use of Special Constables for prisoner transportation and the emerging use of
contractors for court security screening, perimeter security and alarm monitoring functions are
best practices that are not currently fully utilized. While there will always be circumstances where
an armed officer is needed, in many cases the use of special constables is appropriate with limited
armed police officers available when required. These approaches have proven effective in a
number of Ontario locations as well as in other jurisdictions where specific training has been
provided. In turn, this can reduce the costs for police services of jurisdiction and provide adequate
levels of security if properly implemented. Contracting out for court security screening, perimeter
security and alarm monitoring functions may also reduce the cost of introducing screening at new
locations, which may make it easier to expand screening in response to stakeholder concerns.

Transport Routes

Prisoner transportation is a very complex system. Police services transport individuals from
holding cells at police headquarters to courthouses, to correctional facilities and between
courthouses and correctional facilities. With so many police services involved in prisoner
transportation, and the Ontario Provincial Police involved in two distinct ways, there is significant
duplication of service within the prisoner transportation network. Reducing inefficient manual
processes in place now and implementing a structure that would achieve economies of scale are
two new practices that can achieve efficiencies. An information management system for use in
route optimization, data sharing, scheduling and reduction of manual processes will contribute to
reducing travel requirements, administrative support and potential errors.

Transfer Payment Delivery

When the grant was initially designed, stakeholders considered a range of alternative ways to
allocate funds – by population, by numbers of prisoners transported or number of courthouses,
etc. All these options have flaws and all stakeholders, municipalities, police services and
representatives of the Ministries involved selected the approach based on actual expenditures
instead. A change in the approach to allocating funding is not recommended at this time, other
than the limited incentives to encourage adoption of more efficient approaches. However, the
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program is currently not fully compliant with the Transfer Payment Accountability Directive and a
performance measurement strategy and regular risk reviews have been recommended.

Ongoing Needs

The province of Ontario continues to upgrade or replace courthouses, addressing security issues
as part of the process. Municipal police services and Ontario Provincial Police have greater
confidence in their ability to address security risks where infrastructure and equipment
improvements had been made. However, many police services report that infrastructure issues
remain and, sometimes, a lack of adequate security equipment can hinder court security. This
includes challenges due to the number, design, age or characteristics of courthouse buildings.
Additionally, there are varying expectations and demands from the Judiciary with respect to how
court security is provided, and court security expectations and requests have increased over time.
Police services and courthouse stakeholders identify a lack of consistent standards for court
security as an issue but there are a number of factors that can influence needs and make it difficult
to set common standards province-wide. There is a need to balance resource investments while
ensuring court stakeholders have the means to ensure security requests are met.

Northern Ontario experiences many unique challenges that are not experienced in the more
populated areas of the province. There are a number of smaller remote and fly-in communities
with smaller police stations and irregular court sittings, long travel distances both for prisoners
and court stakeholders, and a number of First Nations communities. In many instances, northern
communities have traveling courts that spend short periods in communities resulting in demands
on local police services and the disruption of regular policing resources. In relation to the
distinctive needs identified for the north, a separate Northern Justice Strategy is needed that could
lead to the development of a common prisoner transportation network, the development of a
court security capability that would travel with the courts, the need to transport prisoners less
frequently and better responsiveness to Indigenous community needs.

Future Considerations – An Independent Agency

The key finding from the Jurisdictional Review is that none of the other jurisdictions make the
police service of jurisdiction responsible for prisoner transportation or court security, except in
particular circumstances. Responsibility is generally assumed by an agency independent of the
police, typically a Sherriff’s Office or other government agency. A frequent recommendation for
improvement from workshop participants was also the transfer of the responsibility for prisoner
transportation from police services to another entity.

A number of advantages are associated with this model including consistent security standards as
one entity administers all courthouses, greater flexibility in the movement of staff to different
courts, elimination of duplication of efforts, municipalities with courthouses do not subsidize
those without them, and economies of scale to promote efficient operations, among others. This
could be carried out on a regional basis with co-operation between police services but would be
better set up province-wide. A review of the legislation will be required to determine what, if any,
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changes would be required as well as the advantages of creating a new organization verses the
advantages of expanding the role of an existing organization

Summary of Recommendations
•

•

•
•
•

The Ministry of the Solicitor General (SOLGEN) should work with all justice stakeholders
(justices, crowns, defense counsel, court administrators, police services) to ensure the “new
normal” that emerges after COVID-19 minimizes the transport of prisoners, and maximizes
the use of virtual appearances for pre-trial hearings.
Costs of CSPT can be reduced by:
 Eliminating duplication, particularly in prisoner transport;
 Improving economies of scale so special constables can be used more, and fewer police
officers are pulled from front-line policing;
 Using primarily contracted personnel for entrance screening to reduce costs and allow
screening to occur in more locations; and,
 Replacing manual administrative processes.
Creating regional entities would help achieve these goals, but a provincial operation would
add certainty of direction and be easier to establish.

Improve the CSPT TP Program with performance measures and limited changes to provide
incentives for cost reduction.

A Northern Justice Strategy would address unique issues, and the funding of Indigenous
police services needs to consider court security and prisoner transportation responsibilities.

Financial Implications

Assuming inflation is the prime driver of program costs, the provincial share of total costs is
estimated to increase modestly, 1.0% for SOLGEN and about 8% for the Ministry of Children,
Community and Social Services (MCCSS) over the implementation period. On the other hand,
municipalities will see a 37.6% increase as they are responsible for most cost increases due to the
SOLGEN contribution limit of $125M towards the CSPT TP Program.

However, if the province effectively promotes virtual hearings and carries out the specific
improvements to achieve the efficiencies that are outlined in the report, costs can be reduced
significantly for both SOLGEN and municipalities. There is considerable uncertainty over the way
the courts will work post-COVID-19, and the number of prisoners that will need to be transported
to and from courts, so the forecasts show a range between low impact and high impact outcomes.
The forecasts below indicate SOLGEN can achieve cost reductions, and can maximize the
reductions by either encouraging police services to create regional entities to gain economies of
scale and eliminate duplication, or by giving the role to a province-wide entity, which provides a
greater certainty the economies will be achieved.
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Summary of Financial Implications for SOLGEN (000s) 1

No Change

Low Impact

High Impact

PreCOVID-19

Short
Term

Medium
Term

142,267

142,965

143,324

139,372
137,575

139,659
135,968

Long Term /
Entities
139,333
135,055

Long Term/
Provincial

143,691

140,278

125,800

Police services and the municipalities that fund them are in a challenging position, responsible to
deliver a program and absorb all the increase in costs involved, whether inflationary or as a result
of higher standards and expectations. The dramatic changes brought on by COVID-19 provide a
one-time opportunity to recast responsibilities in the best manner possible without medium to
long term financial impacts. Police services can certainly play a logical role and do so for less cost
than they incurred before COVID-19

Summary of Financial Implications for Municipalities (000s)

No Change

Low Impact

High Impact

1

PreCOVID-19

Short
Term

Medium
Term

47,857

56,546

62,106

40,891

28,727

37,452
17,420

Long Term
/Entities
39,220

17,596

Long Term/
Provincial
65,848

38,275

26,851

See the main report for discussion of the assumptions used for this analysis.
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1.0

Introduction

This report presents the findings of an independent review conducted on court security and prisoner
transportation in Ontario. Consultants from the private firm Goss Gilroy Inc. (GGI) conducted this
review between October, 2020 and February, 2021 on behalf of, and with the support of, the Ministry
of the Solicitor General (SOLGEN). The review involved extensive consultation with the police services
that conduct court security and prisoner transportation, stakeholders within SOLGEN and other
ministries within the Province of Ontario, and other stakeholders within the court environment and
the municipalities that help fund court security and prisoner transportation. The purpose of the
review was to examine how the services are provided, how they are financed and how they could be
improved, in terms of compliance with provincial requirements and the efficiency of service delivery.
The first section of the report provides background and contextual information about court security
and prisoner transportation in Ontario, and about the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation
Transfer Payment (CSPT TP) Program administered by SOLGEN. The second part of this report
describes the purpose of the review and data collection methods used. The findings section draws
upon the data collected to describe how court security and prisoner transportation and the transfer
payment can be improved. The final section sets out an implementation plan for these improvements.
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2.0

Background

2.1 Court Security and Prisoner Transportation in Ontario

Court security and prisoner transportation services are provided by Municipal Police Services (MPSs)
in all large and mid-sized municipalities in Ontario and some of the smaller municipalities. Most
smaller municipalities receive police services from the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), who are in
charge of court security and prisoner transportation for those municipalities.

Court Security Responsibilities

The Police Services Act states that police services are responsible for the security of courthouses within
their jurisdiction. Section 137 of the Act states that the police services board of jurisdiction or the OPP
Commissioner is responsible for court security by:
1. Ensuring the security of judges and of persons taking part in or attending proceedings;

2. Ensuring the security of the premises during the hours when judges and members of the public
are normally present;
3. Ensuring the secure custody of persons in custody who are on or about the premises including
persons taken into custody at proceedings; and,

4. Determining appropriate levels of security to fulfill the obligations listed above.

Where Section 137 applies, Section 16 of the regulation on Adequacy and Effectiveness of Police
Services requires that Chiefs of Police prepare a court security plan, establish procedures on court
security that address supervision and training, and ensure that court security personnel have the
knowledge, skills and abilities to perform court security functions. Section 29 requires Police Services
Boards with court security responsibilities to establish policies with respect to court security. The Act
also provides special powers for anyone carrying out court security duties on behalf of the police
services board or OPP Commissioner, including the right to require persons to identify themselves, to
search a person or vehicle entering the premises, the right to search prisoners, the right to refuse
entry to the premises, or require a person to leave, and the right to arrest persons in certain
circumstances. The current Policing Standards Manual section on Court Security includes a Court
Security Assessment Tool to identify security needs in each individual courthouse for which a police
service is responsible. This assessment covers critical incidents, the nature of cases, personnel and
procedures, emergency planning and physical assessment.
SOLGEN indicates there are approximately 156 court locations in Ontario. Approximately 45% are
base locations, 35% are satellite locations, and 20% are fly-in courts. SOLGEN estimates that 45% of
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courthouses are secured by the OPP, and 55% by MPSs or self-administered First Nations Police
Services.
Under court security, police services are responsible for:

•
•

•
•

•

•

Perimeter security – The goal generally is to control all access points and only have one public
access point. This is generally difficult to achieve in older courthouses, courthouses that share
space with other uses, and temporary courts (e.g., an arena or legion hall).

Security screening at courthouse entrances (i.e., persons and packages) – The trend has been
towards screening at access points, using magnetometers, walk through or wanding instruments
and package inspection. This is employed at major courthouses throughout the province. Though
the interviews and workshops reported screening equipment has been sent to some courthouses
but not installed, or not used by the MPS responsible. Screening is generally not used at Provincial
Offences Act (POA) courthouses and is not in place for courthouses that lack access control, or
many smaller or temporary courthouses.
Security in common areas is generally provided through a combination of cameras and active
patrolling. Most courthouses have some form of “presence” by uniformed staff, who may be
armed, or not armed, depending upon the location.

Security within courtrooms is generally provided by having uniformed staff present in the
courtroom during proceedings. This is provided in many courtrooms, and always when there is a
prisoner in custody within the courtroom. Police services report demands from judges and
occasionally crowns to have an officer in the courtroom even when there are no prisoners
present, as a provision in case an event occurs (Family Courts and conflict between partners was
used as an example). There is often resistance from police services to supply uniformed staff on all
occasions based on availability and cost of staff.

Security during prisoner movement generally involves meeting the prisoner transportation
vehicle, escorting the prisoner to cells within the courthouse, and escorting the prisoner to and
from the courtroom when required. It also includes feeding and monitoring the prisoner while in
the cells, and returning prisoners to the transportation vehicle.

Security system monitoring (e.g., camera room). Security systems are always monitored
electronically. In some cases, generally larger courthouses, the cameras (and other alarms) are
monitored by a staff member throughout the day, whether by a dedicated individual in a
dedicated room, or by having TV monitors and alarms at a station staffed for other purposes (e.g.,
near the screening facility or cells).

Prisoner Transportation Responsibilities

Under the Municipal Act, 2001 and the City of Toronto Act 2006, municipalities are responsible for
transporting prisoners between correctional facilities and the courts for the purpose of attending
hearings or proceedings. Section 29 of the Adequacy Standards Regulation requires a police services
board to have a policy on prisoner transportation, and section 13(1)(m) requires the Chief of Police to
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establish procedures and processes for prisoner transportation. Section 53 of the Police Services Act
clarifies that the use of special constables by police services to escort and convey persons in custody
on a permanent basis is not prohibited by other provisions.

Police services transport individuals from holding cells at police headquarters to courthouses, to
correctional facilities and between courthouses and correctional facilities. For instance, a person held
at a police station may be transported to court for a bail hearing, or a person in police custody
remanded during a video or audio hearing at a police station may be transported to a correctional
facility. Additionally, police services are responsible for transporting in-custody prisoners between
correctional institutions and courthouses. This may be to accommodate new bail or procedural
hearings or it may involve prisoners participating in a trial. The correctional institutions are in charge
of transporting prisoners between institutions 2 and from institutions to medical facilities or other
appointments.

Note that prisoner transportation generally has two components. The initial transfer from the police
station to a court or custodial institution is the transfer of a prisoner in the custody of the police
service who arrested the individual. For subsequent transfers from the courthouse to a correctional
institution or for transfers from a correctional institution to a courthouse the prisoner is in custody on
account of a court order, and the police service is acting as a service provider to the courts.
The Police Services Act will be replaced in the near future with the Community Safety and Policing Act,
2019 (CSPA) which has received Royal Assent but has not yet been proclaimed into force. Under the
CSPA, responsibility for court security will remain with police service boards, which in turn, are
largely funded by municipalities. The CSPA will allow First Nations to opt into the legislation in which
case their boards will also be responsible (they are not subject to the current Police Services Act).

The new CSPA identifies what is a policing function and limits who may perform such
functions. However, court security is not a designated policing function (but still a responsibility),
with the result that it can be carried out by any individuals appointed for the purpose by a police
service board. Appointments could be a sworn police officer, a special constable, or any other civilian
appointed for the purpose, including contractors. Similar provisions will apply to the OPP.

Prisoner transportation may be considered by the CSPA as a policing function, at least as it relates to
the transportation of prisoners to and from the police station, requiring the task be carried out by
“members of the police service”, but regulations under Section 14 could permit this function to be
outsourced (e.g., to the OPP Offender Transport Program (OTP), to another police service, to a joint or
common service provider or to a contractor).
Thus, MPSs and OPP detachments will continue to be responsible to implement court security and
prisoner transport (to the extent prisoner transport is a policing function) under the new CSPA,

The Bailiff Program used to provide transport between correctional institutions, but was disbanded in 2019.
Transportation between correctional facilities is now the responsibility of correctional officers.

2
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although there will be options with respect to how they deliver the services and who they use for that
purpose.

Funding Model

While police services (either MPS or the OPP, whichever is the police service of jurisdiction in the
municipality) provide the court security and prisoner transportation services, municipalities are
responsible for the costs of court security and prisoner transportation (and other policing costs),
although they do receive a subsidy from the Province of Ontario, under the CSPT TP Program. The net
costs after provincial contributions are charged against the municipal property tax base as part of the
police services budget. The OPP OTP carries out some prisoner transportation for those municipalities
that were impacted by the centralization of correctional institutions and does not charge the costs
back to the municipalities. The costs of the OPP OTP are recovered from the province’s consolidated
revenue fund by SOLGEN and are not part of the CSPT TP Program.

Since 2015, CSPT TP Program funding for municipalities policed by the OPP is paid directly to the OPP
rather than to the municipalities that purchase policing from the OPP. The OPP bills municipalities for
the police services it provides to those municipalities. It passes the grant on to municipalities by
providing the municipality a credit against their municipal policing bills.

CSPT Transfer Payment Program

As part of the 2008 Provincial-Municipal Fiscal and Service Delivery Review, the Ontario government
committed to alleviating some court security and prisoner transportation costs from municipalities,
beginning in 2012, to a maximum of $125 million annually by 2018. The CSPT TP Program is
administered by SOLGEN’s Public Safety Division. Table 1 identifies annual program allocations since
2012.

Table 1: CSPT TP Program Funding by Year

(000’s
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
rounded)
Total
$17.9M $35.7M $53.6M $71.4M $89.3M $107M $125M $125M $125M
Funding
When the CSPT TP Program was announced, it committed to a maximum subsidy of $125M per year to
support municipalities in the implementation of court security and prisoner transportation services.
The program reached the maximum subsidy rate in 2018. The $125M cap was established based on
estimates by the Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) and the City of Toronto in the
Provincial-Municipal Fiscal and Service Delivery Review, when it was assessed that police services
were spending about $125M per year on court security and prisoner transportation at that time
(2008). Municipalities policed by MPSs receive a share of the funding envelope each year, pro-rated to
their actual eligible court security and prisoner transportation costs as most recently reported. For
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example, funding for 2020 was allocated based on each recipients’ relative share of the total provincial
CSPT expenditures for 2018. The OPP determines the allocations for OPP-policed municipalities based
on their relative share of the projected CSPT costs.

Municipalities that have MPSs receive payment installments quarterly from SOLGEN, based on
calendar year to align to the municipal fiscal year. The first quarter payment is made after the
municipality and the province have signed a transfer payment agreement, and the recipient has
provided adequate proof of insurance. The second installment is paid on the condition that the
recipient has provided the previous year’s Annual Financial Report. The OPP-policed municipalities
receive their CSPT TP Program funding in the form of credits on their municipal policing bills twice a
year (25% in February or March, and the remaining 75% in September or October).

This expenditure-based model was selected following consultations with stakeholders. Two other
models - funding based on caseload and funding based on population - were considered when the
program was designed but deemed ineffective. The two alternative models were rejected mainly
because of the difficulty of tracking the necessary information (e.g., prisoner transport traffic, deeper
understanding of catchment areas for courts), and because the first model would have been
inequitable to smaller municipalities or others with longer distances to transport prisoners.

The CSPT TP Program serves as a subsidy program to support municipalities. Court security and
prisoner transportation costs eligible under the CSPT TP Program include court security and prisoner
transportation activities, training, equipment and recruitment. It excludes expenditures associated
with court administration (e.g., schedule of staff, service of legal documents, data entry, etc.). Annual
Financial Reports do not require a detailed breakdown of the costs between court security and
prisoner transportation and some jurisdictions do not distinguish between the two categories of
expenditures in their financial management systems. The Public Safety Division estimates that 70% of
CSPT TP Program funds are used for court security, and 30% for prisoner transportation, based on
municipal reports submitted for 2017.

In 2018, approximately 95% of the $125M was provided to support municipalities policed by MPSs,
and about 5% to municipalities policed by the OPP, reflecting their relative levels of expenditure, as
identified in Table 2.

Table 2:

CSPT TP Program Allocation to MPSs and OPP from 2015 to 2018

(000’s rounded)
Total CSPT TP Allocation
CSPT TP Allocation – MPSpoliced municipalities
CSPT TP Allocation – OPPpoliced municipalities

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
(budget)

71,432

89,289

107,143

125,326

125,000

125,000

69,124

86,404

102,520

119,527

118,844

119,494

2,308

2,885

4,623

5,799

6,156

5,506
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In 2018, the allocation provided through the CSPT TP Program covered about 76% of the reported
court security and prisoner transportation expenditures for MPS-policed municipalities 3 and 81% of
costs for OPP-policed municipalities. This left a shortfall of about $37.8M to be covered by MPS-policed
municipalities and about $1.3M for OPP-policed municipalities.
While the $125M represented the estimated level of municipal expenditures in 2008, police services
report that their expenditure levels have risen (Table 3), partly as a result of inflation (e.g., wage and
salary increases), partly as a result of increased volumes (of prisoners and courthouses and
courtrooms) and partly as a result of higher standards. For instance, the requirement to keep various
categories of prisoners separate from each other, and the introduction of improvements in court
security, such as screening at more courthouse entrances.

Table 3:

(000’s)

Reported Expenditures and CSPT TP Program Allocations for MPSs and OPP
policed municipalities 4
MPS CSPT
costs

CSPT TP
Allocation to
MPS
municipalities

% of MPS
costs covered
by CSPT TP

OPP CSPT
costs

CSPT TP
Allocation to
OPP
municipalities

% of OPP
costs covered
by CSPT TP

2015

144,263

69,124

48%

6,409

2,308

36%

2016

148,822

86,4044

58%

6,766

2,885

43%

2017

151,941

102,520

67%

7,337

4,623

63%

2018

157,332

119,527

76%

7,067

5,799

82%

2019
2020
(budget)

165,674

118,844

72%

7,583

6,156

81%

119,494

5,506

The Ontario Provincial Police Offender Transportation Program
As part of the province’s program to restructure and consolidate correctional institutions, the province
expanded OPP service in 2008 to assist municipalities faced with longer cross-municipal boundary
transfers as a result of a local correctional institution being closed. The OPP established its OTP to
conduct prisoner transportation for some municipalities.

This funding was approximately $24 million in fiscal year 2019-2020 (ends March 31, 2020), $17.3M
of this was for the transportation of adult prisoners and $6.7M related to the transport of youth.
Municipalities are required to sign Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with the OPP outlining
specific services to be provided (which may, for example, only include certain types of prisoners
housed at a centralized institution) and the terms and conditions related to OPP services. The OPP OTP
funds transportation ‘loops’ across municipal boundaries, between police facilities, courthouses and
This is based on costs reported through the Annual Financial Reports for that year.
This table is based on Annual Financial Reports data compiled by the CSPT TP Program, and OPP data on costs
and CSPT program allocation.

3
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correctional institutions. The OTP currently operates 63 Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with
different municipalities, and transports approximately 90,000 prisoners a year (pre-COVID-19
pandemic) between correctional facilities and courthouses, using approximately 60 transportation
vehicles. The entire costs of the OTP are charged to, and covered by, SOLGEN (for adult inmates) and
the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services (for Youth).

The OPP OTP is a centrally administered program out of the OPP office in Orillia, Ontario. It is
comprised of 150 Offender Transport Officers that make up 10 Offender Transport Units (OTUs)
across the province. The OTUs are located in Ottawa, North Bay, Lindsay, Cobourg, Penetanguishene,
Milton, Burlington, Simcoe, Windsor, and London. A further 43 employees (civilians and sworn
officers) make up the operational support and administration of the OTP. The OTP operates
independently from OPP detachments and regions throughout the province that are responsible for
prisoner transport in their role as a police service of jurisdiction. However, the OTP does provide
service to support some OPP detachments when the municipality they serve has been impacted by a
correctional institution closure and the municipality has signed an MOU.

There is no formal distance threshold to trigger a new MOU and hence service by the OTP to a new
municipality. All prisoner transport across municipal boundaries, and all prisoner transport for long
distances do not qualify, only those that result from the consolidation of correctional institutions. Of
note, the OPP OTP does not operate in Northern regions, where no institutional centralization has
occurred, but where transport distances are also the longest. The North West Region (NWR) Offender
Transport Unit (OTU) provides support to OPP detachments in the Region but the costs of these
services are charged back to the municipalities responsible.

First Nations Policing

First Nations police services are funded under the First Nations Policing Program (FNPP), with federal
and provincial governments sharing the costs. First Nations police services are excluded from the
CSPT TP Program.

However, First Nations police services currently carry out offender transport, and some services have
established Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with the OPP to coordinate offender transport
between the organizations. Some First Nations police services are also required to contract air
transportation for prisoners, which is a significant cost.

First Nations police services also provide court security when courts convene in the communities they
serve. This generally requires reassigning an officer who otherwise would be deployed to frontline
policing duties.

The Indigenous Police Chiefs of Ontario (IPCO), who participated in a workshop session supporting
this study, indicated they are only funded to provide front-line police services, and court security and
prisoner transportation are not eligible expenditures under the current funding arrangement. They
argue they should be eligible for the CSPT TP Program on the basis of fairness. Other police services in
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Ontario receive funding under the CSPT TP Program, and they believe they should receive it as well,
which would allow them to provide court security and prisoner transportation services without taking
officers off the front-line. They also note that they should be providing services in their communities
to ensure cultural appropriateness, both in handling prisoners and relating to community members.
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3.0

Purpose, Scope and Methodology

The review was overseen by a Director-level management committee and a Steering Committee of
Assistant Deputy Ministers (ADMs) from stakeholder ministries (SOLGEN and the Ministry of the
Attorney General (MAG)). Members of the committees also communicated with their Treasury Board
counterparts for input.
The purpose of the review was to conduct an end-to-end assessment of how court security and
prisoner transportation are done in Ontario, with a particular focus on SOLGEN’s CSPT TP Program.
The objective of the study was to develop recommendations towards:
1. Improving the design of the CSPT TP Program to deliver it in a fiscally constrained
environment, and to align with accountability requirements in the Transfer Payment
Accountability Directive (TPAD); and,

2. Identifying potential ways to make court security and prisoner transportation more efficient in
Ontario, in the short-term (within the current model) and in the long-term (considering
potential structural changes to the model). More specifically, the consultants sought to identify
efficiencies to reduce the costs incurred by police services and reduce costs incurred by
SOLGEN, including costs associated with the OPP OTP.

The review focussed on prisoner transportation and court security carried out by police services
within the current legislative framework. The scope of work excluded the following:

•
•
•

Related activities connected to correctional institutions.
First Nations policing agreements.

Increasing the funding envelope of the CSPT TP Program.

3.1 Review Methodology

The review was conducted using multiple lines of evidence to collect factual information from different
sources, including gathering the perspective of the stakeholder community. The methodology used is
described in the sections below.

Interviews with Stakeholders

The review team conducted interviews with a range of court security and prisoner transportation
stakeholders. The interviews had a dual purpose: 1) scoping the exercise and understanding what
stakeholders were hoping to see as a result of the review, and 2) to collect information to answer the
review’s questions about how to generate effectiveness and efficiency. Interviews were led by GGI
consultants and attended by a SOLGEN representative. Most interviews were with representatives of
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the Ontario government Ministries involved. Others included representatives of AMO, IPCO, the OPP
OTP and Parry Sound Police Service. The list of interviews conducted for the review can be found in
Appendix 1.

Survey of Police Services and Feedback Forms

The review team administered a survey to MPSs and a survey of OPP detachments to collect
information on the way they deliver court security and prisoner transportation, and to collect their
general input for the review. Two questionnaires were distributed to MPSs: one to capture qualitative
descriptions and feedback on court security and prisoner transportation operations, the other to
collect financial and staffing information. The OPP detachments were sent a single questionnaire to
collect the qualitative information. Quantitative data about the OPP’s CSPT activities were collected
from central OPP.

Overall, the purpose of the surveys was to give the reviewers a better understanding of the way CSPT
activities are conducted, what strengths and challenges may exist in the current model, and what areas
could be examined for improvements towards greater efficiency. The response rate for both surveys
was high as outlined in the following table.

Table 4:

Police Survey Participation Rates

Category

Responses

Response rate

MPS

32

71%

OPP

62

% of respondents performing
both CS and PT

86%

81%

50%

The review team also made available an online feedback form to municipal Chief Administrative
Officers (CAOs) (n=345) and members of Ontario Police Service Boards (via a link circulated by the
Ontario Association of Police Service Boards). This instrument allowed these two groups of
respondents to provide input to the review on a voluntary basis. A total of 22 CAOs and 28 members of
Police Service Boards provided their input through this mechanism.

Workshops

The review team conducted a series of workshops with MPSs and OPP detachments. Workshops were
held following the surveys to delve deeper into areas identified as challenges and to explore avenues
for improvement in more detail with participants. Workshop sessions were held with the following
groups:

•
•

Representatives of the Toronto Police Service;

Representatives of the remaining “Big 10” MPS;
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•
•
•

Representatives of OPP detachments;

Representatives of small and medium-size MPSs; and,

Representatives of Indigenous Police Chiefs of Ontario.

Participants in the workshops are listed in Appendix 2

Jurisdictional Review

The review team conducted a jurisdictional review to compare Ontario’s court security and prisoner
transportation model with what is done in other jurisdictions in Canada and abroad. The review
covered: Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec, Australia and New Zealand. The findings are reported in
detail in Appendix 3 and discussed in relevant sections throughout this report.

3.2 Limitations and Methodological Notes
•

•
•

Although the review had a strong stakeholder engagement framework, it did focus heavily on the
perspective of police services as implementers of the court security and prisoner transport
activities covered in the review. The judiciary, Crown, and defense counsel provided input in
writing and through interviews, but participation was limited. Corrections were engaged through
interviews with the Ministry, but operations at Institutions was not part of the scope of this
review.
While the response rates to the surveys were high, they did not provide full coverage of the
population, especially regarding financial information (i.e., quantitative questionnaire of the
Municipal Police Survey).

COVID-19 has introduced significant uncertainty, making forecasts less precise than they may be
otherwise. In particular there is some uncertainty over the extent to which video and audio
hearings will continue post COVID-19 and over the volume of prisoner transportation that will be
required in the “new normal”. All estimates are based on current knowledge and a reasonable
understanding of the processes and may, or may not, come to fruition.
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4.0 Potential Improvements to Efficiency and
Effectiveness
4.1 COVID-19 and the Evolution of Virtual Appearances
Current Situation – Impact of COVID-19

Both court security and prison transportation have been dramatically impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic, in Ontario, and in all other jurisdictions included in our review (Appendix 3). The most
immediate impact was the “closure” of courts. With the courts closed, there was still a need for police
to bring accused persons before a Justice of the Peace for bail hearings.

As a result, court hearings proceeded, generally through virtual appearances in order to reduce the
likelihood of COVID-19 infection for participants. Virtual hearings have tended to be by video
whenever possible, but in some cases, particularly in the north, internet bandwidth or facilities have
not been adequate to support video, and purely audio hearings have occurred. With courtrooms
closed, the virtual appearance was often not just by a prisoner, but also by the judge, crown, defence
counsel and even witnesses and agency representatives.

During the pandemic, a prisoner’s first appearance generally occurred at the police station, taking
place either from the cells or a nearby room. According to interviewees and focus group participants,
police stations have generally been constructed with the expectation that prisoners would be taken to
court. Hence there is typically no dedicated space or equipment for virtual appearances. Most police
services have accommodated video appearances by repurposing rooms and facilities, and using cell
phones and tablets to equip makeshift video facilities.

Additionally, subsequent appearances often have had to occur by video and/or audio from the
correctional institution during the pandemic. The substantial increase in the use of video appearances
has caused a number of effects. Interviewees indicated that correctional facilities were not built to
accommodate video appearance they too have repurposed some spaces and used whatever technical
capacity was available to accommodate the needs.
Trials were generally postponed early in the pandemic, but some trials eventually had to proceed to
ensure the accused’s rights to be tried within a reasonable time under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Interviewees and workshop participants indicated most court appearances still occurred
using virtual (video and/or audio) connections, and the data available for prisoner transportation
volumes substantiates this (see Figure 1 and Table 5).
Video hearing capacity has also been exceeded at courthouses where judges, crowns and defence
counsel are using video or audio for virtual hearings. Interviewees and workshop participants
indicated that in many cases, court stakeholders use personal computers, phones and tablets from
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home or office, however some use courthouses when they have better video facilities. As courthouses
have been opening up, more parties are attending the courthouse and using facilities there. However,
in many cases, the video capacity remains insufficient, especially with the need for social distancing
between the parties appearing from the same courthouse.

The Justice Video Strategy

Although the COVID-19 requirements strained virtual appearance capacity, there have been steps in
the past to build this capacity. The Government of Ontario began a Video Remand and Bail project in
2000, to ease the transportation burden of accused persons from Ontario correctional facilities to and
from court appearances. This led to the creation of the Justice Video Network (JVN), which provides
some capacity for remote appearances. However, the JVN was difficult to put in place, complex to use,
and adoption was limited.

As part of further efforts to modernize the justice system, the province began larger scale pilots for
video appearances and remote defense attorney access in correctional facilities in 2016. A “Justice
Video Strategy” (JVS) was developed – before COVID-19 – to increase the capacity for doing court
hearings by video from correctional institutions and at courthouses. The strategy aims to have 90% of
pre-trial in-custody appearances at the Ontario Court of Justice (excluding the Superior Court) take
place using video. The JVS reports that in 2018, about 57% of pre-trial appearances were done
remotely, although about half of those were audio appearances, not video. Police services indicated
even lower video appearance rates before COVID-19 in their survey responses, although they were
reporting on all appearances, not just Ontario Court of Justice Appearances.

At the time of this review, there are about 150 video suites in correctional institutions, and the JVS has
plans for another 270 which are targeted for implementation by March of 2023. About 200 of over 850
courtrooms in the province are equipped with video conference equipment. In addition to the units to
be provided under the JVS, new video suites are being implemented as part of new courthouse
construction or renovation, including at the new major courthouse being built in downtown Toronto.
While there is not enough video capacity in courthouses and correctional institutions to meet current
requirements, there is more than there would have been without these initiatives, and there will be
substantially more by March, 2023.
Perhaps as important, the virtual first appearance is often from a police station shortly after arrest.
The hearing is required within 24 hours of arrest and can lead to the release of the prisoner without
the need to transport to a courthouse or correctional facility. The JVS reports that 120 video units can
be found in police facilities at present. Stakeholders and survey respondents indicate that many more
are required. Improvements in the video capacity of police stations will also be required.

Drivers for Change – Lessons from COVID-19

Up until the pandemic, there was substantial inertia to overcome and resistance to adopting video
technology as an approach to court appearances. Doing virtual court appearances by video rather than
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in person is a transformative idea that reduces the need for prisoner transportation and lowers
security risks from transport and at courthouses. Stakeholder interviews indicated that with the
COVID-19 pandemic, video appearances have become vital to the functioning of the justice system, and
the survey, interviews and workshops all indicate video appearances have received much wider takeup than in pre-pandemic times.

This decrease is reflected in OPP OTU numbers when comparing the number of prisoners transported
monthly in 2019 with the corresponding 2020 month. On average a 90% reduction is seen from April
to September 2020 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: OPP OTP Prisoner Volumes by Month

According to the results of the surveys, COVID-19 has reduced prisoner transportation volumes by
about 75% for MPS and OPP detachments (Table 5). Most of those reporting “no effect” have the OPP
OTP carrying their prisoners.

Table 5:

Impact of Video Appearances on Prisoner Transportation
MPS

OPP
N

% of OPP

31%

Average
reduction in
volume
23%

17

32%

Average
reduction in
volume
33% 5

27

93%

75% 6

37

70%

78% 7

2

7%

-

14

26%

-

N

% of MPS

Before COVID-19

9

Since COVID-19
No Impact

Based on 10 respondents providing actual estimates
Based on 23 respondents providing actual estimates
7 Based on 27 respondents providing actual estimates
5
6
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Given the difference between the OPP OTP data and the reports from MPSs, we contacted the Ottawa
Police Service that had reported only a 50% reduction and found that the figure was based upon year
over year data, without distinguishing between pre- and post COVID-19 periods. The Ottawa Police
Service also provided a breakdown of prisoners transported by month which is shown in the figure
below.

Figure 2 - Prisoners Transported by Month, Ottawa Police Service
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This shows the total number of prisoners transported declined to about 10% of pre-COVID-19
volumes early in the pandemic, but recovered to about 33% of pre-pandemic volumes later in the year,
as activity (and arrest volumes) returned closer to usual levels. The OPP data also showed a slight
increase in September and may have increased as well later in the fall.

The key remaining transportation requirement in all jurisdictions during COVID-19 is that police
services are still transporting prisoners from the police station to the correctional institution, when
persons are remanded in custody at their initial bail hearing which is now being conducted virtually
from the police station. The Ottawa data shows trips to and from the central courthouse virtually
stopped in mid-March.

The table below looks at charges and the court hearings that result from them. 89% of cases were
resolved without a trial date in 2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic struck. Only 11% of cases
actually involved a trial date, and most of those were resolved by a guilty plea or were withdrawn at
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the trial date, with only 3.5% of total cases continuing to an actual trial. This suggests that it should be
possible to conduct the vast majority of these appearances virtually, with almost 90% of cases
resolved without a trial.

Table 6:

Court Appearances in Ontario - Cases Disposed in 2019 8
All Cases

Total Cases
Cases Disposed before Trial Date

220,548

Cases Disposed at Trial, without Trial (guilty
plea or charges withdrawn)
Cases Disposed Following a Trial
Average number of appearances

100%

196,166

88.9%

8,353

3.8%

16,029

8.0

7.3%

All Cases that Began
in Bail Court
99,661
100%
88,713

89.0%

3,495

3.5%

7,453
10.0

7.5%

Note when looking at the table above, the “Cases that began in Bail Court” are those that involve an
offender in custody, at least for part of the court process. Each such offender will appear in court an
average of ten times, two of which are for bail hearings.

The significant reduction in prisoner transportation volumes has reduced the risks associated with
prisoner transportation and court security (e.g., risks of accidents, escape attempts, incidents between
prisoners, self-harm, contraband, etc.). These risks remain whenever a prisoner is transported. The
COVID-19 experience indicates that many of the court appearances that occurred before COVID-19
could have been virtual appearances, and Table 6 indicates most could be virtual appearances in the
future. However, interviewees and workshop participants indicated that even when possible preCOVID-19, video appearances were rarely implemented, mainly due to resistance from crown, defense
and/or the judiciary. Additionally, workshop participants indicated that prisoners were often
transported to courthouses primarily to meet with defence counsel and/or community agencies, with
purely administrative hearings scheduled to accommodate.

These stakeholders will have learned from the COVID-19 experience, and seemingly many will be
more receptive to holding virtual hearings in the future. Workshop participants indicated there may
now be a better understanding of the risks related to prisoner transportation and prisoner appearance
in courtrooms, and a better appreciation for the potential of virtual appearances. At the same time,
there is a certain level of video fatigue emerging out of the pandemic experience and this may be reenforced by the sub-standard or make-shift facilities that have been used over the past year. The video
experience must be improved or there will be a tendency to revert back to in-person appearances.
8https://www.ontariocourts.ca/ocj/files/stats/bail/2019/2019-Bail-Offence.pdf
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Analysis

Estimated Impacts of Virtual Hearings on Prisoner Transportation
It can be expected that prisoner transportation volumes will increase in some way after COVID-19. The
volume during COVID-19 has largely been transfers from police detention facilities to correctional
institutions. This volume is estimated to be 20% to 35% of pre-COVID-19 prisoner transportation
volumes, based on prisoner transportation statistics during the pandemic (the low number based on
the OPP data, the higher percentage based on the survey of MPSs and the more recent Ottawa data),
and on the case data (Table 6) which suggests each case has an average of 10 appearances. Only one of
these appearances could precede the initial transfer to a correctional institution, although some would
not make that trip, having been released after the first hearing. These trips will continue postpandemic, regardless of the extent of virtual hearings.

Many trials will continue to be in person, requiring the transport of prisoners. However, trial dates are
only set in 11% of cases (based on 2019 data, Table 6), and two-thirds of these involve a guilty plea or
withdrawn charges, many of which could presumably be handled virtually as many decisions to plead
guilty or withdraw charges are made before the trial date. Actual trials only occur in about 3.5% of
cases.
However, the majority of trips in the past were related to remand hearings, pre-trial and
administrative hearings, sometimes to accommodate meetings at the courthouses, according to
stakeholders and workshop participants. The intent of the Justice Video Strategy is to be able to
accommodate 90% of the pre-trial hearings, and to accommodate meetings between prisoners and
their counsel, the agencies involved in preparing pre-trial release plans and even family and friend
visitations.

There are reports on the impact of the use of video in other locations. In the Ninth Judicial District of
Minneapolis a review found that the savings on prisoner transportation alone were enough to fund the
implementation of the video system, and that all court stakeholders 9also saved time. Similarly, a
review of the impact of video appearances in England identified both savings on prisoner transport
and stakeholder time. 10 A study of the Justice Video Network in Ontario showed the OPP saved
294,000 km of employee travel as a result of video hearings. 11
Through the jurisdictional scan, it was found that Quebec has now mandated that pre-trial
appearances will be by video demonstrating that such a strategy can be implemented. Ontario does
not seem ready to take this position, preferring to leave more discretion to the judiciary. Change
management initiatives to encourage the continued use of virtual hearings whenever possible will be
essential to minimize the surge in prisoner transportation requirements that may occur post-COVIDBabcock, Emily and Johansen, Kate (2011) "Remote Justice? Expanding the Use of Interactive Video Teleconference in
Minnesota Criminal Proceedings," William Mitchell Law Review: Vol. 37: Iss. 2, Article 17.
Available at: http://open.mitchellhamline.edu/wmlr/vol37/iss2/17
10 Slessor, James, Goodwin, Tim and Feggetter, Emma, Accenture Consulting, “Rewriting the Rulebook”
11 https://www.nbs.net/articles/bringing-courtrooms-online-for-speedier-justice
9
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19. These initiatives should be aimed at all courthouse stakeholders, the judiciary, crowns, defense
attorneys, administrators and police services.

Additionally, feedback received from the OAPSB survey indicated that Ontario’s new bail policy is also
having an effect on the number of persons being transported for court purposes and is expected to
continue to have an impact.
Prisoner transportation volumes in 2022 are therefore estimated to range from 35% to 60% of preCOVID-19 volumes, made up of:

•
•

•

20% to 35% of trips that are from police stations to correctional institutions which will remain,
as discussed above;
5% to 15% of trips that will relate to trial dates. This a conservative estimate as the 2019 case
data indicates trials only occur in 3.5% of cases and only 11% of cases have a trial date at all
(even if guilty pleas and withdrawals need to made in person). The high estimate will leave
considerable room for a potential surge as courts re-open and delayed trials are held.; and,

10% to allow for pre-trial hearings that could not be accommodated by video, given the ongoing
JVS implementation plan.

Once the implementation of new video capacity is completed through the JVS, and the backlog of trials
is resolved, the prisoner transportation volumes should decrease to 30% to 55% of pre-pandemic
levels. This would be made up of:

•
•

the 20% to 35% of trips that are from police stations to correctional institutions;

•

5% to 10% to allow for the pre-trial hearings that are not expected to be accommodated by the
Justice Video Strategy (which set 90% of pre-trial appearances as a target), and will still not be
accommodated by changing expectations as a result of the COVID-19 experience.

5% to 10% of trips that will relate to trial dates once the pent-up demand is satisfied and
allowing that some guilty pleas and charge withdrawals may occur virtually, and

However, costs will not reduce as much as volumes do. Stakeholders noted that COVID-19 prevention
protocols have added steps to transportation (e.g., disinfection) and can require more trips given that
prisoners have to be physically distanced (e.g., each in their own compartment). The reduction in
prisoner volumes has not resulted in a corresponding reduction in the trips required, partly due to
reduced vehicle capacity with social distancing requirements, and partly because a trip must occur to
transport a single prisoner – using the same staff resource that might have carried 10 prisoners before.
The cost largely relates to the driver (and co-driver), not to the type of vehicle involved.
But there will be reductions. The SOLGEN May 2020 COVID-related survey found that 18 out of 29
police services (including OPP) who responded had reduced the number of staff assigned to prisoner
transportation. The survey found that the number of officers and staff assigned to court security had
decreased by roughly 40% overall. The OPP OTP have retained all their permanent staff but
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significantly reduced part-time staff hours. This resulted in a 24% reduction in the cost of transporting
adult prisoners, far less than the reduction in prisoner volumes because all full-time staff have been
retained, but certainly an indication that costs may be reduced when prisoner volume declines. MPS
report they have most frequently reassigned transport and sometimes court security staff to
supervising virtual court appearances from police headquarters.

There were some runs, including flights, that currently involve individual prisoners. They can be
eliminated if the trip is eliminated. Many prisoners are now transported on loops that follow a general
route pattern. The loops cannot be eliminated as long as there is at least one prisoner to transport,
however the loops could be combined in some cases if volume diminishes significantly, reducing the
number of loops and therefore the costs of operating them. The introduction of software as discussed
in another section will assist in redesigning the loops to meet changing demand levels.

In the transportation business, costs are generally considered linear, e.g., directly related to volumes.
There can be situations where the costs are not linear, such as decreases in the number of trips while
the geographical service area remains the same and circumstances where the level of service has to be
maintained while the ridership declines. These factors are present in this situation, which will result in
the savings being less than the decline in ridership. For example, the City of Ottawa found that the
average number of passengers per trip declined from 4.3 in 2019 to 3.1 in December of 2020 and as
low as 2 in July when only 11% of prisoner volumes were carried. However, experience working in the
transportation industry, the experience of the OPP OTP (which reduced costs 24% without laying off
any staff) and the MPSs (which reassigned many staff to other duties) during COVID-19 and common
sense suggests there will be cost reductions of at least half the amount that ridership declines. As a
consequence, there is an expectation costs will be reduced by at least 20% to 30% in the short-term
(when volumes are down by45% to 70%) and 20% to 40% in the medium and long term when full
video facilities are in place (and prisoner volumes are down 55% to 70%).

Estimated Impacts of Virtual Hearings on Court Security

Participants in the workshops indicated courthouse security requirements have not decreased as
dramatically as prisoner transportation requirements have during the pandemic. Workshop
participants and survey responses indicated the costs of providing basic security at courthouses are
similar to what they were before the pandemic, with the exception of prisoner movement in most
cases.

Similar to prisoner transportation, the opportunity for savings once courthouses re-open largely relate
to the handling of prisoners within the courthouses. Historically most prisoners in a courthouse have
been there for pre-trial hearings, and the expansion of virtual hearings would reduce the number of
prisoners within the courthouse. It is not anticipated cost reductions will reach the 40% level as
indicated in the May 2020 survey by virtue of at least some prisoners needing to be in the courthouses
once they re-open.
Prisoner management can involve meeting the prisoners when they arrive at a courthouse,
transporting them to holding cells, supervising them while in the cells, arranging for their meals,
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transporting them to and from courtrooms when required and supervising them while in the
courtroom, and returning them to the transport vehicles at the end of the day. These costs are a major
demand on court security staff, second only to entranceway screening and may take from 20% to 40%
of court security staffing.

Reduced volumes have already resulted in lower staffing levels, and can be expected to continue to
some extent. In larger courthouses the number of supervisory officers will decline and in other
locations where a prisoner is required for a trial but there are none to be supervised while the trial is
underway, staffing can be reduced. Lower volumes in smaller courthouses may potentially eliminate
the need for prisoner management altogether on some hearing dates. It is estimated that the costs of
court security should decline:

•

•

5% to 10% in the short term, based on estimated reduced volumes identified above, and a
reduction in the 20% to 40% of costs related to prisoner management and

10% to 15% in the longer term, as prisoner volumes reduce further due to the elimination of the
trial backlog and the continued improvement of video facilities.

Prisoner Impacts of Virtual Hearings
There is also an expectation that prisoner impacts have declined as a result of more extensive use of
virtual hearings. If attending a hearing in person, prisoners may be awakened early, may spend
extensive time in an uncomfortable prisoner transportation vehicle, may spend hours in a courthouse
lockup and then return quite late to the correctional institution. These conditions can be particularly
difficult for prisoners with mental health issues. When prisoners are released as a result of a hearing,
there are advantages to being released from the correctional institution, where they can retrieve their
personal items (wallets, belts, phones, etc.) and they can receive assistance from a discharge planning
officer, rather than at a courthouse where the personal items and services are not available.

Maximizing Use of Virtual Hearings in the Future

Most stakeholders, whether by interview, survey or workshop saw the use of video appearances and
reduction in prisoner transportation requirements as beneficial and argued it should be maintained as
much as possible as courts open and the “new normal” is established.

There is a danger that as COVID-related restrictions diminish, the court system will shift back to its
former model of operation, particularly if the infrastructure required to support virtual appearances
remains inadequate. The province does have a process underway to expand the capacity of
courthouses and correctional institutions to conduct effective virtual hearings, and to accommodate
the meetings between prisoners, and their defence counsel and supportive agencies. However, these
changes will not all be in place by the time COVID-19 restrictions ease. Furthermore, there is no coordinated plan for police services to accommodate virtual hearings from their detention facilities. Most
have accommodated the virtual appearances to the extent necessary, but often with temporary
arrangements that impact other aspects of police operations. Police services will need to make
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permanent changes in their facilities in order to accommodate an adequate standard of bail hearings
by prisoners in their care.
Stakeholders, by interview, survey or workshop indicated that continuing to use virtual hearings
whenever possible, and adequate, will require:

•
•

•
•
•

The Court system developing an understanding that in the “new normal”, pre-trial appearances
will be virtual - by video whenever possible, but by audio when necessary to prevent long trips
or flights, particularly in the north.

The province needs to continue its programs to improve video capacity at courthouses and at
correctional institutions. This also means ensuring that all significant projects to expand,
relocate or otherwise modify courthouses and correctional institutions include adequate video
facilities. It means ensuring defence counsel and support agencies can access prisoners by video.

Police services will need to expand the video capacity at police station lockups. The province will
need to adopt policies that encourage these improvements, potentially including funding.
Courthouse stakeholders will need to accept the imperfections, even inadequacies of existing
virtual capacities as modernization is addressed. The province will need to perform effective
change management while this transition is ongoing.

Capacity is not only about technology. Video appearances from an institution or police detention
facility require someone to monitor the process to ensure the security of the facility, equipment,
and the offender. The survey and workshops indicate that many police services have redeployed
staff that would normally provide prisoner transportation and/or court security services to this
role. This is more challenging for smaller services or those that use the OPP OTP as there is less
opportunity to reassign staff and more of a problem providing supervision in correctional
institutions and sometimes at courthouses which leads to pulling officers off of front-line
services.

Recommendation

1) SOLGEN should work with all justice stakeholders (justices, crowns, defense counsel, court
administrators, police services) to ensure the “new normal” that emerges after COVID-19 minimizes
the transport of prisoners, and maximizes the use of virtual appearances for pre-trial hearings. This
will require:
• Establishing a standard of practice for using virtual hearings for pre-trial hearings that do not have
extenuating circumstances.

•

Continuing to install video capacity in correctional institutions and courthouses with a view to
accommodating both the hearings themselves and communications between prisoners and their
counsel and relevant support agencies.

•

Encouraging police services to upgrade their detention facilities to incorporate the capacity for
virtual bail hearings.
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•

Improving access to virtual weekend and statutory holiday (WASH) courts throughout the province
to eliminate the need to transport prisoners before a First Court Hearing.

Implementation Plan
SOLGEN will have to execute an effective Change Management Plan over the next year to year and a
half in order to minimize the requirements of transporting prisoners to court for pre-trial
appearances. While the scope of such a plan is beyond the mandate of this review, it will need to
include:

•
•

•
•
•

Work with all court stakeholders to review their experience in the past year, identify what went
well and what problems or issues emerged with virtual appearances.

Develop a plan to address the issues, and address them as quickly as possible. The plan may have
short- and long-term elements, including the identification of “work around” solutions employed
in the past year, evaluation of those means, and identifying new work arounds, or previously
established best practices to deal with the issues.
Publish the findings and best practices and encourage their use in the future. Ensure the risks
related to prisoner transportation and prisoner appearances are identified and presented.

Work with the senior judiciary to determine their expectations and encourage them to
encourage other judges throughout the province to minimize the need for in-person appearances
other than required for a trial.
Work to overcome technical issues, such as internet access in the north, conducting pilots with a
variety of satellite providers.
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Efficiency Estimate:
•

•

•

Short-term

Medium Term

Long Term

Rationale and Assumptions

Estimated Savings

•

•

•

•

Prisoner transportation
volumes return to 35% to
60% of pre-COVID-19 levels.
(made up of trips from police
stations to correctional
institutions (20% to 35%),
trial dates (5% to 15%
including deferred trials), and
other pre-trial hearings that
cannot be carried out by
video (10%))
Prisoner transportation
volumes decrease to 30% to
55% of pre-COVID-19 levels
with elimination of trial
backlog and improved video
facilities, (made up of trips
from police stations to
correctional institutions
(20% to 35%), trial dates
(5% to 10%), and other pretrial hearings that cannot be
carried out by video (5% to
10%)).
Same

4.2 Use of Special Constables

•

•

•

•

20% to 30% reduction of
prisoner transportation
costs (some trips
eliminated; some loops
consolidated).
$16M to $24M reduction
5% to 10% reduction of
court security costs
(reduced prisoner
management costs)
$6M to $13M reduction.

20% to 40% of prisoner
transportation costs.
(some trips eliminated;
some loops consolidated)
$16M to $32M reduction
10% to 15% of Court
Security costs (reduced
prisoner management
costs) $13M to $20M
reduction.
Same

Current Situation

The survey results and workshop discussions confirm that most MPSs use special constables for
prisoner transportation (Table 7). About half of MPSs who responded to the survey also use sworn
officers at least on occasion to perform transport covered by the CPST TP Program. Workshop
participants indicate this may occur due to: timing (no special constable available), the risk
assessment (e.g., armed presence necessary), irregular requirements inconsistent with prisoner
transport unit schedules, or occasional requirements at smaller services. There is no involvement of
contract personnel in prisoner transportation other than the contracts with OPP OTP.
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Table 7:

Type of Personnel Used for PT by MPSs

Prisoner transportation Tasks
(% of MPS that use category for each task)
From police station to correctional institution

Sworn
Officers

Special
Constables

Contractor
(OPP OTP)

Not
applicable

69%

93%

10%

0%

From police station to court

79%

93%

3%

0%

From correctional institution to court

48%

86%

14%

14%

From court to correctional institution

55%

93%

14%

7%

About half of OPP detachments (Table 8) also use special constables for prisoner transport 12. Most
OPP detachment respondents and certain MPS respondents with an OPP OTP MOU, indicated that OPP
OTP handles most of their prisoner transport, but that they still have to use their own personnel under
some circumstances. Workshop participants indicated this may be because the OPP OTP cannot handle
the prisoner (higher risk or requirement outside court order) or the requirement does not meet the
OPP OTP program schedule, usually a requirement on weekends. The OPP detachments are more
likely to use sworn officers than MPS because they are generally smaller, have lower transportation
needs, or rely on the OPP OTP for the majority of prisoner transports. They use sworn officers for
specialized occasional needs.

Table 8:

Types of Personnel Used for PT by OPP Detachments

Prisoner Transportation Tasks
(% of OPP detachments that use category for each
task)
From detachment to correctional institution

Sworn
Officers

Special
Constables

Contract
Personnel

Other
Civilians

Not
applicable

91%

57%

4%

0%

0%

From detachment to court

94%

51%

4%

0%

0%

From correctional institution to court

66%

58%

6%

0%

11%

From court to correctional institution

70%

55%

6%

0%

15%

All MPSs use special constables for court security as indicated in Table 9, and most have them perform
nearly all functions within the courthouse. For example, Toronto, with the largest Courthouse security
operation, is staffed entirely by special constables as a routine, with sworn officers included when a
risk assessment requires it. However, most services do have sworn police officers present to respond
to security calls and alarms and supervise the work of special constables or contractors. Eleven MPSs
indicated they have officers in courthouses performing administrative duties who are not included in
the Court Security costs. Eighteen MPSs indicated they do not have such officers.

A few MPS survey respondents indicated that although it is incumbent on sworn officers to respond to
emergencies, on-duty special constables are often involved in crisis response as well. Stakeholders
12

A few respondents noted that sworn officers are involved only to transport youth offenders.
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mentioned retired sworn officers are hired part-time to provide additional security, and cadets can
also be mobilized for court security. Discussions during the workshops revealed that court security
arrangements can vary significantly between court locations within a given jurisdiction (e.g., special
constables only in the main courthouse, but sworn officer assigned to POA court).

Table 9:

Type of Staff That Perform Court Security Tasks for MPSs

Court security tasks performed at the courthouse(s)
(% of MPS who use each staff category)
Prisoner movement with the courthouse

Special
Constables
100%

Sworn
Officers
48%

Contract
Personnel
3%

Other
Civilians
0%

Not
applicable
0%

Security in the courtroom

100%

59%

3%

0%

0%

Prisoner feeding

97%

31%

3%

0%

0%

Managing in-custody facilities

97%

55%

3%

0%

0%

General visibility in common areas

93%

62%

17%

0%

0%

Security at access points

83%

52%

28%

0%

7%

Respond to alarms and other calls

76%

79%

10%

3%

0%

Facility perimeter security

66%

41%

28%

3%

10%

COVID-19 responsibilities (e.g., health screening)

38%

31%

52%

24%

10%

OPP detachments use special constables to a lesser extent than MPS as shown in Table 10. In the
majority of OPP detachments, sworn officers conduct prisoner movement, safety in the courtrooms,
and general visibility in common areas. This is especially true in smaller communities and part-time
courthouses. Some OPP officers play a dual role at smaller courthouses, providing administration
support and being available to respond to security duties as required. Among OPP detachments who
do court security and responded to the survey, 40% indicated they have such officers conducting
administrative duties at the courthouses, but these expenditures are not covered in the costs
submitted for reimbursement under the CSPT TP Program.

Table 10:

Type of Staff That Perform Court Security Tasks for OPP

Court security tasks performed at the courthouse(s)
(% of detachments who use each category)
Prisoner movement within the courthouse
Safety and security in the courtroom
Prisoner feeding
Manage in-custody facilities
General visibility in common areas
Facility perimeter security
Respond to alarms and other calls
Security at access points
COVID-19 responsibilities (e.g., health screening)

Special
Constables
48%
45%
45%
43%
43%
35%
33%
30%
13%

Sworn
Officers
73%
88%
58%
53%
78%
58%
78%
45%
30%

Contract
Personnel
0%
5%
8%
5%
8%
3%
3%
8%
20%

Other
Civilians
0%
0%
20%
8%
5%
0%
0%
5%
10%

Not
applicable
8%
0%
10%
20%
5%
25%
13%
33%
40%
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Special constables working within the OPP OTP do not formally assist with court security. However,
there are instances in which the police service providing security in the courthouse assists in bringing
the prisoner from the truck to the courthouse cells. In some cases, the transporting officers or special
constables experience downtime between the last drop off and the first pick-up.

Drivers for Change

In the majority of cases, survey respondents indicate that armed presence is needed only in high-risk
cases and that the use of special constables is appropriate and sufficient, especially if the vehicles and
equipment are adequate. However, 45% of MPS and 26% of OPP detachments who responded to the
survey and do prisoner transportation indicated that armed presence is necessary for this service. On
the other hand, Toronto, the largest MPS, uses special constables exclusively for prisoner
transportation. The OPP OTP also uses special constables exclusively for transportation. There are
very few mid-sized to larger services that use sworn officers exclusively.

The Jurisdictional Review indicates that the other jurisdictions surveyed generally use personnel other
than sworn police officers to conduct both prisoner transportation and court security. The name of
the position varies, but these staff generally receive specific training focused on the court security
and/or prisoner transportation areas, are often not armed (although in one case they are), and are
generally paid less than sworn police officers.

Among smaller services there is more use of sworn police officers, generally because the need varies
from day to day (e.g., courts move from town to town, they are open for limited periods, prisoner
attendance is intermittent). This makes it more difficult to hire special constables and deploy them on
a full-time basis unless additional tasks can be assigned. This is a particular challenge for Indigenous
services which rely on the OPP to appoint special constables and we understand that the OPP
appointments are for limited tasks (tasks can be varied by appointment based on needs).

Many smaller municipalities (and some mid-sized), as well as many OPP Detachments rely on the OPP
OTP to handle prisoner transport. When the OTP cannot transport prisoners, these services must pull
their sworn police officers off regular duties in order to carry out the prisoner transport. The same
situation emerges when smaller services and detachments must provide court security on an
occasional basis. They are required to pull sworn police officers off regular duties. First Nations police
services also noted this as a problem.

The OPP OTP is a unique service that provides the economies of scale to justify use of special
constables, but a few survey respondents and workshop participants spoke about instances where the
OPP OTP will not accommodate the transport, and the local police service must carry out the
transport, usually using sworn police officers withdrawn from front-line duty.
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The OPP OTP Standard Operating Conditions (SOC) indicate the OPP OTP may refuse to transport:

•
•

An offender exhibiting self-harming behaviour;

•

An offender testing positive on an institutional body scan without appropriate authorization
from a medical practitioner;

•
•
•
•

An offender exhibiting/indicating a medical problem without appropriate authorization from a
medical practitioner;
An offender confirmed to be more than five months pregnant;
An offender who is not ambulatory;
An offender on a suicide watch;

An offender in an insecure location and there is no armed officer present.

A decision on whether to transport in these cases can be made by the Senior Offender Transport
Officer. The SOCs also indicate that when a police service of jurisdiction determines there is a threat
related to a high-risk offender (e.g., potential for assisted escape or hijacking), the OTP will not carry
the prisoner. In addition, the OPP OTP will only transport prisoners pursuant to a court order. Where
court orders indicate prisoners will be taken to a particular place (e.g., a custodial institution) the OTP
will not take the prisoner to any other place, even to a hospital or medical facility if the prisoner is
thought to have a medical issue. Diverting from the court order requires clearance.

If the OPP refuses to transport for any of these reasons, the police service of jurisdiction is then
required to provide the transport, and this usually occurs using a sworn police officer and a squad car.
As a consequence of the comments from MPSs the OPP OTP has indicated that it is reviewing its
practices in such refusals and eliminating the refusals whenever possible.

Analysis

There is some opportunity to expand the use of special constables in Ontario.

The evidence indicates that the use of special constables for court security and prisoner transportation
is a best practice. The survey identified that all mid-sized to large forces in the province use special
constables for both court security and prisoner transportation. The OPP OTP uses special constables
for prisoner transportation as well and the jurisdictional review found that generally, personnel other
than sworn police officers are used to conduct both prisoner transportation and court security.
We know from the survey that there are a number of MPS using sworn officers exclusively for court
security and/or prisoner transportation. It was found that the difference in cost between a sworn
officer and a special constable, including benefits, is generally in the $30,000 to $40,000 range
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annually. 13 Based on the survey data, there are at least two MPS that would be candidates for
expanding the use of special constables.

Expanding the use of special constables in smaller services or detachments would require some
approach to allow sharing the special constable resource among services. The best approach would
seem to be to attach the court security, and where appropriate prisoner transportation mandate, to an
entity that could work with the courts, so the same special constable(s) could travel with the court as
hearings are arranged to provide court security at each location. Where the logistics are appropriate
(e.g., the court is based in a location with a correctional institution), the special constables moving to
the rotating court locations could also facilitate the prisoner transportation.
This kind of arrangement would likely require the transfer of responsibility from local police services
to some common entity, whether by agreement with the services or through a provincial action.
Options to achieve this are discussed in later sections of this report.

Recommendations

2) The MPS that use full-time sworn police officers rather than special constables for prisoner
transportation and/or court security should convert to use of special constables.
3) In 2024 Implement $40,000 CSTP PT grant reductions per FTE for police services that only use
sworn police officers for prisoner transportation or courthouse entrance screening (should not
apply to police services who use a limited number of sworn officers as well as special
constables).
4) The OPP OTP continue to reduce its “refusals” to transport prisoners whenever possible.

Implementation Plan
Point out the alternatives to the MPSs still using sworn officers exclusively and invite them to contact
other MPSs which use special constables more extensively. This implementation process can be
combined with that for contracting of courthouse entrance screening (discussed in the next section),
and the savings are additive.

13 An article “The Civilianization of Police in Canada” reported at
https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/2015-r042/index-en.aspx#a10-1 provides an example of the
replacement of sworn officers with civilians as Court Service Officers. Court services were provided by seven
members: one sergeant at an annual salary of $132,429, two constables at annual salaries of $121,859, two
special civilian constables at annual salaries $105,076, and two part-time special constables at annual salaries of
$41,046. This amounted to $400,410 in salaries and benefits. After an analysis of salaries and benefits, court
security became the responsibility of one special constable at an annual salary of $53,538, and six part-time
special constables at annual salaries totalling $123,138. This amounted to $176,676, amounting to overall
savings of $223,734.The article notes that resources saved were deployed elsewhere within the police service
rather than resulting in a net reduction to the budget.
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Note that sworn officers cannot be replaced with special constables in smaller forces, without
implementing the structural change addressed later in this report.

Efficiency Estimate

Rationale and Assumptions

•

Short-term

•

•
•

Medium Term

•

•

•

Long Term

•

•

Replace 1-4 sworn police
officers with special
constables with a saving of
$30-40,000 per position

Estimated Savings

•

$30K to $160K

Assumes MPSs currently
using sworn officers will
convert to best practice, and
potential for some
conversions based on cooperation between services

•

$120K to $320K

Assumes all MPSs involved
and some regional entities
involved in prisoner
transportation as well as
court security

•

$240K to $600

Assumes two MPS currently
using sworn officers will
convert to best practice
Replace 4-8 sworn police
officers with special
constables with a saving of
$30-40,000 per position

Replace 4-15 sworn police
officers with special
constables with a saving of
$30-40,000 per position

4.3 The Use of Contractors for Court Security
Current Situation

As part of the CSPT TP Program review, MPSs and OPP were asked to identify how they staffed various
court security activities. Breakdowns of the mix of staff for securing access points, conducting facility
perimeter security and undertaking COVID-19 screening activities were requested.
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According to the survey results, 19 MPS have special constables screening at access points, nine of
which also have sworn police officers involved. Ten OPP detachments have special constables (with or
without sworn police officers) carrying out screening, and another ten have sworn police officers
doing the screening.

Screening is usually only conducted at the major courthouse in each location, although in Toronto,
with 13 courthouses, screening is done by special constables and there is screening equipment at all
courthouses. Some OPP detachments use sworn police officers because they secure a courthouse that
does not sit every day. Many police services indicate they have sworn police officers in the
courthouses performing other duties, ranging from providing visible presence, courtroom security, or
court administrative duties, resources that may be available if an incident at the screening station
occurs.

The survey results indicate there is some contracting out for security at access points, facility
perimeters and for the conduct of COVID-19 screening. During the workshops, a few police services
did describe their use of contract personnel to oversee access points. The percentage of MPS and OPP
locations that are using contract personnel for these functions are highlighted in the table below.

Table 11:

Type of Staff That Perform Court Security Tasks for MPS and OPP

Court security tasks performed at the
courthouse(s)
(% of MPS who use each staff
category)

Special
Constables
MPS

OPP

Sworn
Officers
MPS

OPP

Contract
Personnel
MPS

OPP

Security at access points

83%

30%

52%

45%

28%

8%

28%

3%

COVID-19 responsibilities (e.g., health
screening)

38%

13%

31%

30%

52%

20%

Facility perimeter security

66%

35%

41%

58%

Other
Civilians

Not
applicable

MPS

OPP

MPS

3%

0%

10%

0%

24%

5%

10%

OPP

7%

33%

10%

40%

25%

During the workshops, a few MPS representatives identified there are substantial cost savings
available from contracting service delivery in the area of court security, particularly in perimeter
security, screening and alarm monitoring.

Drivers for Change

Workshop attendees indicated that by contracting out access point and perimeter security activities,
significant cost savings have been achieved, and they were satisfied with contractors’ performance and
the resulting security level. In those cases, contractors and court security police staff work in close
collaboration (e.g., a sworn police officer is also in the area near the screening, or sworn police officers
are available to respond; and two special constables also monitor screening during peak times at one
location).
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Another police service explained they have recently gone to tender to hire contractors to operate X-ray
and magnetometers at the courthouse. The contracting measure is intended to generate significant
savings, but the respondent wondered whether the level of service will be comparable to that of
experienced special constables already familiar with the community, and whether sharing
responsibilities with a private third-party will be effective.
There was concern that contractors may be ineffective e.g., inadequately trained, or unresponsive to
direction from the police service. There was also concern that some high risk but very low frequency
incidents have required an armed presence at or near the entrance when screening personnel are
confronted with armed members of the public.

Other police services and court stakeholders seem to share the same concerns when considering
involvement of the private sector in court security. The concern appears to focus on the learning
involved in the change process, and the concern that a competitive procurement process will not select
competent contractors. Toronto, who uses special constables exclusively for court security, has
conducted regular audits on court security, but no exercise has recommended the use of contractors.

However, the data collected during the study indicates that contractors have successfully been used to
conduct screening at courthouse entrances, secure courthouses in the evening and for monitoring
cameras and alarms. At the moment the province has engaged contractors to conduct COVID-related
health screening (that have been responsive to direction), and Ottawa Police Service and the Waterloo
Regional Police Service use contractors successfully.

Ottawa found the introduction of contractors to conduct screening saved 70% of the cost, or $700,000
compared to having 10 special constables conduct the work. This relates in part to the lower all-in
hourly cost of staff, and partly to more flexibility in the assignment and recruiting of staff. Ottawa
engaged a contractor who was also providing building security services in the evening, which ensured
at least some staff had familiarity with the building and its operating circumstances. Ottawa also
required the contractor to provide staff who had a minimum level of specified training as determined
by the MPS. However, Ottawa also kept a sworn police officer who supervises the screening process,
and provides the armed presence required in the event of incidents.
Similarly, the Waterloo Regional Police Service has registered a 4.5 FTE reduction and annual savings
equal to $358,000 as a result of contracting private security for screening as opposed to using special
constables in their courthouse.
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Analysis
The evidence indicates expanded use of contractors to conduct screening at courthouse single points
of entry can reduce the costs for police services of jurisdiction and provide adequate levels of security
if properly implemented. It can also reduce the cost of introducing screening at new locations, which
may make it easier to expand screening to new areas in response to stakeholder concerns. Contracting
is most likely to be successful if RFPs require a specified level of staff training as determined by a MPS,
and an MPS does not eliminate the presence of sworn police officers where they exist now, presumably
on the basis of a risk assessment.
The concerns raised that some high risk but very low frequency incidents have required an armed
presence is a factor independent of whether special constables or contract staff conduct the screening,
as neither are armed. If a risk assessment indicates an armed presence is necessary, it will be required
under either scenario. In some cases, it will be determined that other armed officers in the courthouse
can cover the requirements, and again, that determination would be independent of whether special
constables or contractors carry out the screening.

Based on survey findings, we estimate that there are 20 courthouses that could change from having
special constables conduct screening, to having contractors conduct the screening. About half of these
will be smaller than Ottawa and Waterloo, some will be constrained by collective agreements and/or
negative attitudes towards contracting and some may keep more sworn police officers involved than
Ottawa and Waterloo (although both retained some). As a consequence, our analysis conservatively
assumes savings will be $200,000 per location on average, despite the much higher savings that have
occurred in Ottawa and Waterloo. The $200,000 per location estimate is very conservative. The
estimate is based on calculating less than half the average of what was achieved in Ottawa and
Waterloo.

The review did consider the potential to contract out court security and/or prisoner transportation
province-wide as a whole, to organizations such as the Commissionaires or GardaWorld. There would
likely be savings in doing so, however there is concern that it would remove the control and direction
of staff too far from the court stakeholders. With the high aversion to risk of court stakeholders and
the need to maintain an armed presence in many courthouses we do not recommend this approach at
the present time. However, it is something that a particular police department may choose to pursue
in the future, and with the right relationship between the court stakeholders, the police service and the
contractor, it could be a workable solution.

Recommendation

5) Encourage police services using special constables (currently 83% of MPS and 30% of OPP locations)
to conduct screening at courthouse entrances through contracting the screening operations. The
contract should require the training of contract staff and specifications of responsibilities to respond
to direction from the MPS (or OPP) courthouse security personnel. The screening area should retain
an armed sworn police officer presence when warranted by risk assessments.
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Implementation Plan
There is no structural change required to implement this recommendation. The existing Police
Services Act does allow for the police service of jurisdiction to determine how it will provide court
security and if it chooses to use contract staff, they have the special authority the act confers on court
security staff generally. The police service of jurisdiction would remain accountable for court security.

The Ministry should start the process by facilitating information exchanges between police services
and support police services that are considering the approach. A zoom presentation by Ottawa and
Waterloo for example, could help identify best practices and assist other police services to initiate the
process. It would also be useful to prepare a “best practices” document to assist police services to
manage the approach, particularly when they are required to use municipal procurement processes.
The process would be useful to police services expected to implement new screening processes as well
as those contemplating converting existing screening processes to contracted staffing.

In a second phase, perhaps starting in 2024, the CSPT TP Program could be adapted to provide
financial incentives to contract screening in particular. This could involve reducing the approved
expenditures or the actual CSPT TP Program payments of any police service that continues to screen
without at least tendering for screening activities (if tenders suggest no savings, implementation
would not be required) to assume contracting is employed at all full-time courthouses, or it could
simply reduce the payment by $200,000 (based on the saving estimate above). These funds could be
used to support the expansion of screening equipment to new locations, as discussed in the next
section “Improving Security in Courthouses”.

Efficiency Estimate
•

Short-term

•

•

Medium Term

•

Rationale and Assumptions

The forecast assumes at least
2 to 5 courthouses could
switch to contractor
screening in the short-term,
recognizing that it is
underway in at least one. To
be conservative, the forecast
assumes, reducing costs by
$200,000 at each location
The medium-term estimate
would assume 5 to 20
courthouses (total) would
switch. The lower estimate
assumes MPSs other than
Toronto convert the higher

Estimated Savings

•

$400 K to 1 million

•

$1 to 4 million
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•

Long Term

•

Rationale and Assumptions
estimate assumes
courthouses in Toronto are
involved
Same

Estimated Savings

•

4.4 Improving Security in Courthouses

$1 to $4M

Current Situation

Current legislation states that police service boards and the OPP Commissioner are responsible to
determine the level of security required for court activities. In doing this, police services should follow
the risk assessment protocols set by the province. There are guidelines for conducting the risk
assessments as outlined in the Provincial Adequacy Standards (LE-014A). The Court Security Tool is
used to identify security needs in each individual courthouse for which the police service of
jurisdiction is responsible. This assessment covers critical incidents, the nature of cases, personnel and
procedures, emergency planning and physical assessment.

Each courthouse has a Court Security Committee through which the judiciary, crown, defence counsel
and court administrators discuss security requirements with police service responsible to provide
security. Most MPS and OPP detachments who answered the survey participate in regular formal
meetings with partners regarding court security, through Court Security Committees or working
groups, Local Courts Management Advisory Committee, Criminal Court Management Committee, and
Bench and Bar meetings. According to survey results, the frequency of contact varies (i.e., ‘regular’, biweekly, quarterly, bi-annually, annually). The majority of MPS survey respondents (86%) and most
OPP detachment respondents (67%) report that collaboration with partners on court security is
working well.

Infrastructure Issues

Some survey and workshop respondents described technology or infrastructure upgrades to
courthouses that have been valuable (e.g., creating a single-point of entry, installation of new
screening equipment, adding surveillance cameras, opening of new courthouse, etc.). The province of
Ontario continues to upgrade or replace courthouses, addressing security issues as part of the process.
Survey respondents who operated out of new courthouses, or who reported that infrastructure and
equipment improvements had been made, said they did not reduce their court security staff as a result,
but had greater confidence in their ability to address security risks.

Through the survey and focus groups, other services report that infrastructure issues remain and,
sometimes, a lack of adequate security equipment hinders court security. This includes challenges due
to the number, design, age or characteristics of courthouse buildings. Examples of these challenges
were noted as: shared buildings and cohabitation with multiple services, prisoner circulation in public
spaces, lack of space, multiple points of entry, elevators, or inadequate cell blocks. Several courthouses
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are located in heritage buildings, which can complicate retrofit or maintenance projects, although
there have been examples where issues were overcome. Equipment issues include lack of screening
hardware, no adequate camera system, defective alarms, no prisoner box for in-custody matters, and
so on.

Among MPS who responded to the survey and do court security, less than half (46%) indicated there is
screening equipment in operation at the courthouses they secure. This percentage is lower for OPP
detachments where 16% of survey respondents indicated they have screening equipment in operation
at courthouse access points. Courthouses with screening detectors tend to be larger facilities with
higher risk trials and the largest numbers of people entering. The courthouses with deficiencies tend
to be smaller and/or not used full-time.
These issues impact the risk assessment, and thus the number of staff (namely sworn officers) that
have to be deployed to secure courthouses. For instance, armed presence may be required because a
location has multiple points of access. The lack of screening equipment can impact the risk of weapons
being brought into the courthouses, or the ability to screen incoming packages.

Additionally, crowns sitting in small or even temporary facilities with audiences that may be related to
the accused indicate they would feel more comfortable if there was some screening of the attendees,
who are usually seated behind the crown’s back. Security outside the courthouse can also be a
concern (e.g., immediate vicinity, and parking spaces).

Relationships

Through the survey and workshops, police services explained that the relationship with the judiciary,
crown and defense counsel regarding court security can be challenging. There are varying
expectations and demands from the Judiciary with respect to how court security is provided. Some
want armed officers in their Courtrooms – some do not, some want prisoners unshackled, causing
increased security risks for the police services to manage and navigate, while others do not.

However, the most common issue raised by police services relates to court stakeholders’ high and
increasing expectations for court security, which can put a strain on resources. Court security
expectations and requests have increased over time. Of MPS and OPP survey respondents who
indicated they had made changes to court security duties in the last three years, most described
increasing their staffing levels. Smaller police services have to accommodate additional requests by
pulling staff from the front-lines or going into overtime. About half of OPP survey respondents (52%)
find it challenging to deliver court security with their level of staffing, with needs exceeding their
capacity. Some respondents specify that they do not have the resources to meet demands from the
judiciary, or to accommodate late court hours. A few small and medium sized police services indicated
they had to refuse requests to conduct additional court security activities (e.g., opening of a new court
location, staffing new equipment) because of lack of personnel.
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Request for Standards
Both workshop participants and courthouse stakeholders also identify lack of consistent standards for
court security as an issue. On the one hand, this makes it difficult for police services to “push back”
against court security asks that are not aligned with the risk assessment, police service responsibilities
or level of resourcing. On the other hand, there are no standards that court administration, the
judiciary, counsel or Crown can rely on to formulate security requirements in courthouses and
courtrooms.
As a result of no standard, security requirements do vary significantly between courthouses. A
significant number of factors influence these differences:

•
•

•

The nature of proceedings in the courthouse, e.g., criminal courts, youth courts, family courts, or
POA courts (traffic ticket courts).
The layout of the courthouse building, which may or may not have a single point of entry for the
public, separate entrances for prisoners, and the judiciary, a requirement for judges to traverse
public spaces, and a requirement for prisoners to traverse public areas, etc. The occasional use
of public facilities in small communities, such as arenas or Legion halls can be limiting.

Particular risks, such as defendants likely to be targets of attack or defendants likely to attack
others, or the potential intervention of third parties to disrupt activities or attempt to free a
prisoner.

These differences make it very difficult to set a standard for all courthouses, or even all courthouses
that fit into a certain category. Renovations or reconstruction of courthouses can produce important
benefits that can reduce the costs of providing adequate security, but they are costly and while some
are always underway, they cannot all be accomplished at once. Moreover, standards and expectations
do change over time. Any meaningful standard would have to apply to the facility as well. Setting a
standard that required large capital expenditures by the province or large operating expenditures by
police services would be problematic.

However, court stakeholders do require some means to ensure their reasonable requests are met. The
ability of the judiciary to cancel a court hearing is an approach. An alternative would be to have an
appeal body that court stakeholders could ask to issue orders that a police service provide additional
security services. However, that would be difficult in a context where court security is largely a
municipal responsibility, and while “anything is possible”, there have been very few incidents which
would justify higher security standards.

Financial incentives would be possible, perhaps recognizing the full cost of new security measures
implemented by a police service as a first charge against the CSPT TP Program. However, this would
have the impact of having other municipalities pay for improved security in a particular location.
Without some provincial funding of these incentives, there would be strong resistance.
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Recommendations
6) Screening at entrances to courthouses should continue to be expanded as risk assessments identify
requirements.
7) Police services should remain responsible for establishing security levels (and determining when and
where screening will be added) unless

•
•
•

The province accepts responsibility for the cost of increasing security levels.
CSPT costs drop below $125M so the full cost is funded by the province.
Funds are available for transfer from CSPT TP Program payments reduced as a result of a decision
to contract screening.

Efficiency Estimate
There are no cost savings associated with this recommendation. Additional estimated resources are
provided.
Rationale and Assumptions

•

Short-term

•

•

Medium Term

•

•

Long Term

•

Estimated Cost

The forecast assumes at least
1 to 2 courthouses could
implement screening. The
forecast assumes, increased
costs of $400,000 at each
location

•

$400K to $800K

•

$800K to $1.6 million

The forecast assumes at least
3 to 6 courthouses could
implement screening

•

$1.2 to $2.4M

The forecast assumes at least
2 to 4 courthouses could
implement screening

4.5 Scheduling Prisoner Transportation
Current Situation

Prisoner transportation is a very complex system. The police may initiate a transportation
requirement by arresting someone who isn’t subsequently released. The courts may establish a
requirement by scheduling a hearing, and then by deciding to release, or not release a prisoner.
Occasionally a requirement may result from the police need to take fingerprints or the need for a
medical clearance after a prisoner shows symptoms resulting from an emerging medical condition or a
conflict situation.
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The OPP OTP tracks prisoner transportation requirements on a physical board at each of its five
offices, then manually transfers the information to a daily board for each transportation loop, then
creates manual sheets that drivers (and co-drivers) can use to determine who they are to pick up,
where, and when. Although each vehicle has a regular “loop” they service, some stops may be skipped
or others added depending upon the circumstances. The driver or co-driver also records information
they have concerning how the trip went, and future commitments or appearances that prisoners are to
make. This information is transferred to the future requirements board. This process occurs at all nine
of the OPP OTP locations.

Drivers for Change

The OPP OTP prisoner transportation scheduling process is manual and inefficient. There is a low
tolerance for errors in this process, so it may require multiple calls or emails to confirm information
with various police departments, courts and to inform correctional institutions which prisoners are to
be prepared at what time on which day. The management of the operation consumes 11% of the FTEs
of the OTP. This includes the staff carrying out all these administrative tasks, as well as other
management and supervisory staff.

Analysis

This process could be improved through the use of a software system that would collect information
from police services, court administrators and prisoner transportation providers, and distribute
information to correctional institutions, determine the most effective routes for the available vehicles
to meet the needs the coming day, print schedules for drivers, and allow drivers to record information
they receive. Ideally the system would allow input from cellphones (an app) and computers, from any
of the stakeholders involved (police services, court administrators, correctional institutions, drivers or
co-drivers and transportation managers), recording the source and time of the input. It would design
the routes for each vehicle using algorithms like that used for para-transit scheduling, considering the
various limitations on vehicle capacity, the categories of prisoners, etc. If tied to a GPS system (e.g., cell
phones of co-drivers and/or vehicles) it would provide some visibility of progress and allow
confirmation of anticipated arrival times. It could also provide confirmation to each police station,
courthouse or correctional institution of the expected schedule, allowing them to confirm all
requirements will be met. Emails could be sent daily or more frequently to seek the confirmation by
stakeholders.
It is uncertain what the cost would be to implement such a software system and further investigation
and/or a procurement process would be required. It would also be important to build the system
taking into account any changes to operating regimes that are adopted or planned. The savings could
be significant, not just in terms of the transportation costs but perhaps also the related costs in court
administration, correctional institutions and police services. There is also the potential savings from
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automated route planning. Route planning software packages promise savings of 10% to 50% 14. One
implementation is credited with reducing the staff time required for route planning by 66% and
another saw a 12% reduction in driver cost and a capacity increase of 14%. 15 The savings would be
less in this application as many of the current loops have been run for some years. But with reduced
volumes and particular stops to be included or excluded based on day to day needs, there should be
some savings.

It may also be useful to include in the system some capabilities related to court administration and
court security. The court security system is pretty routine in most courthouses, but more variable in
smaller and remote communities where courts only sit periodically. Some assistance in scheduling
those courts may be helpful and could contribute to the scheduling of prisoner transportation and
court security staff. Court administration is largely automated, and a link between that system and the
new prisoner transportation system could ensure consistency in results and allow one-time input of
data related to planned hearings.

Within the OPP OTP there are five administrative assistants and seven officers involved at least parttime in the route planning process, about 6% of the total staffing (and at least 6% of total costs).
Reducing the need to collect, retain and process information on each prisoner trip, confirm the
information (the impact of mistakes is large enough to require steps to reduce them) – all by hand –
would clearly reduce the administration required. Within larger police services there are similar
groups performing this work. There may also be some savings on the drivers and co-drivers if the rote
optimization aspect helps reduce travel requirements or the number of loops to be run. To be
conservative, we have estimated the potential cost savings at 1% to 4% of transportation costs for
both the lower administrative costs and route optimization savings, although it is likely savings will be
greater.

Recommendation

8) The Ministry could pursue the potential to integrate a software initiative with court administration
and court security requirements. Implementing a new software solution should reduce costs, but it
would take some time, and the potential savings would need to be more precisely identified.

Implementation Plan
As a first step, SOLGEN should conduct a market review to determine the availability of software that
would automate and co-ordinate prisoner transportation. Options that would be usable by all
participants across the province, and those that might support a large individual operation (Toronto,
https://www.paragonrouting.com/en-us/blog/post/is-route-optimization-worth-the-money/,
https://www.aptean.com/solutions/tms/fleet-savings-calculator/, https://medium.com/@CircuitApp/usingroute-optimization-to-cut-delivery-costs-8c90e2a7c8ea, https://blog.routific.com/what-is-route-optimization,
https://optimoroute.com/, https://optimoroute.com/what-is-route-optimization/
15 https://optimoroute.com/what-is-route-optimization/#examples
14
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OPP OTP, a Northern entity) should be considered. Any potential assistance with court administration
should be noted.
Based on the outcome of the market review, the Ministry should identify the scope of a potential
software solution, in particular identifying how it may relate to software used in the administration of
the courts and the correctional institutions.

The Ministry should then conduct a competitive process to select a software vendor (unless it is
determined to extend an existing system).

A pilot implementation could be arranged with the OPP Offender Transportation Program (OTP), or
with one of the large MPS, such as Toronto.
Once the pilot demonstrates the value and works out ensures the design is optimal, extend the
implementation to other providers.

Efficiency Estimate
•
•
•

Rationale and Assumptions
Short-term

•

Long Term

•

Medium Term

•

Estimated Savings

Market Survey and scope
definition

•

Full implementation

•

Software selection and trial
implementation

4.6 Indigenous Services

•

N/A
N/A

1% to 4% of prisoner
transportation costs
($650K to $2M)

First Nations police services participated in the review. They expressed a strong concern that they are
currently only funded for “front-line” policing, of which court security and prisoner transportation are
excluded. However, they indicate they are required to provide both services related to persons they
arrest, and support trials in the communities they serve. They argued they should be eligible for the
CSPT TP Program just like any other police service, so they could provide the services without taking
officers off of the front-line.

We were unable to identify any description of the services they are funded to provide, and only limited
description of services they are not to provide – which did not include prisoner transport or court
security. First Nations police services are also funded for 100% of their costs by the federal and
provincial governments, unlike the police services in other communities where the municipality is
responsible for most costs.

While of interest, these matters do not indicate whether the Indigenous services receive adequate
funding for the responsibilities they have. The agreements under which they are funded are up for
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renewal within the next few years. It would be a good time to review the range of services they
provide and ensure there is adequate funding for those services.

Indigenous services also indicated that they can only use special constables for limited purposes as
they are appointed by the OPP and can only perform the duties identified in their appointment.
However, the OPP did indicate during this review that special constables can be appointed to conduct
a range of activities, depending upon the description provided by the detachment – or the Indigenous
service – when they seek the appointment. Based on that clarification, the Indigenous services may
wish to explore wider use of special constables that would make the appointment of special constables
worthwhile in a wider range of circumstances.

Recommendation

9) That the Ministry ensure that the appropriate funding levels for prisoner transportation and court
security are specifically and clearly addressed in the next round of funding discussions with First
Nations police services.

Implementation Plan
The court security and prisoner transportation requirements be considered during discussions related
to future funding of First Nations Police Services.

Efficiency Estimate:

No specific cost reductions are related to these recommendations.
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5.0

Program Delivery Structural Change

The review identified two areas where savings cannot be achieved without structural change:

1. Through the focus groups and interviews, participants agreed there are opportunities for
efficiencies in better coordination of prisoner transportation between services. Duplication of
effort in prisoner transportation occurs at large correctional facilities where multiple police
services, the OPP and perhaps the OPP OTP have to pick-up and drop-off prisoners. Where
jurisdictions overlap, it is not uncommon to have several prisoner transport vehicles from
different entities operating at the same institutions at the same time.

2. As noted earlier there are opportunities to replace sworn officers with special constables in the
smaller MPSs and OPP detachments that cannot be achieved without gaining economies of scale in
providing security and possible prisoner transportation to traveling courts.

The key finding from the Jurisdictional Review is that none of the other jurisdictions make the police
service of jurisdiction responsible for prisoner transportation or court security, except in particular
circumstances. Responsibility is generally assumed by an agency independent of the police, typically a
Sherriff’s Office or other government agency. A frequent recommendation for improvement from
workshop participants was also the transfer the responsibility for prisoner transportation from police
services to another entity.

5.1 Duplication in Prisoner Transportation
Current Situation

With so many police services involved in prisoner transportation, and the OPP involved in two distinct
ways, there is significant duplication of service within the prisoner transportation network. For
example, at the Elgin-Middlesex Detention Centre, six different municipal police services pick-up or
drop off prisoners, along with one OPP detachment. The OPP Offender Transport Program also goes to
the same detention centre.
The table below provides examples of these multiple occurrences.
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Table 12:
Facility
Central East
Correction Center
Central North
Correction Centre
Maplehurst
Correctional
Complex
Elgin-Middlesex
Detention Center
HamiltonWentworth
Detention Centre

Police Services at Major Correctional Facilities

Prisoner
Capacity

MPS

OPP
detachments

OPP OTP

Total
organizations

1184

3

3

1

7

1184

3

3

1

7

450

6

1

1

8

1055

560

5

2

0

0

1

1

6

3

There are instances where the various services are heading in different directions after leaving the
correctional centre, however in many cases they are heading in the same direction, and in a few cases,
they are actually going to the same court facility (mostly in Toronto).
The OPP OTP has indicated it can clearly identify duplication of effort and costs could be reduced by
combining forces, but it cannot quantify the potential savings, and can’t implement such a concept
given its current mandate.

Additionally, there are many sworn police officers conducting both prisoner transportation and court
security in smaller communities, and smaller services (or OPP detachments) as discussed earlier. In
the larger services, there are economies of scale to accommodate hiring special constables to conduct
the prisoner transportation and/or court security as the case may be. However, where courts travel
and sit in individual courthouses less than full-time, the police service responsible to provide security
often has to pull sworn officers from their front-line duties to perform the tasks. This is both a use of
more expensive resources than required and a serious inconvenience when the sworn officers are
required for patrol or other duties.
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Analysis
The Police Services Act (and its likely successor) allow police services to purchase services from a third
party. The third party could be another police service, or a new entity 16 established by a group of
police services to transport prisoners and/or provide court security services on their behalf. The
entities could be established by agreement between all the services involved, or by agreements
between the entity and each of the services individually. In many ways the MOUs between
municipalities and the OPP OTP are examples of how this could work.

Such agencies would be in a position to eliminate duplication between transportation routes,
implement new practices such as the use of special constables to support mobile courts and the use of
contractors to conduct screening at court entrances. They would have the scale to improve services
and perform them as efficiently as possible, which isn’t the case with smaller police services and OPP
detachments.

One large opportunity would relate to prisoner transportation in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), or
even the wider area within the Greenbelt. It would offer the opportunity to overcome the duplication
in prisoner transportation and would be a good home for an IT system that would co-ordinate
prisoner transportation in the most efficient fashion possible. It is unlikely to achieve additional
savings on the court security side, although it may be easier to contract some of the court screening
activities if the responsibility was transferred to a new entity. It may be appropriate to have a number
of entities focused around each of the institutions, or to have one that would handle all prisoner
transport inside the Greenbelt.

Another major opportunity would be to group smaller MPSs and/or OPP detachments that share a
court that travels between locations. There are eight judicial districts in Ontario and most of them have
at least some courts that do not sit regularly. It may be useful to work with the judicial districts to
identify the municipalities or detachments that would have to co-operate to hire special constables to
serve the mobile courts. This would provide one approach to engaging the special constables needed
to transport prisoners to court and provide court security without pulling sworn officers out of frontline policing services. Although one could argue that the sworn police officers would be retained so
there would not be any savings, it would delay the time when a new position is needed, and many OPP
detachments already allocate many portions of an FTE to various municipalities, so savings would
accrue. Allocating the court security and perhaps prisoner transportation requirements to a new entity
would allow the services to provide more consistent services to their communities. Such entities might
be based on the judicial districts.

16 “Entity” is a general term referring to an organization that has a mandate to carry out certain activities. The
legal form of the entity would need to be established after further consideration and consultation with the
stakeholders, but it could be a new corporate entity, or it could be a responsibility accepted by an existing entity
on behalf of others.
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The major drawback of this approach is the reliance on voluntary participation and the requirement
for co-operation and continued involvement of each of the participating police services. As history
with municipal amalgamation and shared services in Ontario suggests, this level of involvement and
participation can be difficult to achieve, and would likely require financial incentives, perhaps treating
the entities like the OPP OTP in terms of funding. This would suggest reallocating some of the CSPT TP
Program funds to each of the entities.

Similar to the approach used in Alberta and B.C. special constables can be assigned to work full-time
with the court. Then the special constables would travel from location to location with the rest of the
court party and provide the court security required. Depending upon the local circumstances, they
may also be able to assist with, or conduct, the prisoner transportation. Given the allocation of
responsible for both activities to the police service of jurisdiction, this could not occur with the current
structure.
The potential savings would depend upon the extent of participation in the entity, and its mandate.
Largely the entities would provide an opportunity to gain the savings discussed under the sections on
special constables, eliminating duplication, and using technology.
The creation of regional court security and prisoner transportation entities would have two major
advantages:

1. The ability to eliminate duplication in prisoner transportation by having one party plan and
carry out all the prisoner transportation related to the region.
2. The ability to provide special constables to provide basic court security for traveling courts.

Recommendation

10) That the Ministry promote the development of regional entities among police services responsible for
prisoner transportation and court security.
11) That regional entities have a mandate to eliminate duplication in prisoner transportation, focus on
the use of special constables and contract perimeter security, alarm monitoring and entranceway
screening.
12) That regional entities would use sworn police officers from the local police services when required to
accommodate risk assessment conclusions. Requirements for full-time sworn police officers (e.g., as
part of entranceway screening) could result in the secondment of the staff, while temporary
requirements would be met by assigning staff to the duties as required.
13) That the province fund regional entity operations fully, as it does with the OPP OTP. The $125M cap
on the CSPT TP Program should be reduced by the amount of funding activities with the region
concerned, for the activities transferred to the entity.

Implementation Plan
The province should identify a group of MPS/OPP detachments that provide security for a mobile
court operation that shows some support for the regional co-operative entity and provide them some
support to review the opportunity and come up with a plan to support the court, with or without
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prisoner transportation as the circumstances suggest. It is essential that this first implementation be
successful to encourage others to follow the same approach.

Once the first regional entity is operational, the province should address duplicating it in other
jurisdictions. It should also support a process to create a regional entity with a prime focus on
prisoner transportation. The scale of the operation would need to be determined, e.g., a focus on an
institution or on the Greater GTA, or even the area inside the Greenbelt as a whole.

Efficiency Estimate

Benefits from the use of special constables are included in the high-end estimates in that section
above. The potential returns from reducing duplications in transportation are identified here.
Rationale and Assumptions

•
•
•

Short-term

Medium Term
Long Term

•
•
•

Not Operational
Not Operational

High estimate assumes at
least Greater GTA entity
rationalizes transportation in
the highest traffic area and
Northern Strategy
implemented with reduced
transportation needs and coordination of FN and OPP
trips

Estimated Savings

•
•
•

N/A
N/A

3% to 6% of
transportation costs
($2M to $2.9M)

5.2 Northern Strategy
Current Situation

Northern Ontario experiences many challenges that are less significant in the more populated areas of
the province. There are several large cities in the north, along with many smaller remote and fly-in
communities. Some of the remote and fly-in communities are Indigenous and there are significant
Indigenous populations in some of the large cities. First Nations police services serve most of the
Indigenous communities, the OPP provides police services to many of the other smaller and remote
communities, and municipal police services serve the major population areas. Correctional facilities
are located in the large cities, and the smaller, remote and fly-in communities have smaller police
stations, usually with some form of detention facility, but generally not a facility that is suitable for
holding prisoners for extended periods.

The north has many traveling courts that spend short periods in communities resulting in demands on
local police services and the disruption of their regular policing resources.
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The north also faces some unique challenges related to prisoner transportation. Before COVID-19, an
arrest in a remote community often resulted in an extended trip by cruiser, or by airplane, depending
on the location, to one of the large cities where the detainee would attend court for their bail hearing.
If the detainee was released, they may be released without transportation back to their community. If
remanded, the detainee would be placed in custody at the correctional facility. During COVID-19 there
has been more effort to have the bail hearing occur in the remote community, before the prisoner is
transported. However, the unreliability or absence of internet connections has resulted in many
appearances by audio, rather than video. There were also circumstances where the police service was
unable to arrange a virtual hearing, and the prisoner was transported to a large city even before a
hearing could occur, both because of the 24-hour holding limit for police cells, and the inadequacies of
cells at remote police stations.
When a trial is held, it is usually back in the community where the charge was laid. If the prisoner has
been denied bail, they must be transported back to that community by the local police service –
generally a two-way trip out from the community and then back. If the prisoner has been released
after a hearing in the city, they may have no resources and be unable to return to their community for
the trial. When the court flies in for the trial, the local police service must assign staff to provide
security at the trial, which is generally not in a dedicated courthouse, but may be in an arena,
community meeting hall or other facility.

Analysis

Based on the understanding of current circumstances in the north provided by interviewees, focus
group participants and IPCO, there are unique challenges given the remote and fly-in communities, the
extensive use of traveling courts, the long travel distances both for prisoners and court stakeholders,
and the number of First Nations communities.
A Northern Justice Strategy could lead to the development of a common prisoner transportation
network in the north, and the development of a court security capability that would travel with the
courts, both allowing the use of lower cost special constables, and better respond to needs.

It may also be useful to respond to other needs in the north, particularly the need to transport
prisoners extensive distances. This could involve improving some detention facilities in northern
communities and/or developing correctional rehabilitation facilities, similar to the healing lodges
developed in other provinces. This could allow some prisoners to be detained in the north pending a
hearing or a trial. Such an approach would have to be developed with involvement from the OPP,
Indigenous police services in the area, and the MPS serving the cities in the area.
It would also need to examine the connectivity issues in the north and identify options to ensure
virtual hearings are feasible from as many police stations as possible.

The strategy could also look at establishing a WASH court that would be available by video and/or
audio for hearings from these remote communities (if the province does not initiate a province-wide
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facility). This could eliminate the trips from remote communities to cities that occur simply because no
court could be reached.

Some of these steps may be reasonably easy to implement, others might require some development. A
solution could also be based on expanding an existing service, for example the OPP OTP in Northern
Ontario, or it could involve establishing a new entity with more Indigenous participation. Such
agencies might operate on a regional basis. For example, part of a Northern Justice Strategy could be
the creation of such an entity. The OPP OTU in the North currently serves a number of OPP
detachments. The Indigenous services that operate in the north carry out similar programs, although
the OPP remains the police service of jurisdiction. The municipal police services in the north might
also be useful participants and they generally handle security in the fulltime courthouses, and use
many of the same correction institutions as the more remote communities. One key benefit would be
to reduce the need for police services to divert front-line officers to provide court security and/or
prisoner transportation services. A strategy would need to develop staff appropriate to respond to the
needs of Indigenous communities.
Development of a regional entity in Northern Ontario is a key cost reduction and service improvement
opportunity and would need to advance from the development of a Northern Justice Strategy.

Recommendations

14) That the Ministry initiate the development of a Northern Justice Strategy.
15) That the needs of Indigenous Communities and First Nations Police Services be considered in the
resolution of issues related to Northern Ontario.

Implementation Plan
SOLGEN would need to discuss the potential with key justice stakeholders in the north, including the
court stakeholders, the MPS, OPP and First Nations police services and community leaders. It would be
useful to establish a working group with key stakeholders and identify some resources to support the
process.
The study process would involve a consultation process, both to identify all the issues to be addressed,
and to identify appropriate approaches to resolving the issues.

Efficiency Estimate

Savings are available from eliminating duplication in transportation and expanding the use of special
constables. Both of these items were identified earlier, and the high estimates can only be achieved if
regional entities, such as a Northern Ontario CSPT entity is formed.
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5.3 Independent Agency
Current Situation

The tables below provide a summary of the approach to court security and prisoner transportation in
other jurisdictions. Full details on information collected from the jurisdictional review can be found in
Appendix 3. The first table shows the responsibility for prisoner transportation while the second
shows the responsibility for court security.

Transportation Station to Detention
Police
- Other
Transportation Detention to Court
(and back)
- Police
Other


Yes



Mostly








New Zealand



















Australia

Quebec

British
Columbia

Alberta

Responsibility for Prisoner Transportation

Ontario

Table 13:



Partly

As the table indicates, police are frequently responsible for prisoner transportation from the police
station to a court or correctional facility. With increasing use of video for bail hearings, this usually
means to a correctional institution. In BC, the RCMP transports some prisoners in remote areas, but is
compensated by the Sherriff’s office. For the more frequent transportation requirements between the
courthouse and the detention centre, a central agency is responsible. The state authority is responsible
in Australia, except in remote areas where police services generally provide the service.
Court security is generally the responsibility of an entity independent of the police (Table 14). Usually,
a Sherriff’s Office or other government entity. Some jurisdictions (Australia and BC) make local police
services in remote areas responsible for court security.
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Who is responsible general security
Police of jurisdiction
Centralized entity


Yes



Mostly













New Zealand

Australia

Quebec

British
Columbia

Alberta

Responsibility for Court Security

Ontario

Table 14:



Partly

Interviewees from other jurisdictions raised a number of advantages associated with the use of
centralized agencies:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some suggest it is more consistent with even-handed justice.

If a justice entity is responsible, this resolves conflict of interests with police, particularly on
court security issues.
Allows consistent security standards as one entity administers all courthouses.
Resolves the trade-off of capital and operating costs between different entities.
Provides greater flexibility in the movement of staff to different Courts.

Resolves fairness issues:
 Municipalities with courthouses do not subsidize those without them.
 Municipalities with access to a centralized unit (OPP OTP) do not have advantages over
other municipalities that fund prisoner transport.
 Municipalities in the north or with long transportation requirements do not suffer relative
to those with short transportation requirements.
 Municipalities with inefficient courthouses from a court security point of view are not
disadvantaged based on where provincial funds are invested.

The key finding from the Jurisdictional Review is that none of the other jurisdictions make the police
service of jurisdiction responsible for prisoner transportation or court security, except in particular
circumstances, although the BC Sherriff’s office does purchase services from police services when
this is the most economic way to meet the need.

Provincial CSPT Entity

Founded upon the feedback received from representatives of central agencies in other jurisdictions
reviewed, and the alignment of those findings to the issues identified in court security and prisoner
transportation processes identified throughout this report, the Ministry could consider creating a
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single entity with responsibility for CSPT throughout the province. This approach would be consistent
with that in other jurisdictions, including all the Canadian jurisdictions examined. It would be able to
achieve all the operational efficiencies discussed, including:

•
•

Using special constables or the equivalent, for all CSPT activities where an armed presence is not
necessary. The province could also create two categories of staffing, with one armed to provide
the armed presence where that is considered necessary.

•
•

Tying security provision to traveling courts, eliminating the impact on front-line policing,

•
•

Contracting entranceway screening, much as the province has contracted COVID-19 screening,
and learning from the experience of police services that have contracted some courthouse
security services to date.

Co-ordinating court security with courthouse operations, so the province can provide the level of
security it determines is required (through risk assessments) and ensure consistency of
approach across the province.
Providing an alignment of interests between those responsible for capital improvements of
courthouses and those responsible for security operations.

Giving the province the incentive to minimize prisoner transportation to reduce risks and costs.

Recommendation

16) If the development of regional entities does not achieve substantial progress within four years, the
province should establish a province-wide entity with responsibility for court security and prisoner
transportation. Consideration should be given to creating a new agency or having the OPP carry out
the role, depending upon whether the entity would report to SOLGEN or the Attorney General. Key
elements of the plan, whether part of the OPP or part of a new entity, would include:

•

Having local MPS and OPP detachments remain responsible for transferring prisoners in their
custody (e.g., from the police station to a correctional institution or a courthouse). The provincial
agency could agree to conduct such transfers where the one-way travel distance is more than 50
km (far enough to require a significant resource diversion, unlikely to cover transportation within a
municipality, and likely to capture those municipalities currently benefiting from OPP OTP service);

•
•

Having two categories of staff, an armed category and an unarmed category;

•
•

Reliance on the police service of jurisdiction to support high risk operations when required;

Most staff would be in the unarmed category, but the armed members would be used where a fulltime armed presence is required as part of a court security plan;
Contracting entrance screening and extending it as required by risk assessments

Implementation Plan
The province will need to conduct an examination of the alternatives (a “Sherriff’” operation, or the
assignment of the role to the OPP) in detail. The review would need to consider:
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•

•
•
•

•
•

The reporting relationship. A Sherriff option would report to the Attorney General and an OPP
option would report to SOLGEN.
The additional infrastructure required, under each option.
The labour relations implications of each option.

The costs and other financial implications of each option, taking into account the evolution of
the justice system post COVID-19.
The availability of armed officers when required.

The transition process, and particularly the extent to which staff currently conducting court
security and prisoner transportation would be transferred, or would have the option to
transfer to the new entity.

There will need to be a transition plan and transition date established, with extensive consultation
with the MPSs and OPP carrying out the role now.

Efficiency Estimate

Many of the benefits of this approach are not financial, however it is important to note total provincial
costs could be reduced. Leaving the police service of jurisdiction responsible for the initial transport
from the police station to either a courthouse or correctional institution would have them responsible
for carrying a little over half the future volume of prisoners as discussed in the section on Estimated
Impacts of Virtual Hearings on Prisoner Transport. They would be among the less economical of trips as
the number transported on each trip would vary and the timing would be somewhat unpredictable.
This approach would therefore leave municipalities with about 20% to 35% of pre-COVID-19 prisoner
transportation volumes, or about 55% of planned prisoner transportation volumes. While this is a
significant cost, it compares to the 30% of combined court security and prisoner transportation costs
that police services (and their municipalities) currently bear. It would not be their only cost as they
would also be responsible for the costs of converting police holding areas to accommodate virtual
hearings.
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Rationale and Assumptions

•
•
•

Short-term

Medium Term
Long Term

•
•
•

Not Operational
Not Operational

Full implementation, results
in the municipalities taking
responsibility for the first trip
from the police station to a
courthouse or correctional
institution, 20% to 35% of
pre-COVID transits

Estimated Savings

•
•
•

N/A
N/A

About 60% of forecast
prisoner transportation
costs would be left with
municipalities as they
would carry about 55% of
expected trips, with
slightly higher costs per
trip.
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6.0 Alignment to Transfer Payment Policy
6.1 Context

In June 2019, the Ontario Internal Audit Division of the Treasury Board Secretariat published its
review of transfer payments managed by SOLGEN, including the CSPT TP Program. It measured
compliance with the Transfer Payment Accountability Directive (TPAD) and the relevant grant
agreements.

Overall, the audit found that SOLGEN’s public safety grant programs were for the most part compliant
with the Transfer Payment Accountability Directive (TPAD) and respective transfer payment
agreements; however, to ensure that programs are delivering results and operating in an efficient and
effective manner, the audit recommended that SOLGEN:

•
•

examine a renewed funding model and or granting structure for public safety grants;

•

review the level of monitoring required by recipients to make certain it is proportional to risk and
recipient capacity;

•
•

establish program-level outcomes and performance measures for all grant programs so that
performance can be assessed;

implement timely corrective action when recipients are not meeting transfer payment agreement
requirements; and,

complete risk assessments on all grant activities and recipients to ensure a risk-based approach is
being used.

The CSPT TP Program has the largest portion of funding compared to other transfer payment
programs managed by the Public Safety Division at SOLGEN. In particular, the audit found the
rationale for funding municipalities that provide court security or prisoner transportation services to
be lacking. It noted that TPAD activities should be focused on outcomes and the achievement of
associated public policy objectives, arguing that the programs reviewed are funding core policing
activities. It also notes that the CSPT TP Program originated as part of the 2008 negotiations between
the province and municipalities. Thus, SOLGEN implemented a cabinet approved program to upload
certain municipal costs to the province.

The Jurisdictional Review, as reported in Appendix 3, indicates that all other jurisdictions reviewed
make responsibility for court security and prisoner transportation a provincial or, in some cases,
national responsibility. In no other jurisdiction is court security and prisoner transportation a
municipal responsibility (beyond special considerations for remote communities), at least beyond the
initial transfer of prisoners from the police station. This relates to the corresponding provincial or
national responsibility for justice, and the clear connection between court security and the transfer of
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prisoners to and from the courthouse with the administration of justice. This is within the SOLGEN’s
priority area.

6.2 Managing Cost Effectiveness and Efficiency

Court security and prisoner transportation cannot be segregated into separate dimensions of police
service, nor separate dimensions of the outcomes of the justice ecosystem. The CSPT TP Program
funding model has been established as a support subsidy. Based on the document review, it was found
that the program currently does not have documented goals or outcomes.
The current Transfer Payment Agreements for the CSPT TP Program indicate:

“The Province implemented the Court Security and Prisoner Transportation (CSPT)
Program (the “Program”) in 2012 to assist municipalities in offsetting their costs of
providing CSPT services in their jurisdictions.”

This study did not review the need or relevance of the CSPT TP Program, nor the justification for
SOLGEN to be intervening and funding court security and prisoner transportation activities through
the formal agreement with municipalities. The Ministry does however have public sector
accountability to ensure CSPT TP Program funds are used as intended. This includes demonstration of
how resources were used in the realization of outputs and outcomes, and whether the extent of
resource utilization was reasonable for the level of outputs and outcomes observed.

Recent research conducted by Public Safety Canada entitled, “Measuring the performance of Police:
The Perspective of the Public,” 17 found that there are a number of dimensions of police work that can
be used when setting up a framework to measure the performance of police. 18 There is not one single
performance measure that can assess all of the dimensions of police work at the same time; neither is
there one perfect measure that can assess a single dimension of police work (Gallagher et al, 2001).
The measuring instrument needs to be chosen depending on the dimension that needs to be measured.
In the case of the CSPT TP Program, there is a concern that the grant program does not adequately
encourage or reward financial efficiency and cost reduction. The Public Safety Canada report found
that an efficiency dimension of performance relates indirectly to police work in that the public expects
the police to do their work in an efficient and economically sustainable manner. Just as in any other
public or private organization, waste of resources within police departments is usually met with public
disapproval.

17 Public Safety Canada, Research Division, Measuring the Performance of the Police: The Perspective of the
Public, Research Report: 2015-R024
18 Kiedrowski, J., Petrunik, M., Macdonald, T., Melchers, R. (2013). “Canadian Police Board Views on the Use of
Police Performance Metrics” Ottawa: Public safety Canada, # PS14-12/2013E. 53 pages.
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The measurement of efficient police performance receives the least amount of attention because it is
not seen as a primary output of police work. Further, the measurements are not straightforward
because it can be complicated to set benchmarks for what constitutes efficient spending. For example,
large police jurisdictions could be spending more in all areas of police work because they deal with
larger or more complex problems. Similarly, one jurisdiction may have to transport prisoners longer
distances and/or have a different risk level, requiring different service levels. One approach to
measure police performance in this area is to look into the innovative approaches that police take to
spending: new economical ways to utilize officers, use of technology, innovative scheduling methods,
etc. 19

In this sense, the CSPT TP Program can initially focus on performance indicators targeted towards
resource utilization. This can provide insight to what and how resources are being used and possible
other contextual factors that affect the resources being used.

Through the document and data review completed for this study, the performance indicators
identified below may be considered by the CSPT TP Program as a start to its formal performance
measurement strategy. The current CSPT TP Program transfer payment agreement stipulates that
recipients only need to provide annual financial reports. Further work will be required to define an
outcome pathway, in collaboration with municipal stakeholders, that will allow SOLGEN to track
program outcomes.

An initial perspective of efficiency would be largely concerned with how inputs are being used and
converted into outputs, and the extent to which outputs have been optimized in relation to resources
used to produce them (i.e., the extent to which the minimum number of resources have been used
(contextualized of course).
It is possible that an operational efficiency perspective may actually suit information needs of the
Ministry. The following table presents options for measuring operational efficiency and economy.

Public Safety Canada, Research Division, Measuring the Performance of the Police: The Perspective of the
Public, Research Report: 2015-R024, page 15.

19
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Table 15: Performance Indicators for Implementation Efficiency
Output Indicator

Source

Quantitative:

MPSs and OPP
Annual Report for
the CSPT TP
Program (new
instrument to
accompany the
Template for
Annual Financial
reporting)

# of FTEs assigned to court services
and transit services broken out by CS
and PT and by:





Sworn police officers
Special constable versus all
other police officer ranks
Contract staff versus all other
police officer ranks
Other civilians

Rationale

•

•

Statistics Canada
Annual Police
Administration
Survey

•

Quantitative:

MPS and OPP
Annual Report for

•

Methodology

The use of special constables for
court services and transit
services has been shown to
reduce cost (at least when scale
warrants) and the use of
contractors for courthouse
entrance screening has been
shown to reduce costs.

•

•

The Ministry can track changes
over time in the proportion of
special constables and
contractors being engaged to
perform court security and
transit services with the
expectation that proportions will
increase (target set by the
Program in future).
Police services are providing the
special constable data to
Statistics Canada so the
additional burden to collect
information will be minimal.

While recognizing a number of
external influencers to video and
audio appearances, MPSs and

•

The question should be worded to align with the
Annual Police Administration Survey conducted by
Statistics Canada Permanent special constable
personnel question (#4 in the 2019 survey),
particularly in the way FTEs are measured so
comparisons can be made.

The Ministry can consider a number of possible
analysis scenarios:
 Comparisons across MPSs in Ontario.
 Comparisons nationally to Statistics Canada data in
order to understand trends in the use of special
constables (tested first as many provinces do not
employ the same model as Ontario).

Analyze trends in proportion of first appearance by
video and audio.
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Output Indicator

Source

%(proportion) of first appearances
conducted by video from the police
station. Broken down by:

CSPT TP Program
(new instrument)




Video
Audio

Or

Ontario Court of
Justice Criminal
Court Statistics if
available

Rationale

•

•
Quantitative:

# of prisoners transported

MPSs and OPP
Annual Report for
CSPT TP Program
(new instrument)
Ontario Court of
Justice Criminal
Court Statistics

•

Methodology

OPP should attempt to maintain
reduced levels of in-person first
appearances (i.e., all first
appearances from a police station
as influenced by COVID-19).

•

Compare trend in proportion of first appearance by
video and audio to trend in cost of transportation
e.g., % increase in first appearance by video and audio
versus assumed % decrease in transportation cost.

•

Program output index: gross annual prisoner
transportation costs ÷ annual number of prisoners

The Ministry will be able to track
the rate at which video
appearances are increasing or
decreasing, possibly an early
indicator that environments are
regressing towards pre-COVID19 levels. The Ministry could then
trigger an increase in change
management intervention or
conduct additional investigation
to understand the change in
activity.
In future, as the video strategy is
rolled out, targets can be set.

While this indicator is not perfect
(e.g., not accounting for multiple
prisoners transported at the
same time), it can provide the
Ministry with some insight to
operational efficiency
(relationships between resources
and outputs).

•

Analyze relationship between # of prisoners
transported and number of cases received and pending
in court. Expectation that there should be some
correlation between the two variables. As cases go
down (particularly major crimes, the number of inperson appearances would also go down, decreasing
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Output Indicator

Source
(Offence Based
Statistics)

Rationale

•

•

Quantitative:
Annual ground kilometers travelled for
all prisoner transportation conducted

MPS and OPP
Annual Report for
CSPT (new
instrument)

•
•

Methodology

The court security and prisoner
transportation costs are already
provided in the current annual
financial reports and can be
broken out by PT and CS

Offence Based Statistics are
already broken down by region.
Alignment can be determined by
(court) or comparisons made
within a region.
OPP OTP already collects this
data.

Assume that longer distance
equates to greater cost but this
indicator can contribute to
validate or disprove assumptions.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Qualitative:

Identification of annual budget
efficiencies proposed in relation to

MPS and OPP
Annual Report for
CSPT TP Program
(new instrument)

•

Municipal Police Service Boards
approve and publish MPS
operational budgets which
typically detail cost saving

•

the number of prisoners transported). Initial bivariate
analysis should be completed to ensure the validity of
this indicator.

Potential to compare decreasing costs with decreasing
numbers reported for average appearances to
disposition (this is the average of all appearances from
the first to last court appearance). Assessment likely
required against offence type.
A breakdown by ground versus air will be required for
service in the north. Context and environment for
activities where prisoners are mainly transported by
air will need to be considered and balanced.
Program output index: gross annual prisoner
transportation costs ÷ annual prisoner transportation
kilometres travelled

Possibility to compare MPS with similar environments
in order to promote consistency in delivery (if best
practices are found).
Will need to factor differing cost environments across
the province (e.g., cost of gas per litre).

Breakdown by ground versus air will be required for
service in the north. Will need to factor in proportion of
ground versus air in cost breakdowns.
Analysis of efficiencies implemented to identify best
practice for potential dissemination to other MPS or
OPP for consideration.
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Output Indicator

Source

Rationale

court security and inmate
transportation.

Qualitative:

Identification of rationale for
increased costs

MPS and OPP
Annual Report for
CSPT TP Program
(new instrument)

•

Methodology

measures proposed by MPSs. The
Ministry could request a
summary of cost-saving
measures being implemented by
a MPS in relation to court
security and prisoner
transportation on an annual
basis. This would set an
expectation that the continuous
review for efficiencies is
expected.

An alternative approach to
providing incentives for cost
reductions might be to require
municipalities to justify their
expenditure level as
expenditures rise under the new
normal. The justification could
require an explanation of why the
approach taken is the lowest cost
available, and/or a certification
that the approach follows “best
practices” (such as use of special
constables, for prisoner transport
and most court security and use
of contractors for screening at
entrances, monitoring alarm
systems and any WASH
patrolling).

•

Requires coding of qualitative data for the
identification of consistent or innovative activities.

•

Analysis of reasons for increased costs to understand
changing environment and determine if there are
supports available to mitigate.

•

Requires coding of qualitative data for the
identification of common issues or regional problems.
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Recommendation
17) SOLGEN should formally develop a Performance Measurement Framework (PMF) for the CSPT
TP Program collaboratively with program recipients and stakeholders. The PMF must define
objectives and expected results (outcomes). In order to meet the requirements of the Transfer
Payment Policy, at minimum, the PMF must focus on outputs and/or intermediate outcomes for
activities in order to determine how success will be evaluated. The PMF needs to define expected
short, medium and long-term outcomes. Subsequent to the results definition, the Ministry should
implement a systematic collection of performance data, which would make it possible to link the
funding to the achievement of results, measure progress to targets, further pursue analysis of
certain issues and to make changes to the program as required.

6.3 Options to Maintain Necessary Financial
Accountability
A Risk-Based Approach is Best

Risk-based assessment approaches in policing have a long-standing history as best practices in
the published literature. A study in the National Institute of Justice Research Preview 20 identifies
that a risk assessment should be an integral part of a comprehensive survey of courtroom security
and the transportation of prisoners to determine security vulnerabilities and equipment and
training needs.
In Ontario, the current Policing Standards Manual’s section on Court Security includes a Court
Security Tool to identify security needs in each individual courthouse for which the police service
of jurisdiction is responsible. This assessment covers critical incidents, the nature of cases,
personnel and procedures, emergency planning and physical assessment.

The 2019 Ontario Internal Audit Division audit also found that SOLGEN should use a risk-based
approach to review the activities of grant recipients.

Opportunities for the Ministry
•
•

Police services could be required to submit the risk assessments conducted for court security
and activities in place today (as the baseline), and then again whenever it changes. The
Ministry could then undertake a qualitative assessment of annual costs versus risk.

To date, SOLGEN has not assigned a risk rating to CSPT transfer payment recipients in receipt
of less than $500K. As well, it does not appear to have audited or reviewed the funded
activities of any of the grant recipients. It should be noted that about half of recipients

National Institute of Justice Research Preview, Court Security and the Transportation of Prisoners, June
1997.
20
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surveyed did report that they had been audited or reviewed since 2015, but those audits or
reviews were conducted internally by the police service, or by the municipalities that provide
the majority of police funding. A risk assessment should be completed by the Ministry for all
grant recipients and a risk-based review or audit test of 10% of applications (randomly
selected, with higher probability of selection for higher risk recipients and materiality)
should be conducted annually. Possible criteria for review could be:
 Annual financial and performance reporting received on time.
 Expenses reported meet program guidelines.
 Meeting service standards for payment.
 Financial reports are being signed by a person with an adequate level of authority.
 Funding agreements are being signed by the appropriate delegate.
 Select audits of eligible activities (as identified in the master TP agreement).

Transfer Payment Delivery

The CSPT TP Program is paid based on expenditures incurred two years earlier. Therefore, in
2021 recipients will be paid based on their expenditures in 2019.As a result, a municipality that
reduces expenditures (as most will in 2021 due to COVID-19 if not as a result of implementing
cost reduction measures in 2021) will not receive any reduction in its grant, at least not until
2023. At that time, their grant will be reduced by 70% of the cost reduction, which could be seen
as a disincentive to reduce costs. Some stakeholders also pointed out that increasing
expenditures, perhaps to meet a request from courthouse stakeholders for new security activities,
will not be covered by any increase in grant payments until 2023 either. That means the entire
cost of new expenditures is born by the police service (or municipality) for the first two years,
which is a clear disincentive to increasing expenditures.

This could be resolved by allowing some kind of “amendment” process before the final payment.
Applicants could be allowed to submit an amendment if their activities changed over the course of
the year in such a manner as to increase or decrease expenditures by more than, say, 10% of their
base year (two year ago) expenditures. Their share of the grant would then be adjusted on the
final payment to take into account the change. The process would have to include an amendment
to the following year’s grant to recognize the change, and similarly going forward. The process
would add significant complexity both to the recipients and to the SOLGEN grant administration.
It is very likely recipients would report increases in expenditures (and enhance their grant
eligibility) but not decreases, so the effect would be to reduce the impact of new expenditures, but
it would not encourage cost savings. It would likely also raise concern among municipalities that
received a reduced allocation (the $125M being a fixed amount) in order to accommodate a higher
payment to another municipality.

COVID-19 changes will significantly alter actual expenditures in calendar year 2020 and
presumably the effect on expenditures will continue into 2021. This is a period where substantial
cost reductions could have been achievable, but many police services have followed the federal
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government’s encouragement to keep people on salary as much as possible, reassigning staff, and
reducing part-time hours when feasible. The “new normal” that will emerge in 2021 and 2022 is
an area where encouragement to cut expenditures, or minimize the growth in expenditures
(assuming they dropped in 2021) could be effective.

The two-year delay in implementing the grant will reduce the impact, but also make it easier to
introduce changes. Although police services may reassign their staff to activities like monitoring
video appearances from police stations, many of these activities will not qualify as CSPT TP
Program expenditures, even when they are substitutes for qualifying expenditures. The result
could be a very substantial decrease in qualifying expenditures, even when staffing levels do not
decrease substantially.

One way to make the grant provide immediate support to improved security measures that
increase costs (e.g., adding screening) would be to convert the grant to a fixed percentage of actual
expenditures. This could occur in 2023 when the “post-COVID-19” world has emerged. As
indicated in the financial analysis, this percentage could be as much as 100% if the use of virtual
hearings is retained for most hearings, however this does not align with SOLGEN priorities, as it
does run a risk of expanding expenditures beyond $125M. It would also be difficult to reward cost
reduction, unless a “bonus” beyond actual costs was provided to police services that identified
specific cost reduction initiatives they had implemented.
When the grant was initially designed, stakeholders considered a range of alternative ways to
allocate funds – by population, by numbers of prisoners transported or number of courthouses,
etc. All these options have flaws and all stakeholders, municipalities, police services and
representatives of the Ministries involved selected the approach based on actual expenditures
instead.

Recommendation

18) A change in the approach to allocating funding under the CSPT TP Program is not recommended
at this time, except as outlined in the other recommendations to incent cost reductions.
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7.0

Summary of Financial Implications

The tables below summarize the forecast financial impacts that may occur due to the expansion of
virtual hearings and the other changes recommended in this report. All tables assume 2% average
inflation per year. The CPI for Ontario went up 2.1% in 2019, .7% in 2020 (influenced by COVID19). Some collective agreements call for more than 2%, however the recently lower inflation rate
is likely to constrain future agreements. The other assumptions are as discussed in the earlier
sections.
The table below shows the costs of court security and prisoner transportation in the next three
years assuming pre-COVID-19 conditions, and all costs inflating by 2% per year.

Table 16:

Future CSPT Costs With No Changes
Pre-COVID-19

MPS (2019)
OPP Detachments (2019)
OPP OTP (2020) Adult
OPP OTP (2020) Youth
Total Costs

(000s)
165,274
7,583
17,267
6,690
196,814

Costs will be carried by:
Municipalities
SOLGEN
MCCSS

47,857
142,267
6,690

2022
(000s)
175,390

2023
(000s)
178,898

2024
(000s)
182,476

8,047
17,965

8,208
18,324

8,372
18,691

6,960
208,362

7,099
212,530

7,241
216,780

58,437
142,965
6,960

62,106
143,324
7,099

65,848
143,691
7,241

Assuming inflation is the prime driver of program costs, the provincial share of total costs will
increase modestly, comparing the 2024 projection to pre-COVID-19 levels:

•
•

1.0% for SOLGEN; and,

About 8% for MCCSS over the implementation period.

On the other hand, municipalities will see a 37.6% increase as they are responsible for most costs
increases due to the SOLGEN contribution limit of $125M towards the CSPT TP Program.
Phase 1 implementation of the recommendations related to efficiency and effectiveness will have
the following effects – as discussed in each of the short-term opportunities described in relevant
sections earlier.
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Table 17:

Base Cost
Effect of Virtual
Appearances
Special Constables
Use of Contractors
Expanded Screening
Net Cost
Costs will be carried by:
Municipalities
SOLGEN
MCCSS

Phase 1 Implementation

Court Security
Low Impact High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
128,406
128,406
(6,420)

(12,841)

(400)
400

(1,000)
800

(30)

(160)

Prisoner Transportation
Low Impact
High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
79,956
79,956
(15,991)

(23,987)

121,956

115,205

63,965

55,969

30,111
91,845
-

21,529
93,677

10,870
47,527
5,568

7,199
43,899
4,872

The major impact will be the effect of the expansion of virtual hearings, relative to 2019. With the
current funding approach, the major cost reductions would benefit the municipalities, potentially
reducing their costs to or below 2019 levels.
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Phase 2 implementation of the recommendations related to efficiency and effectiveness will have
the following effects – as discussed in each of the medium-term opportunities described in
relevant sections earlier.

Table 18:

Base Cost
Effect of Virtual
Appearances
Special Constables

Use of Contractors
Expanded
Screening
Net Cost
Costs will be
carried by:
Municipalities
SOLGEN
MCCSS

Phase 2 Implementation

Court Security
Low Impact
High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
130,974
130,974
(13,097)
(120)

(19,646)
(160)

(1,000)

(4,000)

800
117,557

27,107
90,449
0

Prisoner Transportation
Low Impact
High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
81,555
81,555
(16,311)

(32,622)
(40)

1,600
108,768

65,244

48,893

13,304
95,464
0

10,355
49,210
5,679

4,116
40,521
4,256

In Phase 2, continued expansion of virtual hearings and some additional economies related to
staffing may reduce the costs of both municipalities and SOLGEN depending primarily upon the
extent to which the volume of prisoner transportation declines, and costs decrease with them.

Phase 3 implementation of the recommendations related to efficiency and effectiveness will have
the following effects – as discussed in each of the long-term opportunities and the structural
changes described in relevant sections earlier.
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Table 19:

Base Cost
Effect of Virtual
Appearances
Special
Constables
Use of
Contractors
Expanded
Screening
Scheduling
Software
Reduced
Duplication
Net Cost

Phase 3 Implementation

Court Security
Low Impact
High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
133,594
133,594

Prisoner Transportation
Low Impact
High Impact
(000s)
(000s)
83,186
83,186

(13,359)

(20,039)

(16,637)

(33,275)

(120)

(160)

(120)

(320)

(1,000)

(4,000)

1,200

2,400
(664)

(1,988)

(1,973)
63,792

(2,856)
44,752

10,486
47,753
5,553

3,801
37,055
3,896

38,275
19.964
5,553

26,851
14,005
3,896

120,314

111,795

With Regional Entities costs will be carried by:
Municipalities
28,6734
13,795
SOLGEN
91,580
98,000
MCCSS
0
0
With Province-wide Entity costs will be
carried by:
Municipalities
SOLGEN
120,314
111,795
MCCSS

The net costs for SOLGEN under the various options would be as follows:

Table 20:

No Change

Low Impact

High Impact

Net Costs to SOLGEN

PreCOVID-19

Short
Term

Medium
Term

142,267

142,965

143,324

139,372
137,575

139,659
135,986

The net costs to municipalities would be as follows:

Long Term
/Entities
139,333
135,055

Long Term/
Provincial

143,691

140,278

125,800
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Table 21:

No Change

Low Impact

High Impact

Net Costs to Municipalities

PreCOVID-19

Short
Term

Medium
Term

47,857

56,546

62,106

40,891

28,727

37,462
17,420

Long Term
/Entities
39,220

17,596

Long Term/
Provincial
65,848

38,275

26,851

Without any change in policy, direction, or prisoner volumes due to COVID-19, SOLGEN costs will
remain essentially static. The $125M contribution to the CSPT TP Program will remain constant,
and the only impact would be inflation on the OPP OTP costs. On the other hand, municipal costs
will continue to rise going from $47.9M to $65.8M as municipalities take on almost the full burden
of increasing costs.

Recognizing the impact of virtual appearances and the potential cost reduction opportunities
identified, provincial costs are forecast to be $3.5M to $5M lower in 2022, the short term. With
the fixed $125M SOLGEN contribution, municipal costs could reduce by $7M to $19M by 2022,
rather than increasing by $9M. However, the reduced municipal cost for court security and
prisoner transportation does not consider the increased costs municipalities will bear due to the
need to create virtual capacity at police station cells and to supervise virtual hearings.

In the medium term (2023), SOLGEN costs could go down by another $2.5M, while municipal
costs could decrease by another $3M to $11M depending upon whether the low impact or high
impact changes occur. Again, there is no consideration of the increased costs municipalities will
bear to accommodate virtual hearings.

In the long term, SOLGEN costs would be $3M to $7M lower than they were pre-COVID-19 in the
long run if regional entities were created to reduce the costs of CS and PT. There is some risk in
having those entities created successfully, which could result in some further spending to provide
the incentives to form the entities, but these expenditures would not be large. Municipal costs
would remain more or less the same as they were in the medium term, with the additional
economies off-setting the effects of inflation.

If the province chooses to take responsibility for CS and PT (other than the first transfer from a
police station to a correctional institution), provincial costs could be $3.5M to $13M lower than
under the regional entity option, or $6M to $20M lower than they were pre-COVID-19.
Municipalities would see their costs $5M to $18M lower than the $47.8M cost pre-COVID-19. Note
that municipalities would also have the cost of accommodating virtual hearings at police stations.
This approach would also provide the province more control of costs and security levels so it
would be better able to influence whether the low or high impact scenarios become true.
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8.0 Summary of Recommendations
As recommendations were elaborated in connection with the detailed rationales and evidence
presented throughout the report, a summary of all recommendations is presented here.

1) SOLGEN should work with all justice stakeholders (justices, crowns, defense counsel, court
administrators, police services) to ensure the “new normal” that emerges after COVID-19
minimizes the transport of prisoners, and maximizes the use of virtual appearances for pre-trial
hearings. This will require:
• Establishing a standard of practice for using virtual hearings for pre-trial hearings that do not
have extenuating circumstances.
• Continuing to install video capacity in correctional institutions and courthouses with a view to
accommodating both the hearings themselves and communications between prisoners and
their counsel and relevant support agencies.
• Encouraging police services to upgrade their detention facilities to incorporate the capacity for
virtual bail hearings.
• Improving access to virtual weekend and statutory holiday (WASH) courts throughout the
province to eliminate the need to transport prisoners before a First Court Hearing.
2) The MPS that use full-time sworn police officers rather than special constables for prisoner
transportation and/or court security should convert to use of special constables.
3) In 2024 Implement $40,000 CSTP PT grant reductions per FTE for police services that only use
sworn police officers for prisoner transportation or courthouse entrance screening (should not
apply to police services who use a limited number of sworn officers as well as special constables).
4) The OPP OTP continue to reduce its “refusals” to transport prisoners whenever possible.
5) Encourage police services using special constables (currently 83% of MPSs and 30% of OPP) to
conduct screening at courthouse entrances through contracting the screening operations. The
contract should require the training of contract staff and specifications of responsibilities to
respond to direction from the MPS (or OPP) courthouse security personnel. The screening area
should retain an armed sworn police officer presence when warranted by risk assessments.
6) Screening at entrances to courthouses should continue to be expanded as risk assessments
identify requirements.
7) Police services should remain responsible for establishing security levels (and determining when
and where screening will be added) unless

•

The province accepts responsibility for the cost of increasing security levels.

•

Court security and prisoner transportation costs drop below $125M so the full cost is funded by
the province.

•

Funds are available for transfer from CSPT TP Program payments reduced as a result of a
decision to contract screening.
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8) The Ministry could pursue the potential to integrate a software initiative with court
administration and court security requirements. Implementing a new software solution should
reduce costs, but it would take some time, and the potential savings would need to be more
precisely identified.
9) That the Ministry ensure that the appropriate funding levels for prisoner transportation and
court security are specifically and clearly addressed in the next round of funding discussions with
First Nations police services.
10) That the Ministry promote the development of regional entities among police services
responsible for prisoner transportation and court security.
11) That regional entities have a mandate to eliminate duplication in prisoner transportation, focus
on the use of special constables and contract permitter security, alarm monitoring and
entranceway screening.
12) That regional entities would use sworn police officers from the local police services when
required to accommodate risk assessment conclusions. Requirements for full-time sworn police
officers (e.g., as part of entranceway screening) could result in the secondment of the staff, while
temporary requirements would be met by assigning staff to the duties as required.
13) That the province fund regional entity operations fully, as it does with the OPP OTP. The $125M
cap on the CSPT TP Program should be reduced by the amount of funding activities with the
region concerned, for the activities transferred to the entity.
14) That the Ministry initiate the development of a Northern Justice Strategy.
15) That the needs of Indigenous Communities and First Nations Police Services be considered in the
resolution of issues related to Northern Ontario.
16) If the development of regional entities does not achieve substantial progress within four years,
the province should establish a province-wide entity with responsibility for court security and
prisoner transportation. Consideration should be given to creating a new agency or having the
OPP carry out the role depending upon whether the entity would report to SOLGEN or the
Attorney General. Key elements of the plan, whether part of the OPP or part of a new entity,
would include:

•

Having local MPS and OPP detachments remain responsible for transferring prisoners in their
custody (e.g., from the police station to a correctional institution or a courthouse). The
provincial agency could agree to conduct such transfers where the one-way travel distance is
more than 50 km (far enough to require a significant resource diversion, unlikely to cover
transportation within a municipality, and likely to capture those municipalities currently
benefiting from OPP OTP service);

•

Having two categories of staff, an armed category and an unarmed category;

•

Most staff would be in the unarmed category, but the armed members would be used where a
full-time armed presence is required as part of a court security plan;

•

Reliance on the police service of jurisdiction to support high risk operations when required;
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•

Contracting entrance screening and extending it as required by risk assessments

17) SOLGEN should formally develop a Performance Measurement Framework (PMF) for the CSPT
TP Program collaboratively with program recipients and stakeholders. The PMF must define
objectives and expected results (outcomes). In order to meet the requirements of the Transfer
Payment Policy, at minimum, the PMF must focus on outputs and/or intermediate outcomes for
activities in order to determine how success will be evaluated. The PMF needs to define expected
short, medium and long-term outcomes. Subsequent to the results definition, the Ministry should
implement a systematic collection of performance data, which would make it possible to link the
funding to the achievement of results, measure progress to targets, further pursue analysis of
certain issues and to make changes to the program as required.
18) A change in the approach to allocating funding under the CSPT TP Program is not recommended
at this time, except as outlined in the other recommendations to incent cost reductions.
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Appendix 1: List of Stakeholder Interviews
.
Stakeholder or Partner
1. Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO)
2. Institutional Services
3. Public Safety Division
4. SOLGEN Finance
5. Indigenous Justice Division
6. Municipal POA Courts
7. Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police
8. Ontario Association of Police Services Boards
9. OPP – OTP
10. OPP – Finance
11. Ministry of Children, Community, and Social Services
12. Indigenous Police Chiefs of Ontario (IPCO)
13. Criminal Law Division
14. Multiple via Survey
16. Judiciary
17. Court Services Division
18. Ontario Video Strategy/ Justice Video Strategy
19. Owen Sound Police Services
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Appendix 2: List of Workshops Participants
Group
Indigenous
Police Chiefs
of Ontario
(IPCO)

Date
December 7,
2020

“Big 10”
December
Municipalities 10, 2020

Toronto Police

December 9,
2020
Small/Medium December
size Police
14, 2020
Services

OPP
Detachments

December
15, 2020

Participants
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wikwemikong Tribal Police Service
Treaty 3 Police
Nishnawbe Aski Police Service (NAPS)
Treaty 3 Police

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

South Simcoe Police Service
Chatham-Kent Police Service
Kawartha Lakes Police Service
Brockville Police Service
Brockville Police Service
Peterborough Police Service
Thunder Bay Police Service
Gananoque Police Service
Woodstock Police Service
Cornwall Police Service
Cornwall Police Service

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Halton Regional Police
Halton Regional Police
Peel Regional Police
Ottawa Police Service
London Police Service
York Regional Police
Niagara Regional Police
Durham Regional Police
Waterloo Regional Police
Windsor Police Service
Hamilton Police Service

1.Bancroft
2.Orillia
3.Upper Ottawa
4.Quinte West
5.Lennox and Addington
6.Offender Transportation Program
7.West Parry Sound
8.South Bruce
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Appendix 3: Jurisdictional Comparator Review Report
This jurisdictional comparative study was conducted to support the review of the Ontario
Ministry of the Solicitor General’s Court Security and Inmate Transportation Program. The
following sections provide an overview of the information gathered through the analysis of
various jurisdictions in Canada and abroad. The objective of the jurisdictional review was to
understand how other jurisdictions financially support and operationalize prison transportation
and court security functions. Comments in this section are generally as expressed by the
interviewee and have not been tested or confirmed. The details of each jurisdiction are presented
followed by summary comparison tables.

1.

Alberta

Contacts:

Deputy Chief Marcia Gonder and Superintendent Aaron Coon

General Information

In Alberta, the Alberta Sheriff has the mandate to provide court security in all court buildings and
is responsible for the transportation of all offenders pre- and post-sentencing. Sheriffs are
governed by the Alberta Peace Officer Act and the organization carries out a number of roles
beyond court security and prisoner transportation.
The organization is currently comprised of five Divisions:

•
•
•
•
•

Courts and Prisoner Transport;
Communications;
Surveillance;

Highway Patrol; and,
Fish and Wildlife.

There are approximately 1,150 sworn peace officers – 424 of those assigned to Courts and
Prisoner Transport. The all-in cost for a Sheriff is approximately $110K (compared to about
$160K for an RCMP constable). The province is divided into two operational divisions – North and
South. Recently, the Courts and Prisoner Transport sections have been more clearly divided to
recognize the different business lines associated with their functions. Most Sheriffs are armed
although about 10 Sheriffs operate under a different classification and only carry pepper spray
and handcuffs.
There have been a number of reviews since 2003 that redefined the service delivery model. The
Alberta Sheriff assumed more responsibilities over the years from the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) in prisoner transport and they moved away from an integrated Traffic Unit with
the RCMP to create a stand-alone unit.
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The Alberta Sheriff has recently delineated Court Security and Prisoner Transport to better meet
the needs of their clients. They have also recognized that Court needs are different than Law
Enforcement needs and there is a requirement to continue building out their service delivery
model to recognize varying conditions that are mainly focused on supporting 24x7 needs of law
enforcement.

Funding is provided by the Provincial Government under the Solicitor General and the Alberta
Sheriff do not receive funds from the police services they serve.

Court Security

The Alberta Sheriff is responsible to provide Court Security which includes perimeter, buildings,
courtrooms and holding facilities. Its mandate also includes smaller circuit court temporary
locations, although these locations are not a legislated responsibility. Although not legislated, it
falls under the Sheriff’s Mandate.
The Court Security model has been in place for many years and not many changes have taken
place. With the introduction of magnetometers and screening checkpoints in certain Court
buildings, the Alberta Sheriff has contracted “The Commissionaires” to perform these security
functions.

In larger Courts, a dedicated unit of Sheriffs is present to provide overall security including
perimeter security, building security and courtroom security. Sheriffs also are responsible for any
holding facilities located in a Court Building. In smaller courthouses, Sheriffs are brought in to
cover when there is Court in session. In remote areas, the prisoner transport Sheriff will also act
as Court Security.

All newly hired Sheriffs attend a 15-week induction training program. This program would be
comparable to other policing programs, with the exception of the duration and learning regarding
policing roles. Sherriff’s will receive additional training before being assigned to roles other than
CS and PT.
Staff are deployed throughout the province at Base court locations and provide security services
to the regional circuit courts when open.

•
•

Base Court (provincially) – Total of 21 location (including Edmonton/Calgary)
Circuit Courts (provincially) – Total of 52

The interview respondent noted that the model works well. The judiciary is demanding and their
expectations often impact the effective deployment of resources.
Court Security Staffing: 424 full time employees in total consisting of:
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Perimeter Sheriff (SST1): These Sheriffs are unarmed and only provide support to contracted
Commissionaires; screening the general public entering the Courthouse. They only utilize
these Sheriffs in major centres where they see a significant volume of public entering.
Jury Officers (SST1): These officers are not ‘peace officers’ and only provide support to the
Judiciary during jury trials. They remain with the jury throughout the process, from selection
to trial, this is to ensure the integrity of the jury trial processes.
Communications Officer (SST1): these members are civilian and provide dispatch services
and logistics planning for prisoner transport. All stakeholders requesting prisoner
transportation services submit their requests directly to these officers to have offenders
moved.

Intelligence Officers (SST3): these members are Peace Officers but work with the
Communications Officer on screening prisoner transport requests for intel and security for
the Sheriffs conducting the service.

Judicial Security Officer (SST3): These officers provide close security protection to the senior
levels of Judiciary. This includes driving and escorting these members of the Judiciary while
working in their roles (not outside of business hours). These Sheriffs are not in uniform (but
still armed) and provide covert security to these key stakeholders.

Sheriff (SST3): These are armed Sheriffs who are assigned to courtroom security, cellblock
security and to facilitate prisoner transportation services. This is the primary group of
Sheriffs assigned to program areas and provide the majority of the service delivery to
stakeholders. (Approximately 360-370 uniformed members).

Sheriff Sergeant (SST4): These are uniformed supervisors that work in operations and
oversee the unit staffing. This includes day to day operations, time management for staff and
are primary point of contacts for stakeholders.

Note: other Sheriffs performing other tasks have different training and compensation levels,
consistent with the requirements of their tasks.

Prisoner Transport

The Alberta Sheriff has a provincial centralized hub call centre that coordinates all prisoner
transports across the province. They have set regular routes that are established in order to
maximize the ability to pick up prisoners from all pickup points. “It operates like UPS except it’s
for prisoners”. Their longest run is approximately 1,200km. They will share the run between the
North and South Divisions. The split is approximately 50/50 for urban short vs long runs. They
are responsible to transport all prisoners pre-sentence during their regular hours of operation
Monday to Friday. The police of jurisdiction is responsible for all prisoner transportation during
off hours. Municipal Police Services are not compensated by the province for any resulting
prisoner transportation costs.
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Sheriffs also have the mandate to transport prisoners between five Federal and 11 Provincial
correctional institutions. They utilize large capacity prisoner buses to facilitate transports. This
mitigates costing and the need for large amounts of staff to provide services.
Sheriffs have gradually been assuming more prisoner transportation responsibilities across the
province, including functions previously performed by the RCMP.

There have been some negotiations with Municipal Police Services (Edmonton and Calgary) to
extend more than the “basic” service currently being provided and to design a service delivery
that better meets the needs of police services (e.g., 7 X 24). The approximately $1.5 million in
additional costs incurred by the Sheriffs to expand services would potentially be funded by
municipal police services requesting this enhancement.

Sheriffs do approximately 50,000 prisoner transports per year; on average 220 per day. Its
capacity has dropped by 50% since COVID 19 due to restrictions being imposed from Health and
Safety on transport vehicles and the reduction in the number of prisoners requiring transport
because of enhanced release procedures by Police.
Some Sheriffs are assigned to fixed transportation which includes fixed scheduled runs to the
following stakeholders:

•
•
•
•

Provincial Corrections;
Federal Corrections;

RCMP (province wide); and,

Municipal police, basic services (Monday-Friday) with a potential for future cost paid service
(this has only been discussed, not implemented).

These Sheriffs also provide support to Out of Province Escort teams and travel across the country
to return offenders being held in other jurisdictions.

They are currently working to build Prisoner Transportation section to be functioning 7 days a
week, as the current service offering of Monday-Friday (0700-1700), has been insufficient for
their policing partners.

One benefit mentioned by the interview respondent is that having Alberta Sheriffs provide these
services, from a costing perspective and as a policing mandate, allows Police Officers the ability to
focus on their primary responsibility.
Technology has also played an important role in reducing in person court appearances by using
video conference. COVID-19 has helped with the acceptance of this technology and they hope to
capitalize on it.
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2.

British Columbia

Contacts:

Chief Paul Corrado – BC Sheriff, Superintendent Dave Attfield – BC RCMP, and
Superintendent Lisa Byrne – Vancouver Police Department.

General Information

In British Columbia (BC), the BC Sheriffs have a strong presence across the province and have
significant responsibilities in providing Court Security during regular hours of operation, staffing
permitted. They also have a responsibility to transport prisoners during regular hours of
operation (5 days a week). The RCMP has a large presence in BC and they are involved in the
transport of prisoners within their jurisdictions (7,500 members, 132 detachments, 121 cell
blocks). The municipal police services (MPS), such as Vancouver, also have a role in transporting
prisoners, particularly on weekends. The RCMP and MPS are generally compensated when they
assist.

Court Security

The British Columbia Sheriff Service is responsible for Court Security for the province of BC. It is
an organization within the Ministry of the Attorney General of BC and part of the Court Services
Branch.

The BC Sheriff Service responsibility is legislated under the BC Sheriff Act and Police Act. Sheriffs
in BC have the authority to enforce provincial and federal statutes within their mandate. They are
also appointed under the BC Public Service Act.
Historically, Sheriffs performed a variety of duties such as jailhouse manager, tax collector,
government agent, formed Posses and even gold commissioner.

In 1974, the Sheriff’s Office in British Columbia was restructured and merged into a single
department known as the British Columbia Sheriff Service and reported to the Attorney General.

In the spring of 2019, Sheriffs were given further responsibility to act in exigent circumstances to
intervene in life-threatening situations they encounter in the course of their duties.

All Sheriffs are sworn peace officers in the province of BC. They are formally trained through the
BC Sheriffs Academy at the Justice Institute of BC. The Service does employ civilian Jury Guards
and their role is restricted to providing comforts to the Jury. Jury Guards are neither peace officers
nor are they trained in the same stream as Deputy Sheriffs. Jury Guards only receive in-house
training.
Some of the tasks Deputy Sheriffs perform include court security (armed/not armed), search gate,
prisoner and jury management, witness protection, arrest and detention.
Interviewee respondents note that one advantage to the training is that it is the same throughout
the province for all Sheriffs. A Sheriffs Operating Manual provides operational guidance and
outlines operational procedures that are to be followed consistently throughout the province.
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One disadvantage noted by interviewees is the use of jury guards. The Service is no longer actively
seeking to employ civilian jury guards. Jury guards are not peace officers and do not have the
same authority as sworn Sheriffs; thus, jury guards cannot respond in the same manner as Sheriffs
in some circumstances.
Funding for the BC Sheriff Service is provided by the provincial government.

The RCMP and municipal police services are required to support BC Sheriffs in providing remote
location court security due to shortages of personnel within the Sheriffs. RCMP and municipal
police services do not receive funding for remote location support. Police services also assist in
providing security for high-risk trials and participate in risk assessments.

Prisoner Transport

The BC Sheriffs are largely responsible for transporting prisoners to and from police stations,
courts and detention facilities. However, they currently only operate during Court hours, which
excludes evenings and weekends. The transportation gap is fulfilled by the police service of
jurisdiction – either the RCMP or the municipal police. RCMP and municipal forces are eligible to
receive funding from the BC Sheriff when required to transport prisoners. The co-location of the
central Courts and Vancouver Police Department (VPD) holding cells in Vancouver is ideal and
significantly reduces prisoner transportation needs.

There has been a push to introduce video remand in order to reduce the number of prisoners
requiring transportation. The advent of COVID-19 has significantly increased video remands and
it is the BC Sheriffs plan to continue with this practice post COVID-19. Police services have been
impacted with infrastructure and staffing challenges to accommodate video from police cells.
They have not received provincial funding to move video technology forward, although Sheriff
costs for prisoner transportation have declined.

Police in BC are required to hold prisoners in their cell blocks upon remand when there are
capacity issues in the detention centres. They receive provincial funding under the “Keeper of
Prisoner Program” when required to hold prisoners. The funding available does not cover all real
costs due to limited funding in the province. For example, in 2019, the Vancouver Police recovered
78% of their costs from the province. Police services would like to see 24 X 7 services by the
Sheriffs due to increased risk and liability associated with keeping prisoners longer in their cells.

Interview respondents pointed out that distance travelled between facilities can be an issue for
the transport of prisoners in more remote locations. When the Sherriff is transporting prisoners
long distances, two sheriffs may be involved and local police services are required to hold
prisoners in their cells during prisoner runs that require hand offs, which can cause additional
working pressures and risk for police services.
The general consensus across all interviewees is that BC Sheriffs should receive the required
funding to operate their services 24 X 7 resulting in a more effective and efficient model.
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3.

Quebec

Contacts:

Dave Castegan – Directeur général adjoint à la sécurité de l’État – Ministère de la
sécurité publique (Court Security)
Jimmy Potvin – Directeur général adjoint des affaires policières – Ministère de la
sécurité publique (Prisoner Transport)

General Information

In Québec, Court Security and Prisoner Transportation fall under the mandate of the Ministry of
Public Safety. There are two distinct sub ministries responsible for each program. Court Security
has always been performed by Special Constables who work for the Ministry. As a result of a
significant project focused on the modernization of their Courts, there has been a shift in the
responsibility associated with the transport of prisoners. Previously, Corrections had the sole
responsibility of transporting all prisoners. Since the modernization project, and with the advent
of COVID-19, police services are now responsible to transport any prisoner to an institution (or a
court if a live appearance is required for some reason). Corrections maintains the responsibility of
transporting prisoners requiring appearances for trial.

Court Security

Court Security in Québec is a shared responsibility between two Ministries (Justice and Public
Security). There are over 100 court locations across the province including 48 main Court
buildings and approximately 52 part time courts including fly in locations. The infrastructure is
the responsibility of the Ministry of Justice and all other dynamic security requirements fall under
the Ministry of Public Safety’s mandate. Interviewees note that this division of responsibility
doesn’t always work well. It mainly depends on the relationships that exist. There have been
instances where the Ministry of Justice doesn’t always take into consideration all downstream
costs and operational impacts resulting from changes or decisions made relating to infrastructure.
There is a view that both should fall under the responsibility of one Ministry though there is no
opinion as to which one.
Special Constables, who are fully armed, hired and trained by the Ministry, are responsible to
provide court security from the sidewalks in. They have powers of search and arrest and are
renumerated at same rate as police officers due to collective agreements in place.

Court buildings that operate on a regular basis have dedicated special constables assigned. Judges
who are required to attend remote part-time court sites are assigned Special Constables who
travel with them to the sites and are responsible for security. Of late, Indigenous community
police services have taken over the responsibility of providing security to part time courts in their
jurisdiction which has been supported by the Ministry and has helped reduce their costs.

There are Liaison officers from police services (MPS and QPP) at Courts which helps the
relationship between the Ministry and police services and acts as a point of contact with respect
to Intelligence and information gathering.
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The Ministry has a complement of trained investigators to conduct investigations of criminal
incidents occurring in court buildings. However, if they are complex then the police of jurisdiction
will assume responsibility. They have officers assigned to Intelligence who work with corrections
and police services, Jury surveillance officers (courtrooms – hotels) to ensure the integrity of
juries, officers assigned to monitor courtrooms as required by some Judges and officers assigned
to the protection of some Judges (based on risk assessment).

All Court Cell Block security is the responsibility of Corrections.

Private Security companies are hired throughout the province to provide additional security
functions and various court building and remote part time courts. These functions include
screening, security camera monitoring, parking lot gate security and staffing at security
checkpoints to operate x-ray units.

The model has been in place for more than 20 years and there have been no recent changes,
however they are moving towards the use of “Government Security Officers” to replace private
security being used to augment security at various sites. The Ministry wants better control of
recruiting, training and staffing as opposed to using a number of private contractors.

Prisoner Transport

In recent years, the province of Quebec has undertaken a significant modernization project which
spans into 2023 valued at $675 million, including the introduction and expansion of video
conferencing. One of Quebec’s goals is to reduce the need to transport prisoners and use
technology to make Court appearances more effective and efficient. With the advent of COVID-19,
their plans for video conferencing have advanced to the point that all Bail and Remand
Appearances are now mandated to take place over video – either from the police station or the
detention facility. The initial plan was to operate the program only over weekends, but they are
now moving towards operating 7 days a week.

Prior to the modernization project, all prisoner movements, other than initial Bail Hearings where
the accused was still in police custody, were made by Corrections. All prisoner movements pretrial are now the responsibility of the police service of jurisdiction. When combined with the
requirement that all bail and remand hearings be virtual, this essentially means police are
responsible for prisoner transportation from the police holding cells to the detention facility. If
the police service is not equipped to move prisoners, the Sûreté du Québec will assume that
function. Corrections have the mandate to transport prisoners required for trial from the
institution.
The number of transports required have reduced dramatically with COVID-19, resulting in lower
workload for Corrections but an increase in tasks for police, to accommodate video appearances
from police cells and the new responsibility to transport prisoners to the correctional institution.

Police have been asked to track their costs associated with the acquisition of technology,
infrastructure changes and increased costs associated with prisoner transportation. There are no
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current plans to fund local police services, however, a new funding arrangement may result in
future years.

4.

Australia / Queensland

Contact:

Andrew Ballantyne , Superintendent Custodial Delivery Command – Queensland
Corrective Services

General Information

Australia (pop 25M) is comprised of six states and three territories, one of which is Queensland
(pop 5.2M). The Australian Federal Police has the role of investigating federal crime and
protecting the national security of the Commonwealth of Australia. Each state or territory has
their own police service responsible for investigating crimes and maintaining public safety within
their respective jurisdictions. In addition, each state and territory has their own Corrective
Services entity responsible for the supervision and rehabilitation of offenders in correctional
services. In Queensland, the 5,000 Custodial Corrections Officers (CSO) are mandated to provide
court security for defendants in their largest centres of Brisbane Courts Complex’s and Townsville
Courts, transport prisoners between correctional centres across the state, and are mandated to
provide security in all correctional facilities centres in the state.

Court Security

Queensland Corrective Services (QCS) have the mandate of providing Court security for
defendants in court buildings located in Brisbane and Townsville which are their largest court
locations in the state. Building security for these courts is provided by State Government Security
i.e., the entry and exit screening. There are 131 designated local court locations (not all full time),
38 District Courts and 11 Supreme Court locations.
In the past, police had the responsibility for security of defendants in courts. However, changes
were made approximately 30 years ago. The bulk of all trials take place in the Brisbane Supreme
and District Courts and some in Townsville and Cairns including serious offences. Minor offences
can be dealt with at other court locations throughout the state. Queensland Police Service (QPS)
are responsible for providing security at all other court locations (approximately 70) in the state
and do not receive specific funding for this activity as this is included in their responsibilities.
They also have state protective security officers assigned to those Courts.
All Court Security Officers (CSO’s) receive the same training regardless of the role they are
assigned (Courts, Correctional Centres and Escort and Security Branch). Extra compensation by
way of shift premium is provided to those CSO’s working shift work, however CSO’s working
Court Security only work Monday to Friday.

Prisoner Transport

In general, Corrections staff move prisoners from correctional facilities to court once remanded
into custody by the Courts across the state. Police transport prisoners to Court from police
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holding facilities. There are several remote locations where police transport prisoners from
Correctional Facilities to Police holding facilities (Watch houses) to attend court e.g., Toowoomba,
Roma. This is based on geography and stems from practice and history.
Some CSO’s are armed for transports based on risk assessments in accordance with approved
policy.

When a person is arrested by police, a charge is laid and if there is a requirement to hold them in
custody they appear before a judge in person or by video. If remanded into custody, they return to
the police watchhouse and are put on a list to be picked up by Queensland Corrections when a
spot has been secured in a correctional facility. Currently the correctional facilities are operating
at an average of 160% capacity therefore a prisoner can be on a list waiting in a police cell for
over seven days before being picked up for transport to the correctional centre.
QCS move about 30,000 prisoner per year. There is high use of video conferencing for remand
prisoners by Corrections – up to 70% is done by video across all Correctional centres.

QCS have recently gone through a review and are amidst reform. Both QCS and QPS are currently
reviewing reception, transport, and escort of, and security of, prisoners.

QPS would like to see prisoners transferred into jail sooner. Currently Corrections are not
resourced to deal with front end services performed at watchhouses. Queensland Correctional
Facilities are operating at approx. 160% of capacity – placing strain on the system and housing
prisoners is problematic.

An extension to a facility has been completed and a new facility is being built which should assist
with capacity issues.

QCS and the Justice sector are also working to assess the value of incarcerating certain offenders
for certain offences. Is it effective to put a first time impaired driver in jail – are they a threat to
society as an example.

5.

New Zealand

Contact:

Deputy Commissioner Jevon McSkimming, New Zealand National Police

General Information

The New Zealand Police Service (NZPS) has approximately 15,000 employees and has the policing
mandate for the entire country. Police in New Zealand are not armed. Court security does not fall
under the jurisdiction of the police. It is handled by the Minister of Justice. However, police are
responsible for all prosecutions therefore have some presence in court buildings. NZPS are
responsible for all prisoner transport up until the sentencing phase of the judicial process.
Prisoners are held in police cells for short durations and when remanded by the Court they are
held in Correctional facilities.
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Court Security

Responsibility for court security is legislated under the Court Securities Act and the Minister of
Justice is responsible to ensure Courts are secure and provides required funding. A combination of
civilians (Court Security Officers) and private contractors are present in the courts for security
purposes. One stated advantage of using non police resources is associated to the impartiality of
the Court process given that police are the ones responsible for prosecuting offenders.
New Zealand Police have a physical presence in the court buildings for the main purpose of
prosecuting offenders and to maintain the security of offenders. If a police response is required,
those on duty will respond, but additional resources may be called in. There are no security
checkpoint requirements present in accessing any of the 326 court buildings across the country. A
risk-based approach is used if a particular court appearance or trial requires higher security and
additional resources will be assigned if deemed necessary.

There are approximately 300 police stations across the country and most of them are in proximity
of the court buildings. However, the closure or merging of police facilities has outpaced
consolidation of Court buildings.

Prisoner Transport

The New Zealand Police is responsible for all pre-sentencing prisoner transportation in the
country and operations are funded by the general revenue provided by the Ministry of Justice.

There has been a concerted effort to reduce the number of Court appearances required by an
offender. The strategy involves reducing the number of arrests requiring detention (e.g.,
identification confirmation, releasing at a police station or an officer phone checking fingerprints
to avoid need to arrest) and the use of video remand. Both strategies are geared towards
reducing the number of prisoners requiring transport. There is a cultural shift that has been
required and resistance is often felt depending on the individual Judge hearing a case. The advent
of COVID-19 has helped with the culture change but they have a long way to go towards achieving
their goals. The practice of offenders appearing in person has been in place for centuries and
shifting to a culture of remote appearance has been challenging.

There is a pool of approximately 300-400 “Duly Authorized Officers” (equivalent of Special
Constables) who are tasked with prisoner transport and guarding prisoners in police and court
cells. The prisoner transport program is governed centrally but the officers are deployed
geographically and report to Area or District Commanders depending on the size of the
jurisdiction. Because of geography, the longest transport they have might be two hours. They also
have fly in communities. There is centralized (national) policy and direction. Resource
deployment, supervision and operations are grounded at the local level.
The focus of the NZPS is on reducing Court Appearances – they are looking at “disrupting the
custody pipeline”. They have seen a 30% reduction of appearances specifically attributed to better
managing offender identification and providing front line officers smart phone technology to
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capture and view video and fingerprints. Their focus is also on maximizing the use of digital
evidence in Court.

They also use a risk management approach and will have police officers support transports or
court appearances when required. The model they use to transport when required works well
according to interviewees.

6.

United Kingdom

Contact:

On Line Research

Organization/Agency Responsible

England/Wales: The Lord Chancellor or Secretary of State for Justice (role combined in 2007) is
under a duty to ensure that there is an efficient and effective system to support the carrying out of
the business of the Senior Courts, the Court of Protection, the county courts, the family courts, and
magistrates' courts, and that appropriate services are provided for those courts.
Northern Ireland: The Ministry of Justice, Lord Chief Justice’s Office, and the Courts and Tribunals
Services are responsible for the safe operation of court rooms.
Scotland: Estates, Health and Safety, Fire and Security Committee under the Scottish Courts and
Tribunals Service which is a public agency responsible for the administration of Scottish Courts.

Legislation

Courts Act 2003

The Lord Chancellor, in accordance with the Courts Act 2003, appoints and designates security
officers for all courts in England and Wales, other than the UK Supreme Court. Security officers are
required to comply with training requirements prescribed by secondary legislation. Once the Lord
Chancellor designates an individual as a court security officer, they have specific powers that they
may exercise in court buildings, for example, the power of search, seizure of weapons and other
prohibited articles and of restraint and/or removal from a court.

Model

England and Wales: Court Security Officers employed by the Lord Chancellor/Secretary of State
for Justice or a private “court officer” designated by the Lord Chancellor under section 51(1) of the
Courts Act 2003 provides all court security functions.
Northern Ireland: Similar to the England and Wales

Scotland: Court security is the responsibility of the Scottish Police Force. Non-Warranted
uniformed officers are provided, who have the power to hold persons in custody, remove persons
from the premises, apprehend escapees, transfer persons from any court, prison, police station, or
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mental institution to another, search any person in custody, and demand information with
reasonable cause.

Staff

A court security officer is a person who is appointed by the Lord Chancellor under section 2(1) or
provided under a contract made by virtue of section 2(4), and designated by the Lord Chancellor
as a court security officer.
In the UK, private contractors also transport prisoners to and from 24 crown courts and 43
magistrates' courts. They cover many of the most high-profile courts in England and Wales,
including the Royal Courts of Justice, the Central Criminal Court and Westminster Magistrates'
Courts.

North Ireland: Private security contractors perform the role of jury keepers. A Private security
contractor is responsible for the overall security of the courthouse. General court duties include
calling defendants, witnesses and helping court ushers. Prison Service Prison Officers and Prison
Custody Officers are responsible for the security of defendants in custody while in the holding
area of the courthouse and the dock. Youth court security is provided by “security staff”.

Court Police and Security Officers, known as a TurnKey, is a uniformed non-warranted officer of
the Scottish Police Force. These Officers provide security (and transport) for courts within
Scotland.

Funding

Limited information, however, it appears that funding is provided by the central governments
through the ministry responsible for court operations.

COVID-19 /Other Concerns

Move towards more remote court appearances and other technologies available to reduce the
need for in-court appearances. Some courts have installed plexiglass dividers and such to mitigate
transmission risk.
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8.10

January 17, 2022
The Hon. Peter Bethenfalvy
Minister of Finance
Frost Building South
7 Floor – 7 Queen’s Park Crescent
Toronto, ON M7A 1Y7
Dear Minister Bethenfalvy,
As you know, for years, municipalities across Ontario, including the Town of Milton, have
worked closely with the provincial government, the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation
and casino and gaming operators to provide entertainment options for millions of citizens and
tourists. The long standing revenue sharing agreement in place contributes over $5M
annually to the Town of Milton.
It is our understanding that the province is in the process of finalizing changes to online
casino games and online sports betting.
Given the long standing revenue sharing agreement which has benefited Milton and other
host communities, I am writing to ensure that any changes contemplated are very cognizant
of the potential impacts to host communities’ annual budgets. While changes to the casino
and gaming sector may be required, the process by which potential changes are created and
introduced as well as the changes themselves must not jeopardize revenues to municipalities
nor local jobs.
As you can appreciate, both the municipal and the casino and gaming sectors have been
dramatically impacted by COVID-19. Introducing additional, potential changes requires
thorough consultation with and consideration of the impacts on host communities.
Finally, I am requesting that you share the projections developed through this process with
respect to potential changes to revenues from slots and table games. Thank you in advance
for this information.
Again, I ask that your staff and ministry officials carefully consider the above and I would be
pleased to discuss this with you further at your convenience.
Sincerely,

Gordon Krantz
Mayor
c.c. The Hon. Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario
The Hon. Parm Gill, MPP, Milton
The Hon. Prabmeet Sarkaria, President of the Treasury Board of Ontario
Michael Parsa, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Finance
Chief Ted Williams, Chippewas of Rama First Nation
Host Municipality Mayors

